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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOM
Reason for the Problem
•1t isn't fair.

We're taking history in this room, not

English. n
Such was the burden of student complaint against a plan
of eo.rrelation of history and English.

After the compositioni,

presented in history were criticized for content, the teacher
of English read them to discover to what extent the principlef~
of grammar and composition which had been studied were prac- ,
t iced.

The fact that pupils described the juris~iction of each
subject was not new, but tbe discovery that the boundary lineH

were so definite and that the general attitude was merely
performing tasks for credit was astonishing.

This knowledge

coupled with the oft repeated student inquiry, •what do my

grades average now?" indicated that some revision in the
present methods of teaching should be made so that ~upils
will comprehend the real aim of education.
Some of the defects of the present organization are:
(1) that information gained in the classroom functions little
if at all outside the classroom, (2) that the pupils assume a
•get by" attitude and consider the performance the goal,
(3) that the honor roll and honor systems place premiums on

mere grades and not real learning, (4) that with the present
plan

or

so many semester hours spent on a subject before

promotion, the superior pupils waste hours marking time while
.

-1-

-2-

the slower reach the mark, (5) the crowded courses of study
make mastery of material almost an impossibility, and (6) tha
pupils in the secondary school do not know how to do selfdirected study.
Aim of the Thesis
Wrong attitudes cannot be supplanted sudde.nly, nor can a

school successfully change its entire organization quickly,
but classroom teachers can do much toward paving the way to a
systematic school reorganization with the ideal that the
school exists "for the stimulation end guidance of the individual pup il into a state of adjustment to the physical and
social and spiritual world in which he must live". 1

The work

in the classroom may be so organized that mere lesson performance is discredited.

It is with this aim that the ma-

terial in g_rammer of the ninth grade of the Wichita Course
of Study is reorganized to emphasize individual progress,
mastery of material, and self-directed study.

1Henry C. Morrison, The Practice of Teachinj in the
SecondarJ School, p. 667. Chicago: The Univers ty of
Chicago ress, 1931.

CHAPTER II
INVESTIGATION OF PLANS IN USE
National Survey of Secondary Education
The purpose of one section of the national survey of
secondary education was to discover, interpret and evaluate
the new and unusually successful provisions which secondary
schools (private schools not included) had made for individua
differences.

Dr. Roy

o.

Billet, school administration spec-

ialist of the survey, found 28 different methods by which the
schools of the United States adapt their programs to meet the
.

needs of individual students.

2

The movement to revise pro-

grams to benefit the individual student is comparatively new

in the United States.
The twenty-eight methods disclosed by the questionnaires
are: 3
1. Problem method
2. Project curriculum

3. Credit for projects or studies carried outside of
school hours
4. Variation in number of subjects a pupil may carry
5. Promotions more frequently than each semester
6. Advisory program for pupil guidance ·
7. Educational guidance through exploratory courses
8. Vocational guidance through exploratory courses
9. Special coaching of slow pupils
10. Special coaching to enable capable pupils to "skip"
a grade or half grade
11. Special classes for students who have failed
12. Opportunity rooms for slow pupils
13. Opportunity rooms for gifted Pupils
14. Adjustment classes or rooms
15. Remedial classes or rooms
2

Roy~. Billett, "What ~ne High Schools Are Doing for
the Individual•, School Life, 16 (January, 1931), 85-7.
~

Ibid., p. 87.

--
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
2:3.
24.
25.
26.
2?.
28.

Restoration classes
Scientific study of problem cases
Psychological studies
Differentiated assignments to pupils in same class
section
Long-unit assignments
Homogeneous or ability grouping
Winnetka technique
Individualized instruction
Contract plan
Laboratory plan of instruction
Dalton plan
Modified Dalton plan
Morrison plan

Of this list there are five general plans whose theories
of practice embrace the majority of the other methods listed:
the project curriculum, the contract plan, the Dalton laboratory plan, the Winnetka technique, and the Morrison plan.
Description of Five General Methods
The project curriculum.--The aim of the schools using a
project curriculum is not to prepare the pupils for future
living but to assist them in making the necessary adjustments
which life itself requires.

Each school is a small social

community whose members are ready to receive knowledge be-

eause there is a present need for it.

"As the purposeful act

is thus the typical unit of the worthy life in a democratic
society, so also should it be made the typical unit of school
procedure", 4 states William Heard Kilpatrick in his explanation of the project method.

The curriculum consists of units

4william Heard Kilpatrick, The Project Method., Teachers
College Bulletin (July, 1920), p. 6. New York: Teachers
College, Columb~a University.
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of work.

A unit of work is "the various experiences and

activities of a grade which center around some one interest."
The skills are taught as the proj~ct demands their use, but
should a particular project not require them, they are taught
.f ormally.
The ·c ontract plan.--According to this plan the material
of' a course is arranged so that each pupil may progress at a
rate suited to his capacity and interest.
divisions of a course are called jobs.
contracts:

Usually the main

For each job there er

a contract with the credit of

•D•

requires only

the minimum essentials, a a-contract lists the average amount
of work, a B-contraot calls for the maximum amount of work,
and an A-contract adds volunteer or original contributions.
Each pupil receives a guide sheet for the work of the contrao
which he selects.
The Dalton laboratory plan.--Elements of tha two plans
just described appear in combination in the laboratory plan,
originated by Helen Parkhurst who conceived a school to be a
sociological laboratory in which community situations prevail.

The year's work is the pupils' job. The assignments

in each subject are given once a month in the form of contracts.

There are no credit marks attached, but each pupil

must finish all the contracts for the month before he may begin any new one.

A new element in this plan is that the

5
Tomps1e Baxter, 9 Some Techniques and Principles used in
Selecting and Teaching a Unit of Work", Teachers College
Becord (November, 1929),
148. New York: Bureau of Publi•
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school has no definite time schedule.

If a pupil needs a

longer time in one laboratory than another, is is free to
plan his time.

The contract is self-directive; the teacher

merely observes and guides.

Recitations are held once a

week at which time the teacher presents those things that are

impossible for the pupil to dis«over with his limited time
and equipment.
The advantages of this method are that the pupil is
trained to be self-directed and self-disciplined as a citizen
in a normal community, the ulock step• rule is abolished, the
assignments show close correlation of subjects, and the relat ion of the pupil and teacher is transformed.

The teac_her

is not a taskmaster, but a friend and a guide.
The Winnetka technique.--The authorities of the schools
in Winnetka, Illinois, stress four principles:

(1) schools

should be happy attractive places for children, (2.) creative
work provides opportunity for individual variation and de-

velopment, (3) tha welfare of the group requires a strong
social consciousness in each individual, and (4) every child

should master those skills which he will probably use in life.
The curriculum has two distinct parts:

"one

consists of

those knowledges and skills in which we are trying to make

~h1ldren like minded; the other consists af stimuli and opportunfties for creative work under social condit1ons 11 ~6
6carleton washbur·n e, "Winnetka•, School and Society,

(Jan. 12, · 1929), 48.

-7-

•wo individual can develop fully except as the society of
which he is a part develops.

Each individual must, for his

own ultimate welfare, contribute to the welfare of the
group.• 7
. There are tour outstanding differences from the laboratory plan:

(L) there are no group assignments for all as-

signments are individual, (2) an unfinished assignment in one
subject does net hinder progress in the others, (3) mastery
of tbe material of the units is expected, and ( 4) pupils are
not allowed freedom from the time schedule unless they have
shown themselves to be self-reliant.
Tb.e Winnetka technique eliminates several rectors objection~ble in general practice today.

There are no failures.

tor no time limit for mastery is set; no rigid d.i vision as t
grade, for pupils are placed in groups in which they can work

best; no recitations to show what one knows, for self-teaohinf
and selt-corrective material is used; no competitive marks to
chasten and disturb, for _each child competes with his own
record; and no •get-by 11 attitude necessary for pupil responsi

bility for education is encouraged.

0

This plan which en-

courages reasoned freedom and initiative, stresses happy working conditions, teaches self-government, includes adequate
sex instruction, provides for remedial case work, and adds
the assistance of a research department seems ideal • .
7

Carleton Washburne, "The Philosophy of the Winnetka
·curriculum•, 26th Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, 1926, p. 224.
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The Morrison plan.--Henry C. Morrison states in the
preface of his book ttThe Practice of Teaihing in the SecondarJ
School" that "genuinely effective education whether it be for
the service of the individual or the service of society, must
be founded upon a. coherent theory of the whole field of teach•
ing, capable of being organized into a practicable system•.
Thorough genuine learning is the keynote of his analysis of
teaching procedure.
The material to be taught is first criticized as to its
real value; then it is divided into units of learning.

A

unit of learning is defined as •a comprehensive and significant aspect of the environment of an organized science, of
an art, or of conduct, which being learned, results in an

adaptation in personality". 8
mastery formula:

To each unit is applied the

"pretest, teach, test the result, adapt

procedure, teach and test again to the point of actual learning•. 9

Mere performance is not learning; actual learning re-

sults 1n a "change in the attitude of the individual, the
acquisition of a special ability, or the attainment of some

torm of skill".10
Morrison deplores the general attitude
accept mere performance es an objective.
8

or· students

to

The grading systems

Henry c. Morrison, The Practice of Teachin? in the
Seconder~ School, p. 24. Chicago: uri!versity o Chicago
Press, 1 31.
9

Ibid., p. 81.

lOThin . n. 1'7.
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~ow in use encourage this perverted attitude and he would
abolish them.
ion.

Many educators of today concur in this opin-

Homer P. Rainey labels the giving of marks as "the

great educational crime". "The most fundamental and serious
cause of a lack of intellectual interest on the part of
pupils is an attitude which consists in thinking their education wholly in terms of the machinery of education rather
than in terms of mastery of fields of knowledge. For the
vast majority of students the major objective of their educational career is to get through the system and this implies
with as little effort as possible •••••• Most students substitute a time concept for the mastery concept, and their
educational process is robbed of all intellectual motives.
Education under this system becomes a process of intellectual
hurdling, -and carries with it little or no residuum of intellectual values. The remedy lies in changing the system.•l:~

Another present day practice which is conducive to this
perverted educational attitude is the administrative policy
of requiring each pupil to spend a definite length of time on
each subject.

The Morrison plan suggests a flexible arrange-

ment of courses which would permit advancement when the pupil
is prepared for it.

When the time-to-be-spent stereotype. is

abolished, there will be no failures.

Each pupil progresses

When he has learned, regardless of the time required.

If he

progresses slowly because of maladjustment, corrective and
remedial teaching is done.

0

Diligent and consistent individ-

ual study of all pu~1ls is the only secure foundation for effective teaching." 12

1
'

Continuous advancement and an enriched

curriculum are the opnortunities for the superior pupils .
11

Homer P. Rainey, "The Great Educational Crime", School
and Society, 33 (Mar. 28, 1931), 435.
12

Henry

c.

Morrison, op. cit., p. 636.

,
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After a learning situation has been established by motivation and attention, the teaching procedure of a unit procee ~s
along five steps:

exploration, presentation, assimilation,

organization, and recitation.
Exploration has three principal purposes:

"economy,

the establishment of apperceptive sequence, and orientation."- 3
If the pretest gives conclusive evidence that a pupil
already understands the material, he may be excused for the
whole unit and allowed free time if he is self-reliant.

The

pretest acquaints the teacher with the needs of the class and
guides her attack upon the work of the unit.

The discussion

during the exploration prepares the minds of the pupils for
the reception of the new unit and connects it to information
which they already possess.
During the second step the teacher presents the major
essentials and "sells" the unit to the class.

If a short

presentation test shows that the aim has not been accomplishec!,
11

reteaching is done until understanding results.

<

At the end of the presentation the classroom becomes
study room and the assimilation stage begins.

a

The teacher

assembles the materials of study, places the pupil in effective contact with this material, observes, so that she may
give help over difficulties, suggests improved methods of stuc y,

and maintains a study atmosphere so that those who wish to

study may do so. With a guide sheet in hand, the pupil
.
13
Ibid., p. 256.
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attacks his problems with a desire to understand and accomplish.

Since no credit marks are given, real learning is the

objective and not rank in class, honor roll mention, or grade
es evidence of performance.

He moves about the room using

materials as he needs them, but he asks questions only when
he cannot discover the solution for himself.
When the teacher is convinced that the majority of the

class has assimilated the material, organization takes place.
A logical arrangement of the ideas gained in the assimilation
stage banishes haziness about some · points.
Recitation is the reverse of. presentation.

At the end

of the organization a few pupils in well organized floor
talks present their understanding of the unit to the class
and teacher as an audience.

No interruption is allowed un-

less the pupil permits questions to be asked during his
explanation.

Besides helping pupils to clarify the learning

achieved, this period is an opportunity for excellent practicE
in speaking and thinking before an audience.

This opportun-

ity is passed to different oupils on the next unit.

Those

who do not speak may present written summaries if the teacher
wishes to use this occasion for instruction in composition.
~

test for mastery is given on a day following the

recitation.

If this test discloses that a pupil has not '

learned, he directs his energies toward that part of the unit
Which he did not understand and takes another test for mastery; but if the first test shows evidence of real learning,

-12-

the pupil has tr·ee time or volunteer projects until the next
unit is presented.
Although the different subjects may differ in the nature
of their objectives and in the nature of the learning pro-

cess, this theory _or procedure in general applies to a11. · Al:
subjects, according to Morrison, may be classified under five
types of teaching:

the science type which aims tor under-

standing, the appreciation type in which adjustment results
in value attitudes, the language arts type with its new
adaptation, the pure-practice type in which the objective is
automatic facility, end the practical arts type that leads to
intelligent manipulation of tools.
Basis of Reorgsnizatien
The progressive educators back of these five plans have

in general sought the same objectives:

pupil's responsibil•

1ty for education, real learning products, mastery of the
necessary skills, right attitudes toward learning and conduct,
self-direction in study and conduct, and sufficient provision for individual development and progress.

Since the

Morrison theory of unit learnings presents a logical detailed
Plan of procedure to accomplish these objectives, it has been
chosen as the basis of the reorganization of the 9A course
wbioh follows.

•The Practice

or

Teaching in the Secondary

Scbool • is the product of a study of teaching extending over
•

• period or about twenty-five years.

The theory has been

submitted to specific experimental verification in the labors•

I·

tory schools ot the University of Chicago end has proved to
be practicable in many schools of the nation. 14

0

unit

Studies in Grammar",• helpful text in English, by Edith
B. Shepherd, has resulted from the experimentation in the
laboratory schools

14

Roy

o.

or

the University

or

Bi-llett, Op. cit., p. 87.

Chicage.

CHAPTER III

EXPLANATION OF THE PLAN FOR REORGANIZATION
Tests for the Value of the Units
The teaching procedure of the science type has been
followed since grammar is included in that classification.

The objective is e new understanding of principles of good
English.
The material of the 9A course has been divided into
units

or

learning, and each lesson as well as each unit has

been submitted to the test of value, "Will it help the pupil

to understand the structure of his discourse?'1 15

Emphasis

has been placed on the correction of those errors which the
composite of thirty-three 1nvestigations 16 shows is the most
common grammatical errors made by pupils.
Each unit has been so organized that the pupils and the

teacher may .proceed along the five steps:

exploration (pre-

test and its discussion), presentation, assimilation, organization, and recitation, followed by tests for mastery.

Instruction Sheets end Self Directed Study
One variation has been made in the third stage.

In-

struction sheets, adapted from the forms suggested by R.
Selvidge, 17 take the place
15

Henry

c.

or

the guide sheet.

w.

This was done

Morrison, Op. cit., p. 252

16
Henry Barap, •The Most Common Grammatical Errors",
Bnalish Journal (June, 1930), pp. 440-444.
17

!h!

R. W. Selvidge, Individual Instruction Sheets, pp. 8•15,
Peoria, Illinois: The Manual Arts Press, l926.
-14-

tor three reasons:

(1) to assist junior high school pupils

in the developmemt or ability to do self-directed study, .
(2) to facilitate the adaptation of the material to the needs
or a class, (3) to relieve the teacher or much mechanical
checking.
The importance or training pupils to do self-directed
study may be judged by the following quotations:
•we have stated and often reiterated the principle that
in so tar as the secondary school fails to train pupils how
to study, develops in them the inclination to ~ttack their
world through study, and finally makes them capable or formulating their own problems and stu~~ing at t~e level of selfdependence, it tails altogether.•
•we cannot teach anybody anything; the best we can do
is to help pupils to learn for themselves."19
Th• instruction sheets •changes the situation from one

where the student is passive, or receptive, ·and takes what is

given to him, to one where the ~ecessary instructions are
placed before him and it is his responsibility to master them.
SUcb. a situa_tion represents a great improvement from the
standpoint of developing a feeling of responsibility and
selt-relianoe".20
•when the parent or teacher has provided the conditions
which stimulate thinking and has taken sympathetic attitude
toward the activities of the learner by entering into a com-

mon or conjoint experience, all has been done which a secon d
party can do to instigate learning~ The rest lies with the
one directly concerned. If, he cannot devise his own solution ••• and find his own way out, he will not learn, not
even it he can recite some correct answer with one hundred
per cent accuracy.•21
18

Henry

c.

Mor r ison, Op. ~it , p. 171.

19 Glenn Frank, as quoted in E. Clark Fontaine, Teaching
High School Pupils", The Journal of the National Education
Association, 19 (February, l930), 44.
2 ~. w. Selvidge, op. cit.~ p. 7.
21 Jobn Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 188. New York:
· The Maemillan Company, l916.
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No course should be stable.

If practice proves that

material should be omitted or added, the change can easily be
made with the instruction sheets so that the entire unit need
not be reprinted.
The teacher is spared the laborious task of checking
daily papers, for the lessons are planned so that each pupil
may find his own difficulties.
Directions for Procedure
As a pupil completes an assignment, he secures the
answers from the teacher and checks his own paper.

If he has

made mistakes, he takes an additional assignment on his
special difficulty until he understands.

The lessons marked

A give additional practice exercises.

Since understanding is the_ aim and none of the exercises
are graded, . there is no reason for cheating or "getting-by".
Unless he understands, he oannot pass the test for mastery.
Since he cannot go to the second unit until he has mastered
the first, it behooves him to work for understanding.
Each finished assignment is handed to the teacher, not

that she grades the work or sees that it has been done, but
that she may keep in touch with each pupil's progress, sense

difficulties, encourage and help, or direct improvement of
study habits.

During the assimilation period the teacher

answers only those questions which have not been answered on

the lesson sheets.

For those students who finish rapidly,

she suggests volunteer projects, assists in the revision of

-17-

oompositions for other courses, and guides the free reading.
The pupil-teacher relationship is a friendly one, for the
I

•

teacher is no longer considered a task-master.
The instruction sheets for each unit are arranged in two
sections:

the fir.st includes the information and the assign•

ment sheets for the students who are ready for the assimilative material; the second consists of pretests, answers to
the assignments, tests for mastery, and suggestions for the
teacher's use.

It is best for the pup il that the instruction

sheets be bound or placed in looseleaf notebook covers.
A second or third test for mastery should not be given

immediately following the preceding one.
difficulties must intervene.

Additional study on

If more practice exercises are

needed, new assignment sheets may be made or references in

good texts may be given.

One advantage of the latter is that

pupils learn how to use reference texts.
The reorganization does not provide for the required
number of oral and written compositions, but if the corre.
lation of English and other subjects is very close, helpful
criticism of the compositions prepared for other classes does

more practical good than any assigned topic in the English
classroom.
Since this reorganization must be adapted toe system
not using the flexible arrangement of courses, a time limit
is fixed by semester requirements.
complete the three units.

The average class will

Unit III is long, but the material

-18-

is not entirely new since the seventh and eighth grade
courses provide for recognition of the parts of speech.

If

grades are compulsory by the system, the grades should be
based only on the number of tests necessary for mastery, the
number of units co.vered, and the attitude which the pupil
shows toward learning.

CHAPTER IV
Unit I--THE SENTENCE
Assimilative Material

ENGLISH
THE SENTENCE

UNIT I
PURPOSE:

LESSON I

To know when a sentence is complete

INFORMATION

1. A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought.
2. There are ~wo essentials to every sentence:
ject and a predicate.

e sub-

3. The subject tells what the sentence is about.

Example:. Dogs ba.rk.
4. The predicate tells what the subject does or it says
somethi~g about the subject.

Example:

Dogs~.

YOUR WORK

A. Whet two parts must every sentence have?
B. Copy the following sentences and draw a vertical line
between the complete subject an~ the complete predicate; as,
The four men

I walked

rapidly.

l. St. Paul, Minnesota is called the Gateway to the Northwes:t.

2. Tbree steel bridges span the Mississippi River.
3. The city's most charming residence street is Summit Avenue.
4. Fort Snelling stands at the Junction of the Minnesota and
the Mississippi River~.
5. It w~s established in 1819.
6. White Baar and Bald Eagle are two lakes near the city.
7. Some people have summer homes along these lakes.
8. Nine railroads serve St. Paul.
9. It is a large manufacturing city.
10. St. Paul and Minneapolis are called twin cities.
11. Lake Minnetonka is located near Minneapolis.
12. Minnetonka means Big Water.
13. It is an Indian name.
14. This lake has achieved a national reputation for its
beauty.

15~
16.
17.
18.

·

Indian mounds were found near the city.
Many mounds were destroyed by scientists.
The government prohibited them from destroying all.
Minneapolis has twenty-two flour mills.

-2119. The combined output of the mills in 1927 .was 97,000
barrels.
20. The state of Minnesota has ten thousand lakes by actual
count.

c. Which of the following groups of words are not sentences? Copy the numbers and after each write the reason as,
predicate omitted
incomplete predicate
subject omitted
incomplete subject
1. The Columbia River flowing from the far off headwaters in
Canada to the Pacific ocean.
2. The river teems with history and adventure.
3. Since May 11, 1792.
· 4. When Captain Gra.y in his ship the "Columbia".
5. Lewis and Clark in 1805 explored it to the mouth.
6. Ending at . the trail's end, Seaside.
7. Later John Jacob Astor's trading party in 1811.
B. Established a base at the site of the present City or
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 •

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
2:3.

24.
25.

Astoria.
A great salmon industry flourishes there.
Logging is still in its prime.
Majestic cliffs and wonderful scenery.
A world -of fishing villages and lumber mills.
.Astoria was the first American settlement on the Pacific
Coast.
An imposing monument commemorate$ the establishment of the
city.
·
It is over one hundred feet high.
Shipping a big factor in its growth.
Seaside is a summer resort.
A perfect vacation spot.
You may see the location of the Lawis and Clark salt
cairn at Seaside.
The Lewis and Clark expedition.
From St. Louis.
The party was composed of thirty-four men.
Sacajawea, a Snake River Indian, guided Lewis and Cl.ark
through the mountains.
She captured and sold into slavery.
A monument to her at Seaside.

-22-

ENGLISH
THE SENTENCE

UNIT I
PURPOSE:

LESSON I A

To know when a sentence is complete

INFORMATION

( See lesson I)

YOUR WORK

·A. What are the two essentials of every sentence?
B. Copy the ·following sentences and draw a vertical line
between the complete subject and the complete predicate.

1. The frigate Old Ironsides made history more than a

century ago.
2. It has been made seaworthy again.

3. The real name of the ship is the Constitution.
•· Paul Revere furnished the ship with its original sheathing.
5. Paul Revere was accomplished in several trades.
6. Many famous men trod the deck in the days of the ship's
glory.
7. Her lest commission ended in 1881.
B. School children and tourist~ have helped to rebuild the
vessel.
9. The ship. took part in forty-two battles.
10. The Hall of Fame for great Americans is at University
Heights.
11. The hall is one of the buildings of the New York University.
12. It is a granite colonnade built about the library.
13. One hundred fifty panels provide room for bronze tablets.
14. The selection is entrusted to a committee.
15. Elections began in 1900.
16. The Americans honored have been dead ten years or more.
17. The committee has one hundred members.
18. Elections are held every fifth year.
19. A Hall of Fame for women was added in 1905.
20. Alice Freeman Palmer is one woman honored.
C. Which of the following groups of words are not sentences? Write your reason.

1. Under the big elm tree.
2. We started at five o'clock.
3. March on.
' 4. Lindbergh, the famous aviator.

5. The summer days are long.
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UNIT I
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

THE ·sENTENCE

When Christmas comes.
Boys and girls in holiday costume.
Whenever we were tired.
Beautiful lilies grew in the pond.
The men walking down the road.
The sun rises.
There was a mirage on the pavement ahead.
The stream was out of its banks.
Please help me.
The store on the corner.
Our new house.
Mary is very thrifty.
Thrift is a virtue.
Sometime this morning.
The bridge was half mile long.
A good game of tennis.
President Hoover.
Seated around the hearth.
They watched the tide come in.
There were many bathers on the beach.

LESSON I A

.
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UNIT I

PURPOSE:

LESSON I

To learn to recognize the simple subject and the
simple predicate

INFORMATION
1. The principal word in the complete subject is the
simple subject.
Example:

An immense steel bridge
Biver.

crosses the Hudson

2. The principal part of the complete predicate is the
simple predicate. It often tells the action of the
subject.
Example:

A big turkey

strutted past the door.

~. The words that do not show action and yet belong to
the simple predicate are called helping verbs or
auxilia~y verbs. These words are: be, being, been,
am, is, are, was, were, may, can, must, might, could,
would, should, shall, will, do, did, does, have,
having, has, had.
Example:

The man

is writing a letter to his son.

OUR WORK

A. -Memorize the list of auxiliary verbs.
B. Copy the following senten ces. nraw a vertical line
between the complete subject and the complete predicate as in
lesson I. Then underscore the simple subject once and the
simple predicate twice.
Model:

The two willing boys

l have

washed all the windows.

1. The new bridge over the Hudson River will be finished in
1932.
2. It is the largest bridge of its kind.
~. The main span will be longer than the Brooklyn bridge.
4. Four electric railways cross it.
5. Its total cost will reach sixty million dollars.
6. The magnificent structure was made possible by wonderful
engineering.
7. Five years were needed to finish it.
B. The Palisades rise on the Jersey side near it.
9. The bridge is anchored in these solid rocks.
10. The workers must balance themselves on narrow steel
girders.
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LESSON II

11. They crawl periously along thin ledges hundreds of feet
above the water.
12. The workers ere like jugglers.
13. They toss red hot rivets to each other.
14. A mammoth steam shovel works on the New York side.
15. An enormous crane hoists masses of materiel.
16. An endless conveyor belt carries sacks of cement and
gravel.
17. Immense cables are needed.
18. Each cable has been tested.
19. These cables are thirty-six inches in diameter.
20. The engineers do know the effect of the wind and weather
on it.
21. Large boats pess under this bridge.
22. The cable towers are higher than the Washington monument.
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UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON II A

To learn to recognize the simple subject and the
simple predicate

INFORMATION
(See lesson II)
YOUR WORK
A. Review the list of auxiliary verbs.
B. Copy the following sentences. Draw a vertical line
between the complete subject and the complete predicate as in
lesson I. Then underscore the simple subject once and the
simple predicate twice.
Model:
windows.

The two willing boys

I have

washed all the

1. Excellent students learn hard lessons.
2. A slight breeze swayed the trees.

~.

4.
5.
6.
7.

e.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Extravagant people buy many unnecessary articles.
Deep pools shelter the gray trout.
I have written my composition.
He was a sturdy old fellow.
A healthy body is better than wealth.
Rip Van Winkle journeyed into the Katskill Mountains.
The sun rises later now.
The . committee should have come earlier.
That boy always keeps his promise.
Every person needs some exercise.
The two girls play the piano well.
The boys were planning a trip into the wood.
Ellen knows many kinds _of birds.
She studies about them.
You may go now.
The letter might have been delayed.
France approved the treaty.
Mount Vernon has been reproduced in Europe.
Every sentence begins with a capital letter.
The little children were laughing.
An older girl had told them a story.
The men ran from the huge fire cracker.
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PURPOSE:

L~SSON III

To write without using incomplete sentences

INFORMATION

(See lesson

I and II)

YOW WORK

A. Copy from the following paragraph the sentences that
are complete.

over a century ago, in Scotland the land where •every
field has its battle and every rivulet its song•. There
lived a boy who loved nothing so much as to listen to tales
of olden times. Especially be loved those told him in verse.
What be beard he remembered. Retold to bis playmates when
they would listen. Or, lacking that audience, would shout
out to the empty air for the sheer joy of their sound. His
enthusiasm was no respecter of persons. Bursting into bis
mother's parlor one day, roaring forth the lines of the
ballad •HardJknute•. He put to rout the perish clergyman who
ended his oall abruptly, exclaiming, •one mal as well Sl>eak ir
the mouth or a cannon as where that child is."
·
B. Prepare a written composition to be reed to the classi
·
l. To entertain the class with new and interesting
material.
2. To make every sentence complete in thought. You may
write a personal experience, an incident or a description
from a trip (do not try to tell about the whole trip), or
1ntormat1on you have gained from reading.
keep these two aims in mind:

If you have a written .composition to prepare for another class, you may substitute it for the practice in
writing.
Before you read your composition, secure your teacher's
helptul criticism and her approval.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON II-I A

THE SENTENCE

To write without using ineomple t

sentences

INFORMATION
(Reread the information in lesson I and II)
YOUR WORK

A. From the following paragraph, copy tbe senten ces that
are not complete. Under each, show how the sentence might be
made complete.
The National Statuary Hall, semi-circular in shape and
designed by Latrobe, after a Greek theater. It is one or the
most beautiful rooms at the Capitol. On the north side it
has a colonnade of Potomac marble with white capitals. A
screen of similar columns on the south side supports a noble
aroh. The domed ceiling, decorated after that of the Roman
Pantheon. Above the door leading from the rotunda is Franzon11s historical clock.

B. Write a short account of an interesting part of a
book you have read.
Assist your reader by· writi~g complete sentences.

ENGLISH
THE SENTENCE
PURPOSE:

LESSON IV

To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to use

INFORMATION
1. There are three kinds of sentences classed according
to use or meaning:
declarative
interrogative
imperative
2. A sentence used to make a statement is a declarative
sentence.
He is courteous.
3. A sentence used to ask a question is an interrogative
sentence.
Did you find your book?

4. A sentence used to express a command or a request is
an imperative sentence.
Keep off the grass.
The subject of an imperative sentence is always the word
Jou which usually is not expressed.
(You) keep off the grass.
5. Any sentence spoken with strong feeling may be
classed as exclamatory. If . the imperative sentence above
were said by an angry owner of a lawn, it would be written
as an exclamatory sentence.
Keep

off the grass!

6. An imperative sentence and a declarative sentence
close with a period, the interrogative sentence closes with
a question mark, and the exclamatory with an exclamation
point.
YOUR WORK

A. Learn to spell the names of the kinds of sentences.
B. Classify the following sentences. Copy the number of
each sentence and .state .the kind of sentence after it.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
. 19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

THE SENTENCE

LESSON IV

Please tell us a story, Jane.
By studying grammar, we learn to correct our mistakes.
A question mark is placed at the end of a question.
At what time this afternoon does the train leave?
We should try to speak correctly all the time.
Robert helped his mother plant some flowers.
Who invented the steamboat?
Courtesy is just the act of being kind.
Work steadily while you work.
Write a letter subscribing for this good magazine.
Who is to blame for the accident?
A thrifty person saves time, money, and materials.
Who is Lloyd George?
Many wild animals live along the banks of the Amazon
river.
.
Swim the length of the pool and beck.
Who wrote the poem, •The Birches"?
Be neat in your work.
Leave a margin one inch wide at the left of the page •
Hamlin Garland has written many interesting stories about
the Middle West.
Do you know the name of the present poet laureate of
England?
Report to room 103 for the meeting of the student council,
The number of deaths after the storm was seven.
Take care of ·the pennies and the dollars will take care
of themselves.
Rapid walking is good exercise.
He was a good sport and a good loser.

C. Name the subject of each sentence that follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ask only necessary questions.
The weary traveler looked for shelter.
Can Elizabeth speak French?
The population of Wichita is 111,110.
Wichita is the fourth largest milling center in the
United States.
Please lend the book to me.
Write the sentences correctly from dictation.
Did you give the stranger definite directions?
Throw the bell to first.
Stop, look, and listen.

D. Write five original sentences to illustrate each
kind of sentence.

ENGLISH

UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

LESSON IV

E~ Copy the following sentences and place the correct
punctuation after each.
1. Wichita produced four hundred airplanes in 1930
2. Was the aiscovery_ of the south pole attended with greater
dangers than the north pole
3. You have read 0 The Man Without a Country"
4. Was Polan's punishment too severe
5. Telephone for a doctor
6. Do not drink the water from this spring unless it is
boiled
7. Don't shoot
B. How the lightning flashes
9. What part of speech is it
lQ. The boat floated rapidly down the stream
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PURPOSE:

LESSON IV A

To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to use

INFORMATION
( See lesson IV)
YOUR WORK

A. Write from memory the names of the kinds of sentence~.
B. Classify the following sentences.

Copy the number oj

each sentence and state the kind of sentence after it.

1. Fifteen million cubic feet of water passes over Niagara
Falls per minute • .
2. · Tne green oolor of the Horseshoe Fall is due to its
depth.
3. Have you read about the police dog that went over the
fall?
4. Take a trip to Niagara sometime.
5. Tour the world's greatest inland seas, the Great Lakes.
6. Niagara Falls are between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario.
7. The glee club sang two songs in assembly.
8. Is Lois a member of the glee club?
9. Sing sweeter.
10. Send this telegram at once.
11. You may see ·my collection of stamps if you wish.
12. Don't spill the ink.
13. Between the church end the grocery store grew a large
rubber tree.
14. Take this medicine whenever the attacks come on.
15. This is a game that requires steady nerves.
16. Give the paper to me when you are through.
17. Stay as long es you like. ·
18. How long does your vacation last?
19. Please do not interrupt me.
20. We should be thankful for good health.
21. Who said that?
22. Go at once to room 204.
23. A thoughtless person talks during an assembly number.
24. Stand here by me.
·
25. Have you read John's story about an imeginar1 search for
the mysterious cavern?
C. Name the subject of each sentence that follows.
1. Tbe three young men were good sons to their old father.
2. Interview a schoolmate on the subject of his favorite
pastime.

ENGLISH
UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

LESSON IV A

~. Then write a brief summary.
4. The class had a picnic by the river.
5. Were all members present?
6. Watch that large airplane.
7. Legends of the Northwest are interesting.
a. Be of good cheer. ·
9. May Jack take the oar?
10. Write to me soon.

D. Write five original sentences to illustrate each kin

of sentence.

E. Copy the following sentences and place the correct
punctuation after each.
1. Chicago is the packing center of the world
2. Its stockyards cover five hundred acres
~. Are you interested in zoological exhibits
4. Where is Chicago located
5. Explain why it is a large city
6. Run for your lives
7. The storm began at six o'clock
8. Read the account in the paper
9. What a strong wind there was
10. It blew seventy miles an hour

ENGLISH
THE SENTENCE

UNIT I

PURPOSE:

LESSON V

To avoid monotony in sentence order

INFORMATION

1. A sentence is 1n direct order if the complete subject
begins the sentence.
The baby lay there safe and sound.
2. Inverted order places some part of the complete
predicate first.

There lay the baby safe and sound.
3. Questions are usually in inverted order.
4. In some statements inverted order may express the
thought better than the direct order. If any part of e sentence should receive emphasis, it is usually placed at the
beginning. Notice that the first sentence below gives a
better picture than the second sentence.

1. Away went the horse.
2. The horse went away.

( Inverted order)
(Direct order)

YOUR WORK
A. Copy the· number of each sentence that follows and
atter each write inverted or direct to explain the order of
each sentence.
1.
2.
~.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1~.
14.
15.

A good sportsman wins fairly.
Down sank the sun in the west.
Always find time for kindness.
Were the men here in timef
Lightly over the waves rode our canoe.
Who paddled the canoe?
Gone are the days of the ox trains.
Round and round whirl the waters in the pool.
An honest old fellow was he.
There goes our street car.
There was a circus in town last week.
Many good magazines lay on the table.
The old house was dismal and dark.
The snow turned the yard into fairy land.
From the banquet room came song and laughter.

ENGLISH
UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

LESSON V

B. Rewrite the following sentences in direct order.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

There are beautiful roses in the garden.
About her neck hung a rope of pearls.
There was not a ray of sunlight in the wood.
Were there distinguished people in the audience?
Did the fire alarm ring last night?
On the beach was a deserted hut.
Black were her eyes es the berries that grow by the wayside.

8. Undisturbed were the fish in tha pool.
9. Exhausted is our supply.
10. Here comes a squadron of police ahead of . the parade.
C. Write e short paragraph describing action you have
observed; as, a race, firemen at work, or a car accident.
Vary the order of your sentences to give life to .your
paragraph.

ENGLISH
UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON VA

To avoid monotony in sentence order

INFORMATION

( See lesson V)
YOUR WORK

A. Write the numbers of the following sentences and
after each the term inverted or direct.
1. The flower of the pitcher plant is a trap for catching
insects.
2. On the Sahara desert the stately date palm grows.
3. In the park stood a log cabin with interesting history.
4. The fire left them homeless.
5. We saw the eclipse yesterday.
6. Is this the outline of the story?
7. Boys and girls are the hope of the world.
8. For three minutes every whistle in town blew.
9. Mother made muffins for lunch.
10. Across the desert moved a long caravan.
11. The party visited London, Paris, and Vienna.
12. Above the roofs on the sleeping city gleamed the stars.
13. Crowds of skaters hastened to the river.
14. W'fll you help me a minute?
15. It was a frosty day in late October.

B. Rewrite . the following sentences in direct order.
1. Very quickly gathered the crowd.
2. In a lofty, antique hall I found myself.
Around the hall and in a small gallery were the books.
In the center of the library was a solitary table.
Many quest ions the officer asked.
Will the winning team be given a banquet?
7. How merrily the bells ring!
8. With a thin coating of ice the pavements were covered.
9. Down u pon the village swept the cyclone in all its fury.
10. High above them floated the balloon.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C. Write a humorous bit of experience.
tence order to add interest.

Vary the sen-
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PURPOSE:

LESSON VJ

To learn the kinds of sentences clas.s ed according
to form

INFORMATION
1. There are three kinds of sentences classed according
to form or structure:
simple
compound
complex

2. A simple sentence expresses one complete thought and
has one subject and one predicate .
Mr. Smith engaged four carpenters.
3. The compound and complex sentences have more than one
thought. Each thought or part is called a clause. Each
clause has a subject and predicate.
4. If' a clause expresses a complete thought, it is
called an independent clause, but if a clause does not express a complete thought, it is called a dependent clause.

Mr. Smith engaged four carpenters when he built his
house.

Mr. Smith engaged four carpenters.

(Complete thought
or independent
clause)

When he built his house

( Incomplete
thought or dependent clause)

5. A compound sentence has two or more independent
clauses connected with a joining word.

Mr. Smith engaged four carpenters, but they failed to
come.
Mr. Smith engaged four carpenters.

(Independent
clause)

They failed to come.
but

( Independent
clause)
(Joining word}

,
1
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6. A complex sentence has only one independent clause
and has one or more dependent clauses.
When Mr. Smith built his house, he engaged four carpenters who were skilled workmen.
When Mr. Smith built his house
Who were skilled workmen
He engaged four carpenters

(Dependent clause)
(Dependent clause)
(Independent clause)

7. Some of the joining words for compound sentences are:
and, but, or, nor, so, still, yet, therefore, then, consequently, hence, nevertheless, for.
8. Some of the joining words for complex sentences are:
as, if, unless, until, why, lest, since, whenever, wherever,
than, that, after, when, who, which, before, where, although,
because, till, while.
A joining word for a complex sentence is a part of
the dependent clause.
YOUR WORK

A. Classify the following sen tences as to form. Copy
the number of each sentence and write after it the classification.
1. When we approa c-h New York from the bay, we see the high
buildings of Manhattan Island.
2. It is a picture which has no parallel in the cities of
the world.
3. The skyscrapers of New York ar.e an impressive feature of
the city.
4. We marvel at the height as we wander down the streets.
5. The high buildings are a modern creation.
6. One reason for them is a lack of room, and another is the
concentration of business.
7. Two factors made it possible.
8. The elevator gives access to the upper stories, and the
steel cage system of construction was invented.
9. The steel cage is a framework of steel beams bolted together with hot rivets.
'
10. It is like a bridge set on end.
11. Under the old system the walls supported the floors, but
steel girders supported the walls • .
12. Under the old system buildings were limited to ten
stories, but under the new system a building may be one
hundred stories.
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13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

THE SENTENCE

LESSON VI

These steel skyscrapers are considered fireproof.
We cannot picture the height until we see them.
The foundations are a great engineering feat.
The foundations go down to bedrock, and in some instances
a hundred feet below the surface.
All skyscrapers are braced to withstand wind pressures.
The buildings vibrate, but this is not a symbol of weakness.
When a storm approaches, this vibration is evident.
A clock on the top floor of the American Surety Building
has been stopped by vibration in a storm.

B. Copy the following sentences and draw a straight line
under all independent clauses and a wavy line under all dependent clauses. Read sections 3, 4, 7, 8 of the information
again before you start.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

After the rain is over, we shall go for a walk.
The children played until they were tired.
I wrote the telegram and Tom sent it.
Stars were shining, but the moo n was hidden be h ind a
cloud.
When vacation begins, we shall go to the seashore.
Every state has a Weather Bureau which rec e ives reports
from its own territory.
As we passed down the shady lane, we heard a hermit
thrush sing.
You must make a decision, or I will leave without you.
When the Indian guide spoke in excellent English, Marie
was astonished.
You have found your receipt, and now you have proof for
the payment.
We shall drive wherever you want to go.
Since the picnic has been postponed, we must make other
plans.
Now fades the glimmering landscape from sight, and all
the air a solemn stillness holds.
While you work, work steadily.

1,

,I•
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To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to form

INFORMATION
( See less on VI)
YOUR WORK

A. Classify the foil~wing sentences as to form:

1. The Washington National Monument is an imposing shaft of

white marble.
2. It is seen towering against the sky before one reaches

Washington.
3. The Monument is an obelisk.
4. The walls are fifteen feet in thickness, and taper to
eighteen inches at the top.
5. The facing is of pure white marble from Maryland, and the
back is of New England granite.
6. The interior is lighted by electricity which shows the
memorial stones within.
?. Glimpses of these may b~ had from the elevator, but the
inscriptions may be read only from the platforms.
8. When one reaches 504 feet, the walls are pierced with
eight windows.
9. On the north the ·White House may be seen, and on the east
looms the Capitol.
10. The Potomacts winding course may be followed for miles,
and on a clear day the mountains in Virginie may be seen.
11. The monument was suggested before Washington died.
12. The project wes revived upon Washington's death.
13. The cornerstone was laid in 1848.
14. At one time funds were e:xhaust-ed, and it was not finished
till 1885.
15. The orator at the dedication services was the one who delivered the oration at the laying or the cornerstone.
16. The total cost of the monument has been one million three
hundred thousand dollars.
l?. The monument is a little over 555 feet high.
18. There is a stairway which bas nine hundred steps.
19. There is no charge for visitors who wish to ascend on the
elevator.
20. If you see the monument, you will be pleased.
B. Copy the following sentences and draw a straight line
under all independent clauses and · a wavy line under all dependent clauses.
1.· The band played as the team entered the fiel,d.
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2. If you will come with me, I will give you -a seat.
3. When the telephone rang, I answered the call.
4. Father returns in June, but the rest of the family remains another month.
5. Fire engines came promptly, but the hydrants were frozen.
6. They had with theme forlorn-looking dog which followed
them everywhere.
7. I was on the way home when a messenger overtook me.
8. A lie is contemptible, and it is cowa~dly.
9. Come to see us whenever you can.
10. The candles shone at every window, and they made a
pretty sight.
11. While you went to the grocery store, I drank at the
fountain.
12. I moved toward a window, but my captor was there before
me.
13. I will ask him now, or you may speak to him tomorrow.
14. A thousand bright stars are visible wh11• countless
others are unseen.
15. The boat labored heavily and spray burst continually
over 1t.

'
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UNIT I

PURPOSE:

LESSON VII

To lee.rn how to punctuate dependent ·clauses

INFORMATION

1. A dependent clause sometimes occurs in the middle
or the independent clause.

-

He who never exercises remains weak.

-----------------

2. It a dependent clause can b8 omitted without destroy
ing the main meaning of the sentence, it is set off by
commas.
Correct:

Water which is impure should n·o t be drunk.

Correct:

Water, ~hich is com~osed of hydrogen and
oxygen, is a necessity or life.

3. A comma is placed after a dependent clause that precedes the independent clause. It is sometimes called an
1n t r-o duct or y clause •
the day drew to an end, a monoplane · appeared in
the western sky.

As

YOUR WORK

A. Copy the dependent clauses from the following complex sentences. Reread item 8 in the information for lesson

VI.

1. The boys who are sitting in the front seats are ushers.
2. The watch that you lost has been found.

3. One winter night when the snow lay three feet deep on th
ground, the baby became 111.
4. The only sound which Joe could hear was the dashing or
the waves on the rocks.
5. The auditorium which will be used is on the east side or
the building.
6. The boy who is presiden t of the class is worthy of your
support.
1. The woode n bridge that was condemned has been replaced
by one of concrete.
8. A girl who can typewrite will be needed.
9. The things that wear well are the things to buy.
10. The cousin that sings is the one I meant.
11. A man who continually makes promises without living up
to them is contemptible.
12. Power which is often desired brings with it responsibil1t·y.
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B. Why should a comma be placed after an 'introductory
dependent clause?

C. Copy end punctuate the following sentences:
1. As I have already told you the president has refused to
call a meeting.
2. While they were eating the door bell rang.
3. Before he could cross the street became a scene or confusion.
4. While I stodd ·there cooking a stranger on a horst stoppec
by the camp stove.
5. If you oall the dogs will think it is time to eat.
6. If you like Louise will play for you.
7. When Roosevelt was a boy he suffered much from asthma
and other bodily ailments.
8. While he was very young he learned to read and write.
9. Wherever you go stand by those principles.
10. Since he had that accident he has been a very careful
dr1 ver.
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To learn how to punctuate dependent clauses

INFOFMATION
( See lesson VII)
YOUR WORK

A. Copy the dependent clauses from the following complex sentences. Be sure you understand items 6 and 8 in the
information for lesson VI.
1. The children who had wandered into the field discovered

a rabbit's nest.
2. Ichabod who was frightened at the apparition quickened

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

his speed.
The rooks which were lying in our path were like granite.
The ring that had seven diamonds was very costly.
One who has set himself to the task must not turn back.
The pattern which you chose is very pretty in blue and
white.
Bits or advice which I thought of I jotted down on paper.
Some of the p~oblems which you have are too difficult for
you.
The method that saves time is often the best.
One day when I went on a picnic , I found a dollar.
B. Punctuate the following sentences:

1. As it was he could not be home early.
2. Since we cannot help to worry would do no good.
3. As they drew near a rattlesnake crawled away.
4. While they were mowing Jack tossed the stones from the
lawn.
5. When the fat women stepped in the boat capsized.
6. ·As she was passing by a door creaked and opened quietlJ.
7. When she had finished explaining the lesson seemed easy.
a. If you wish tennis shall be the next game.
9. While I was answering Carl interrupted with an explanation.
10. Before you can sing the song must be selected.
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To learn how to punctuate compound sentences

INFORMATION
1. Usually s comma should be placed between the clauses
in a compound sentence before the joining words and., or., but.,
and f.2!.• A comma is not needed if the clauses a~short.--Lois played and Jack seng.
It may be true., but I doubt it.

(Correct)
(Correct)

2. A semicolon is used between the clauses of a compound sentence before the joining words therefore., consequently., then., still., hence., otherwise, nevertheless., !..2,oordingly-;-ind however.
Apples were plentiful; therefore they were cheap.
3. The joining word of a compound sentence may be
omitted if a semicolon is used in its place.

It doesn't bother me; I am accustomed to noise.
YOUR WORK
1. Punctuate the following compound sentences:

1. James has learned to swim but his sister is afraid of the
water.
2. We may go to the city today or we may stay et home.
3. The English were beaten still they would not surrender.
4. You wish to make a good impression therefore you should
study to improve your English.
5. The heavens declare the glory ·of God the firmanent
showeth his handiwork.
6. Some are born great some achieve greatness and some have
greatness thrust upon them.
7. You bought it then it is yours.
8. We must take the children some candy otherwise they will
be disappointed.
9. You may lead a horse to water but you cannot make him
drink.
10. Though a man is wealthy yet he is not always happy.
11. It was pleasant on the beach however we heard our friend
warning us of the tide.
12. Analyze the sentence then correct it.
13. It was too far to walk consequently we hired a car.
14. The whistle blew ang the race began.
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15 . The contestant did not win the prize nevertheless he
plans to try again.
16 . Tom played a joke on me once now I suspect men often.
17 . Helen Keller is blind yet she is happy .
18 . It is not work to that ~oy for making airplanes is his
hobby .
19 . He may be educated however he does not show good judgment.
20 . I am better but I shall not join the party .
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LESSON VIIIA

To learn how to punctuate compound sentences

INFORMATION
(See lesson VIII)
YOUR WORK
1. Punctuate the following compound sentences:
1. The apples were green nevertheless the children ate them.
2. The rain poured down all day consequently we had to eat
our picnic lunch et home.
3. Lightni~~ flashed and thunder roared.
4. The suit fits me but the material is not what I want.
5. We cried but father laughed.
6. At first he hesitated then he ran forward.
7. The wind is in the north therefore it will be colder.
B. The farm is pleasant but I want to leave.
9. I have an engagement I must decline this one.
10. The man is seventy-five years old but he still does work
· on the farm.
11. He does not know and probably no one knows.
12. I do not care at all I have never cared.
13. I am ·perfectly willing but I do not know about my sister.
14. We were unable to hear the speech some one behind us insisted on talking.
15. The morning is clear and a slight breeze is blowing from
the south.
16. Wheat grows in cool countries but olives thrive in warm
ones.
17. Airplanes are a novelty now but some day people will
take them as a matter of course.
18. Bob likes to skate but Jane prefers to coast.
19. We read the play and Lucy assigned the parts.
20. Jane Adams helped people to live good lives consequently
they loved her.
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LESSON IX

To understand why different kinds or· sentences es
to form are needed.

INFORMATION
1. A paragraph composed of all simple sentences grows
monotonous.
Example-It was one evening in summer several years ago. I
was on my way to look at a trawling-line. I had set it for
white fish in the North Platte River. I observed a commotion
among my sheep. I knew the sound. A rattlesn.ake was among
them. I could hear the rattles. I went to the bank of the
river. A moment or two later I heard a noise of a different
kind. I hurried toward it. I found a huge bull snake. It
was lashing its bead hither and thither. It was making a
frenzied attempt to disgorge en overgrown toad.
2. Notice how pleasing the same paragraph is when it is
written with a variety of sentences as to form.

One evening in summer several years ago, while I was
on my way to look at a trawling-line that I had set for white
fish in the North Platte River, I observed a commotion among
my sheep; but a moment or two later near the bank of the
river I heard a noise of a different kind. On hurrying toward it I found -a huge bull snake that was lashing its head
hither and thither in a frenzied attempt to disgorge an overgrown toad. (Composition end Rhetoric--Tanner)
3. Less important thoughts are placed in dependent
clauses.
Wrong: I was walking to school and I saw an accident,
(These thoughts are not equally important)

Better:

As I was walking to school, I saw an accident.
(The first thought is the less important and
is placed i n a dependent clause.}

YOUR WORK

A. Reconstruct each of the following groups of short
monotonous simple sentences into one well organized sentence. "
Use dependent clauses for less important ideas.
1. The principal entrance almost had the breadth of a
church door. It was in the angle between the two front

,..
I:
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gables. It was covered by an open porch. Th~re were benches
beneath its shelter.
2. The story is about a rusty wooden house. It had
seven acutely peaked gables. It stood half way down a bystreet. It is a New England town.
3. The street was Pyncheon Street. The house was the
old Pyncheon house. An elm tree before the door was familiar
to every child by the name of Pyncheon elm. The elm was very
large.
4. A natural spring of soft pleasant water had early induced Matthew Maule to build a hut. A spring is a rare treasure on the sea-girt peninsula. On this peninsula the
Puritan settlement was made.
5. He a dva no e d . to the door • He knocked at the door. No
one came.

B. Reconstruct the following sentences into a paragraph.
Wherever you can make a more pleasing arrangment by combinins
thoughts into compound or complex sentences, do so.
Several cathedrals were built.
They were very large.
They were in Germany.
That was many years ago~
They cost a great deal of money.
The German people were happy.
They believed death was coming in the year 1000.
It didn't come.
They were than kful.
They wanted to show gratitude.
They built cathedrals.
They thought these would s how thanks.
The people were very poor.
They had little money for cathedrals.
How could they build a great church?
Churches cost a gr eat deal of money.
The monks knew a way out of the difficul ty .
They asked everyone to bring old clothe s and f urn i t u re
t o t he ch ur ch •
The monks sold the second han d art i c l es in a ne i ghborinE
city.
This is the way t he y got money for their cathedra l s .
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LESSON IX A

To understand why different kinds of sentences as
to form are needed

INFORMATION
( See lesson IX)
YOUR WORK

· A. Reconstruct each of the following groups of simple
sentences in one well - organized sentence .
1 . Bruno is our police dog . He has perfect manners .
The cat eats her supper . He never interferes .
2 . The dog was a shepherd . He was big and brown . He
was handsome . He was brave enough to fight any man .
3 . One day the family was spending the summer in a New
Hampshire village . My t~o brothers and I set out for a wood.
It was on top of a hill not far away .
4 . I stepped out of a thicket onto the bank of a river .
A spotted sandpiper teetered along before me .
It was fol lowed by three young ones .
5. The mother was frightened . She flew out over the
water . The young birds could not fly .

B. Reconstruct the following sentences into a para graph . Use a variety of sentences as to form .
The rain was still falling .
It swept down from the half - seen hills .
It filled the valley with a whitish cloud .
It fe 11 around the house drearily .
It ran down into the tubs .
They were placed there to cat-ch it .
It dripped from the mossy pump .
It drummed on the upturned milk pails .
It drummed upon the brown and yellow beehives .
The beehives were under the maple trees .
The chickens seemed depressed .
The irrepressible blue jay screamed amid it all .

·
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LESSON X

To learn to avoid a monotonous use of compound
sentences

INFORMATION
1 . An overuse of compound sentences becomes as monotonous as an overuse of simpl~ sentences . A fault which some
speakers and writers have is the and- habit . Too many
thoughts are joined by and .
The keepers of Sherwood Forest saw a handsome young
hunter coming toward them and he was tall and slender and his
jerkin and hose were green and on his head was a loose cap
and he pulled this down like a hood and to this costume were
added weapons of the chase and in his right hand he carried
a long bow and a leathern sheath hung at his side and this
was filled with feathered arrows and a short knife with a
horn handle was stuck in his girdle and his face was eager
and bright .
2 . To avoid this monotony , use a v ariety of sentence
structure , remember that less important thoughts are expresse
in dependent clauses , and have definite beginnings for sen tences .
The keepers of Sherwood Forest saw a handsome young
hunter , tall and slender coming toward them . His jerkin and
hose were green , and on his head was a loose cap which could
be pulled down like a hood . To this costume were added
weapons of the chase . A leathern sheath which was filled
with feathered arrows hung at _h is side and a short kni f e with
a horn handle was stuck in his girdle . His fa ce was eager
end bright .
YOUR WORK

A. Rewrite the following paragraph omi tting some of the
unne cessary end ' s .
Indians sometimes used two burnt · sticks near their
camp fires for signals and these sticks would tell in which
direction the I ndians went after leaving the camp fire and
two sticks were placed i n the shape of a V and if the campers
traveled north , a third stick was laid horizontally at the
point of the V and if the stick was placed at the open end ,
it meant that the Indians had gone south and when standing at
the point of the V, if the observer saw a stick pla ced at
left of the V, it meant that the Indians had gone east and a
st ic k placed at the right meant that they had traveled west .
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B. Select a magazine article which you think would
interest the class. Prepare to present the best parts of
it. Make s short outline for g·u idance, but ·ao not memorize
your speech. Besides entertainment, the aim is to practice
talking without connecting thoughts with •and-aft.
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LESSON XA

To learn to avoid e monotonous use of compound
sentences

INFORMATION
(See lesson X)
YOUR WORK

A. Rewrite the following paragraph omitting some of the
unnecessary and's.

The blue room of the White House is the President's
reception room. It is oval in shape and the wells are
covered with rich blue corded silk and the window hangings
are blue with golden stars in the upper folds and on the
mantel is the clock of gold presented by Napoleon I. to
Lafayette and by him to Washington and on either side stand
the bronze vases presented to Washington at the same time
and there are here, also, the two triple gold plates candelabra which were given to President Jackson· by General
Patterson of Philadelphia.
B. Find an interesting Greek myth to tell to the class.
Avoid all unnecessary end's.
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To be able . to recognize a compound subject ands.
compound predicate

INFORMATION
1. Not every sentence that uses or, and, or but is e
compound sentence. A simple sentencetriay1iive a compound
subject or a compound predicate.
Compound subject:
Compound predicate:

Oranges and lemons grow in Florida.
The boys shouted end.!.!!!•

2. In a compound sentence a complete thought precedes
and follows the words and,.£!, and~Alice wanted a picnic in the park, but Jane decided on
a trip to the museum.
Alice wanted a picnic in the park.
Jane decided on a trip to the museum.

{Complete thought)
{Complete thought)

3. The words helping the simple subject or simple
predicate may be compound.
A blue and whit& flag fluttered from the spire.

The tennis eontestants played rapidly and well.
YOUR WORK

A. Study the following sentences to discover whether
they are compound sentences, or just simple sentences with
compound perts. Copy each number and write after it one of
the following terms:
compound sentence
simple sentence with a compound subject
simple sentence with a compound predicate
compound subject helper
compound predicate helper
1. The guests were talking and laughing.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Caesar made laws and enforced them.
Janice and I were up before breakfast.
He cannot read or write English.
The bell rang, and school was dismissed.
When did Napoleon and his army cross the Alps?
Peter Pan and Wendy ~layed the hardest.
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8. Sunshine and rain make the flowers grow.
9. My sister and I have a copy of the book.
10. Lewis and Clark explored the West.
11. Flies and mosquitoes spread disease.
12. Business letters and friendly letters are not written in
the same style.
13. In school we often read and sot plays.
14. Stevenson traveled much and wrote stories of adventure.
15. Birds and bees interested John Burroughs.
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To be able to recognize a compound subject and a
compound predicate

INFORMATION
( See lesson XI)
YOUR WORK
A. Study the following sentences to discover whether
they are compound sentences, or just simple sentences with
compound parts. Copy each number and write after it one of
the ~allowing terms: (Copy terms from Lesson XI.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

John was very excited and opened the letter at once.
She ceme rushing out and almost ran into a visitor.
It may be true, but I doubt it.
Vines grow on the left and right of the poroh.
We went down stair·s and were introduced to the distinguished guests.
The Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial are in
Washington, D. C.
When are you going, and how long are you sta~ing?
The rainbow comes and goes.
A healthy person should be happy and contented.
Find a good example and write it in your notebook.
You should write neatly and legibly.
Both Bess and her brother were present.
He, you, and· I must help.
The woods and field invite us forth • .
Either he must work or starve.
The president's wife was thoughtful and kind.
They lived happily forever and ever.
Not only was the war long, but -it was also costly.
The man was runn ing down the street, and we wondered why.
This men is both a gentlemen and a scholar.
The canaries' nests are hard to find, but those of the
sparrow are easy.
The orator spoke long Qnd earnestly.
The horseman galloped through the wood and into the town.
Black and brown dogs followed the hunters.
She opened the door softly and tiptoed across the room.

CHAPTER IV (CONTINUED)

UNIT !--THE SENTENCE
Helps for the Teacher
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I. (a) The two essentials of every sentence ·are
and
(b) Of t-h-e~r-0-1-1-owing groups of words check the ones that
are complete sentences.
1. As soon as Jim .set down.
2. All around in the soft soil were the footprints
of the deer.
3. When the fire burned low.
4. ~y and by the song came to and end.
5. Send the letter at once.
6. The boys and girls playing in the park.
7. Eleven passengers, six .Americans and five
It aliens.
B. The flood waters rose rapidly.
II. Classify the following sentences as to form and use:
1. Owls do not like the daylight, for they see better
in the dusk.
2. Do you like "Treasure Island*?
3. The students were dismissed when they had finished
their work.
4. Priscilla and John Alden were Pilgrims.
5. The lake reddens in the sunset glow.
6. When did Napoleon and his large army cross the Alps?
7. Who 1s that man, and what does he want with me?
8. Please sharpen my pencil.
III. (a) Underscore the correct answer:
An independent clause contains a complete thought.
An independent clause contains an incomplete thoughi.
(b) In the following sentences draw · a straight line
under all independent clauses and a wavy line under
all dependent clauses.
1. Where· is that sharp knife which you were using?

2. A sentence that asks a question ends with a ques,11
tion mark.
3. Always put out a campfire when you leave.
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4. Lincoln was a poor man, but Washington was ric •
5. You must return library books promptly, or you

will be fined.

IV. (a) Write five joining words for compound sentences.

( b) Write five joining words for complex sentences.
(c) Punctuate the following sentences:
1. Rip Van Winkle was his name but he has been gone
for twenty years.
2. When the child saw Rip ·it began to cry.
3. Hush, Rip, hush, you little fool the old man
won't hurt you.
4. When he left his friends never saw him again.
5. Indians might have carried him away however nobody can te 11.
V. (a) Underline the simple subject once end the simple

predicate twice.
1. Trees check the quick rush of flood waters.
2. A flood will carry as much soil as water.
3. This loss of earth is a great waste.

4. A forest acts like

a

big sponge.

5. Beneath the heavy shade of trees snow melts slow-

ly.
6. Each year tons of fertile soil are washed away.
(b) Tell whether the following sentences are written in
direct or inverted order.
1. In Natur e a constant battle go e s on for
exi s t e nce.
2. There are 200,000 known kinds of treeatt a cking insects.
3. Birds pr otect the trees.
4. The average child is interested in trees.
5. About two billion feet of wood a year is
destroyed by forests fires and insects.

•
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VI . Write in one sentence the following:
A fire swept through the business district.
It was in Trenton.
It destroyed many large buildings.
The loss was one million dollars .

PRETEST
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ANSWERS

I.

(e} The two essentials of every sentence are subject

and ~re die ate .
, and 8 .

(b) 2,4 ,

II .

1 . compound declarative
2 . simple interrogative
3 . complex declarative
4 . simple declarative
5 . simple declarative
6 . simple interrogative
7 . compound interrogative
8 . simple imperative

III . (a) An independent clause contains a complete thou ht .
(b) 1. Where is that sharp knife which you were us ng?

1

2. A sentence that asks a question ends with a
question mark .
3 . Always put out a c a m p f i r e ~-

4 . Lincoln was a poor man , but Washington was rich.
5 . You must return library books promptly , or you

will be fined ,
IV . (a) Any five joining words from this 11st: and , but ,
or , nor , so, still, yet , ·therefore , then, ·c onse quently; hence , nevertheless , for .
(b) Any five joining words from this 11st: as , if unless , until , why , lest , since , whenever , wherev~r ,
than, that , after , when , who , which , before , where ,
although , because, till , while .
(c) l . Rip Van Winkle was his name , but he has been
gone for twenty years .
2 . When the child saw Rip , it began to cry .
3 . Hush , Rip , hush, you little fool; the old man
won ' t hurt you .
4 . When he left , his friends never saw him again .
5 . Indians might have carried him away; however,
nobody can tell .

..
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(a) 1 . Trees check the quick rush of flood waters .
2 . A flooa will cerr~ as much soil as water .
3 . This loss of eartfi .1.§.. a great waste.
4 . A forest acts like a'oig sponge .
5 . Beneath tlietleavy shade of trees snow melts
slowly .
·
6 . Each year tons of fertile soil are washed away .
(b) 1 . inverted
2 . inverted
3 . direct
4 . direct
5 . direct

VI . The loss from the fire which swept through the business
district of ~renton destroying many large buildings was
one million dollars.

..
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I NTRODUCTION
Du r i ng enr ollment time you discovered that some courses
were elective and others were required . This course in grammar was required . The scho·o l authorities surely thought it
important to place it on the required list of subjects . Why
should you study grammar? What good will it do you anyway?
Let us think about this .

PRESENTATION
Suppose you enter a class in a strange city and know no
one . Your first impression is favorable as you glance
around . The students near you are neatly dressed and at tractive looking .
hat would you think if the classmate to
your r i ght should say , " I a i n 't got a pencil . Let me borrow
yourn a minute•? Would you not be inclined to judge that
person either very careless or not well -t rained? We are
judged by the language we use . To be able to speak and write
English correctly is one sign of education . Cultured people
use good English .
The boys in this class and some of the girls will enter
the business world upon leaving school . Which stenographer
would probably be more successful , one who after taking
dictation could translate her shorthand symbols into correct
sentences with no errors in grammar , or one that frequently
misspelled word~ and was constantly puzzled as to the cor rectness of expressions as , "The letter came" , or "The letter
come 9 ; "There is no articles 8 , or "There are no articlesn?
Neither employer nor employee wants to appear ignorant . A
president of a company , or a manager who speaks good English
has a better chance for success .
When you study grammar you learn how
correctly . Your parents and teachers are
but there are times , when there is no one
expression is right . If you know grammar
cide for yourself .

to speak and write
glad to help you ,
near to ask which
wall , you can de -

Even though a person knows grammar well , he will not
speak correct English unless he uses what ha knows . Grammar
will do you no good unless you really want to speak correct
English . I am sure you do not want to be careless in speech
any more than in dress , for neither makes a good app earance .
Every American should know his native language well and
so gram~ar is required . A Frerich boy or girl is required to

•
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take Franch grammar and a Spanish boy or girl Spanish grammar for the same reason.
The first unit in grammar we study is •The Sentence".
We speak and write our thoughts in sentences, but we are
often misunderstood because mistakes have kept our meaning
from being clear. To know whether or not a sentence is well
constructed, you must know the parts of it, just as a good
mechanic knows the name and use of every piece of a car
engine. He knows it so well that in taking it apart, he can
discover why a piece is not working rightly. Sometimes only
a glance is needed. Just so we should know our sentences.
If we cannot find the error at once, we should be able to
take the sentence apart (analyze it) and . put it back together (reconstruct it) as it should be.
SUMMARY

I. Briefly what are the reasons for studying grammar?
(a·) Good English is a mark of educ at ion. One must
know the principles of grammar to speak and
write good English .
(b) The ability to speak and write English correctly
adds to business success.
(c) A person who knows grammar can correct his own
speech and writing without asking help.
(d) Every American should speak and write English
well.
II. Why should we study the sentence?
If we know how a sentence is constructed, we can
find errors quickly.
III. Notice carefully how the word grammar is spelled.

ASSIGNMENT
At the close of this presentation ask the pupils to tel
what they have learned in carefully written paragraphs.
Represent the material to those in the class who show
by their written summaries that they have not comprehended.
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To know when a sentence is complete

ANSWERS
A. Subject and predicate

I is called the gateway to the
I
bridges span the Mississippi river.

B.

1. St. Paul, Minnesota,

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

Northwest.
Three steel
The city's most charming residence street is Summit
Avenue.
l
Fort Snelling stands at the junction of the Minnesota
anq the Mississippi Rivers.
It I was established in 18lf·
White Bear and Bald Eagle are two lakes near the city.
Some people I have summer homes along these lakes.
Nine railroads l serve St. Paul.
It I is a large manufacturing city.
St. Paul and Minneapolis \ are called twin cities.
Lake Minnetonka f is located near Minneapolis.
Minnetonka f means Big Water.
It r is an Indian name.
Thi_s lake I has achieved a national reputation for its
beauty.
Indian mounds I were found near the city.
Many mounds l were destroyed by scientists.
The government l prohibited them from destroying all.
Minneapolis I has twenty-two flour mills.
The combined output of the mills in 1927 \ was 97,000
barrels.
The state of Minnesota I hes ten thousand lakes by actual
count.
C.

l.
3.
4.
6.
7.

B.

11.
12.
16.
17.
20.
21.
24.
25.

predicate omitted
subject and predicate omitted
subject and predicate omitted
subject omitted and incomplete predicate
predicate omitted
subject omitted
predicate omitted
predicate omitted
predicate omitted
subject and predicate omitted
predicate omitted
subject and predicate omitted
incomplete p~edicate
incomplete predicate
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To know when a sentence is complete

ANSWERS

A. Subject and predicate

B.
\
made history more than a
century ago .
It I has been made seaworthy again .
The real name of the ship I is the Cons ti tut ion .
Paul Revere I furnished the ship with its original sheathing .
Paul Revere I was accompl i shed in several trades .
Many famous men l trod the deck in the days of the ship ' s
glory .
Her last commission \ ended in 1881 .
School children and tourists I have helped to rebuild the
vessel .
The ship I took part in forty-two battles .
The Hell of Fame for great Americans I is at University
Heights .
·
The hall I is one of the buildings of the New York University .
It \ is a granite colonnade built about the library .
One hundred fifty panels \ provide room for bronze tablets.
The selection is entrusted to a committee .
Elect ions I began in 1900.
The Americans honored I have been dead ten years or more .
The committee I has one hundred members .
Elections I are held every fifth year .
A Hall of Fame fo r wo~en I was added in 1905 .
Alice Freeman Palmer I is one woman honored.

1 . The frigate Old Ironsides
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20.

c.

1 . No subject or predicate
4 . No predicate

6 . No subject or pre dioate
7 . No predicate
8. No subject or predicate

10 .
15.
16 .
19 .
21 .

Incomple te predicate
No predicate
No predicate
No subject or predicate
No predicate
22 . No predicate
23. No subject
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ENGLISH
UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE

LESSON II

SENTENCE

To learn to recognize the simple subject and the
simple predicate

ANSWERS

A.

(The auxiliary verbs memorized)

B.
1. The new bridge over the Hudson ~iver
1932.
2•

.n. l ll

I will

be finished in

the largest bridge of its kind.

3. The main span\ will be longer than the Brooklyn bridge.

4. Four electric railways

l

cross it.

5. Its t o t a l ~ \ will reach sixty million dollars.
6. The magnificent structure

I was

made possible by wonderful

engineering.

I were ne~ded to
Palisades I rise on the
======

7. Five years

finish it.

B. The

Jersey side near it.

9. The bridge 1 ·1s anchored in these solid rocks.

10. The workers

girders.

I must

balance themselves on narrow steel

11. ~ f crawl periously along thin ledges hundreds of feet

a6ove the water.

12. The workers\ are like jugglers.

-

13. They\ toss red hot rivets to each other.

--=-

14. A mammoth steam shovel

I works

on the New York side.

l hoists masses of material.
conveyor belt I carries sacks of cement

15. An enormous crane

16. An endless
gravel.

17. Immense cables

I are

needed.

and
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UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

I has been tested.
cables I~ thirty six

LESSON II

18 . Each cable
19 . These

inches in diameter.

20 . The engineers l do know the effect of the wind and weather

on 1t .

I pass under this
towers I are higher

21 . Large boats
22. The · cable

-

bridge.
than the Washington monument
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ENGLISH
THE SENTENCE

UNIT I

PURPOSE:
ANSV'iERS
A.

LESSON II A

To learn to recognize the simple subject and the
simple predicate
(The auxiliary verbs reviewed)

I learn

B.
1 . Excellent ~tudents

hard lessons .

2 . A slight breeze \ swayed the trees .
3 . Extravagant people } buy many unnecessary articles .
4 . Deep pools \ shelter the gray trout .
5. I

I have

written my composition .

6 . He \ !!,! a sturdy old fellow .
7 . A healthy bodI
8 . Rip Van Winkle

I is better
I jour.neyed

than wealth .
into the Katskill Mountains .

9 . The sun I rises later now .
10 . The committee \ should have come earlier .
11 . That boy

I

always keeps his promise .

12 . Every . person \ needs some exercise .
13. The two girls

I play

the piano well .

14. The boys \ were planning a trip into the wood.
15. Ellen

I knows

16 . She

l studies

17 . ~

I may

many kinds of birds.
about them.

go now .

18 . The letter

I misht

have been delayed .

19. France \ approved the treaty .

20 . Mount Vernon

I has

been reproduced in Europe.

-70ENGLISH

THE SENTENCE

UNIT I

LESSON II A

21. Every sentence \begins with a oapital letter.
22. The little childrenl were laughing.

23 . An older girl

l

had told them a story.

24. The ~ \ !!£ from the huge fire cracker.

"'
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UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

PURPOSE:

LESSON III

To write without using incomplete sentences

A S\rV'r!iRS
A. There lived a boy who ·1oved nothing so much as to
listen to tales of olden times.
Especially he loved those told him in verse.
What he heard he remembered.
His enthusiasm was no respecter of persons.
put to rout the parish clergyman who ended his
call abruptly, exclaiming, "one may as well speak in
the mouth of a cannon as where that child is!"

He

B. (A written composition checked by the teacher.)

UNIT I

PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON III A

To write without using incomplete sentences

ANSWERS
A. The Nattonal Statuary Hall semi-circular in shape and
designed by Latrobe after a Greek theater.
The National Statuary Hall is semi-circular in shape
and was designed by Latrobe after a Greek theater.
The domed ceiling, decorated after that of the Roman
Pantheon.
The domed ceiling was decorated after that of the
Roman Pantheon.
B. (A written composition without incomplete sentences
to be checked by the teacher)
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ENGLISH
UNIT I

LESSON IV

THE SENTENCE

PURPOSE:

To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to use

ANSWERS

A. Declarative

B. 1. imperative
2 . declarative

3 . declarative
4 . interrogative
5 . dee la rat 1 ve
6 . declarative
7 . interrogative
8 . dee lara t ive
9 . imperative
10. imperative
11 . interrogative
12 . declarative
13 . interrogative
14 . declarative
15 . imperative
C . 1 . you
2 . traveler
3 . Elizabeth

4 . population
5 . Wichita

Interrogative

Imperative
16 . interrogative
17 . imperative
18 . imperative
19 . dee la rat i ve
20 . interrogative
21 . imperative
22 . declarative
23 . imperative
24 . declarative
25 . declarative

6 . you
7 . you
8 . you
9 . you
10 . you

D. (Five original sentences of ea~h kind)
teacher to check this for you .

Ask your

E. 1 . Wichita produced four hundred airplanes in 1930 .
2 . Was the discovery of the south pole attended with
greater dangers than the north pole?
3 . You have read "The Man Without a Country"?
4. Wes Nolan's punishment too severe?
5 . Telephone for a doctor . Telephone for a doctor!
6 . Do not drink the water from this spring unless it
is boiled.
7 . Don ' t shoot!
8. How the lightning flashes !
9. What part of speech is it?
10 . The boat floated rap idly down the stream.
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ENGLISH
UNIT I
PURPOSE:

To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to use

ANSWERS
A. Declarative
B. 1. de o la r a t i ve
.2 . declarative
3. interrogative
4. imperative

5. imperative
6. declarative
7. declarat 1 ve
B. interrogative
9. imperative
10. imperative
11. declarative
12. imperative
13. declarative
14. imperative

c.

LESSON IV A

THE SENTENCE

men
you
you
class
5. you

1.
2.
3.
4.

Interrogative
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

Imperative
declarative
imperative
imperative
interrogative
imperative
declarative
interrogative
imperative
declarative
imperative
interrogative

6. you
7. legends

B. you
9. Jack

10. you

D. (Five original sentences of each kind)
teacher ~o check this exercise for you.
E. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I

Ask your

Chicago is the packing center of the world.
Its stockyards cover fi~e hundred acres.
Are you interested in zoological exhibits?
Where is Chicago located?
Explain why it is a large city.
Run for your lives!
The storm began at six o'clock.
Read the account in the paper.
What a strong wind there was!
It blew seventy miles an hour.
1,-

'I;'•
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UNIT I

PURPOSE:

To avoid monotony in sentence order

ANSWERS
A. 1. direct
2. inverted
3. inverted
4. inverted
5. inverted
6. inverted
7. inverted
8. inverted
B. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LESSON V

9. inverted

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

inverted
inverted
direct
direct
direct
inverted

Beautiful roses are there in the garden.
A rope of pearls hang about her neck.

A ray of sunlight was not there in the wood.
Distinguished people were there in the audience.
The fire alarm did ring last night.
A deserted hut was on the beach.
Her eyes were as black as the berries that grow by
the wayside.
8. The fish were undisturbed in the pool.
9. our supuly is . exhausted.
10. A squadron of police comes here ahead of the
parade.

C. (Your teacher will check your paragraph.)
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ENGLISH
UNIT I

PURPOSE:

LESSON VA

THE SENTENCE

To avoid monotony in sentence order

ANSWERS
A. 1 . direct
2 . inverted
3 . inverted
4 . direct
5 . direct
6 . inverted
7 . direct
8 . inverted

9.
10.
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .

direct
inverted
direct
inverted
direct
inverted
direct

B. 1. The crowd gathered very quickly .
2 . I found myself in a lofty antique hall .
3 . The books were around the hall and in a small
gallery .
4. A solitary table was in the center of the library.
5. The officer asked many questions.
6. The winning team will be given a banquet.
7 . The bells ring how merrily.
8. The pavements were covered with a thin coating of
ice.
9. The cyclone in all its fury swept down upon the
village .
10. The . balloon floated high ~bove them.

c.

graph.)

(Ask your teacher for her criticism for your para-

1:1;11,,
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UNIT I

THE

PURPOS:

LESSO

SENTE CE

VI

To learn the kinds of sentences classed according
to form

ANSWERS

A. 1 . complex

complex
simple
simple
simple
compound
simple
compound
9 . simple
10 . simple
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

11 . compound
12 . compound
13 . simple

14 . complex
simple
compound
simple
compound
complex
20 . simple
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .

B.

1 . After the rain is over, we shall go for a walk.
2 . The children plaied until the

were . tired .

3 . I wrote the telegram and Tom sent it .
4 . Stars were shining, but the moon was hidden behind a

cloud .
5 . When vacation begins, we shall go to the seashore .
6 . Every state has a Weather Bureau which receives reports

from Its own territory .
7.

assed down the shady lane, we heard a hermit
sing .

8. You must make a decision , or I will leave without you .
9 . When the Indian guide spoke in excellent English , Marie
was astonished .
10 . You have found your receipt, and now you have proof for
the payment .
11 . We shall drive
12 . Since the picnic has been postponed , we must make other
plans .

:1,11

.
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UNIT I

THE SENT~JC.i:!i

LESSON VI

13 . Now fades t he glimmer~ng from sight, and all the ~ir a
solemn stillness holds .
14 . While you work , work steadily .
~

1'

I
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UN I T I

PURPOSE:

LESSON VI A

To l ea r n the k i nds of s entences clas se d ao co ~di ng
to form

ANSWERS

A. 1. simple

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

2. complex
'Z.

I.I .

4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10.

simple
compound
compound
complex
compound
complex
compound
compoun d

complex
simple
simple
compound
complex
simple
simple
complex
complex
complex

B.

1 . The band played as the team entered the field .
2 . If you will come with me , I will give :;zou a seat .

3 . When the telephone ran , I answered the call .

4 . Father returns in June , but the rest of the family re mains another month .
5 . Fire engines came promptly , but the hydrants were froze .

6. They had with them a forlorn - looking dog whi ch fol l owe d
~

.

.

~

7. I was on the way home when a messenger overtook me .
8 . A lie i s contemptible , and it is cowardly .
9 . Come to see u s ~·

10 . Tha candles shone at every window, and they made a

pretty sight .
11 . While

ou went
foun ain .

drank at the

12 . I moved toward a window , but my captor was there before

me .

13 . I wi ll ask him now , or you may speak to him tomorrow .

l:11,,

.•
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LESSON VI 1

14 . A thousand bright stars are visible whil~ countless ~th~rs
are unseen .
~

15 . The boat labored heavily , and spray burst continually
over it .
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ENGLISH
UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE

SENTENCE

LESSON VII

To learn how to punctuate dependent clauses

ANSWERS
A.
1. who are sitting in the front seats
2 •. that you lost
.
3. when the snow lay three feet deep on the ground
4. which Joe could hear
5. which will be used
6. who is president of the class
7. that was condemned
B. who can typewrite
9. that wear well
10. that sings
11. who continually makes promises without living up to them
12. whic~ is often desired
B.

1. As I have already told you, the president has refused to
call a meeting.
2. While they were eating, the door bell rang.
3. Before he could cross, the street became a scene of
confusion.
4. While I stood there cooking, a stranger on a horse
stopped by the camp stove.
5. If you call, the dogs will think it is time to eat.
6. If you like, Louise will play for you.
7. When Roosevelt was a boy, he suffered much from asthma
and other bodily ailments.
B. While he was very young, he learned to read and write.
9. Wherever you go, stand by those principles.
10. Since he had that accident, he ·has been a very careful
driver.

'"
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ENGLISH
UNIT I

PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON VII A

To learn how to punctuate dependent clauses

ANSWERS
A.
1 . who had wandered into the field
2 . who was frightened at the apparition
3 . which were lying in our path
4 . that had seven diamonds
5 . who has set himself to the task
6 . which you chose
7 . which I thought of
8 . which you have
9 . that saves time
10 . when I went on a picnic
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

B.

As it was, he could not be home early .
Since we cannot help , to worry would do no good.
As they drew near, a rattlesnake crawled away .
While they were mowing , Jack tossed the stones from the
lawn .
When the fat women stepped in, the boat ca~sized.
As she was passing by, a door creaked and opened quietly.
When she had finished explaining, the lesson seemed easy.
If you wish, tennis shall be the next game.
While I was answering, Carl interrupted with an exclamation .
Before you can sing, the song must be selected.

.•
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UNIT I

PURPOSE:

THE

SENTENCE

LESSON VIII

To learn how -to punctuate compound sentences

ANSWERS
I.
1. James has learned to swim, but his sister is afraid of
the water.
2. · we may go to the city today, or we may stay at home.
3. The English were beaten; still they would not surrender.
4. You wish to make a good impression; therefore you should
study to improve your English.
5. The heavens declare the glory of God; the firmenent
showeth his handiwork.
6. Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some
have greatness thrust upon them.
7. You bought it; then it is yours.
B. We must take the children some candy; otherwise they will
be disappointed.
9. You may lead a horse to water, but you cannot make him
drink.
10. Though a men is wealthy; yet he is not always happy.
11. It was pleasant on the beach; however we heard our friendn
warning us of the tide.
12. Analyze the sentence; than correct it.
13. It was too far to walk; consequently we hired a car.
14. The whistle blew and the race began.
15. The contestant did not win the prize; nevertheless he
plans to try again.
16. Tom played a joke on me once; now I suspect him often.
17. Helen Keller· is blind; yet she is happy.
18. It is not work to that boy, for making airplanes is his
hobby.
19. He may be educated; however he ·does not show good judgmen·~.
a:>. I am better, but I shall not join the party.
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UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON VIIIA

To learn how to punctuate compound sent~nces

ANSWERS
I.

1 . The apples were green; nevertheless the children ate
them .
2 .· The rain poured down all day; consequently we had to eat
our picnic lunch at home .
3 . Lightning flashed and thunder roared .
4 . The suit fits me but the material is not what I want .
5 . We cried ., but father laughed.
6 . At first he hesitated; then he ran forward .
7. The wind is in the north; therefore it will be colder .
B. The farm is pleasant, but I want to leave .
9 . I have an engagement; I must decline this one .
10 . The man is seventy - five years old ., but he still does work
on the farm .
11 . He does not know, and probably no one knows.
12 . I do not care at all; I have neve r cared.
13. I am perfectly willing, but I do not know about my sister .
14 . We were unable to hear the speech; someone behind us in sisted on talking .
15 . The morning is clear, and a slight breeze is blowing
from the south .
16 . Wheat grows in CO·Ol countries., but olives thrive in
warm ones .
17 . Airplanes are e novelty now., but some day people will
take them as a matter of course .
18 . Bob likes to skate., but Jane prefers to coast .
19 . We read the play ., and Luc y as s igned the parts .
20 . Jane Addams helped people to give good lives; consequently they loved her .
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ENGLISH
UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON IX

To understand why different kinds of sentences as
to form are needed

ANSWERS
A. One possible construction follows .
the same, ask your teacher to assist you •

I f yours is not

. Some of these constructions are found in "The House of
Seven Gables" by Hawthorne .
1 . The principal entrance, which had almost the breadth
of a church door , was in the angle between the two front
gables, and was covered by an open porch with benches be neath it shelter.
2 . Halfway down e bystreet of one of our New England
towns , stands a rusty wooden house with seven acutely - peaked
gables .
3 . The street is Pycheon Street, the house was the old
Pyncheon house , and a very large elm tree before the door was
familiar to every child by the name of Pyncheon elm .
4 . A natural spring of soft, pleasant water, which is
a rare treasure on the sea - girt peninsula where the Puritan
settlement was made, had early induced Matthew Maule to build
a hut .
5 . Advancing to the door, he knocked, but no one came .
B. Ask your teacher to read your paragraph .
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ENGLISH
UN I T I

PURPOSE :

THE SENTENCE

LESSON IX A

To understand why different k i nds of sentences as
to form are neede d

ANSWERS
A. Here is one reconstruction f or each exercise .
yours differs , ask your tea cher if it is correct .

If

1. our police dog , Bruno , who has perfect manners , never
i nterferes when the cat is eating her supper .
2 . The dog was a big brown handsome shepherd brave
enough to fight any man .
3 . One day when the f amily was spending t he summer in a
New Hampshire village , my two brothers and I set out f or a
wood on top of a hill not far away .
4 . As I stepped out of a t hicket onto the bank of the
river , a spotted sandpiper with three young ones teetered
along before me .
5 . The frightened mother flew out over the water , but
the young birds could not fly .

B.

The rain was still falling , sweeµing down from the halfseen hills and filling the valley with a whitish cloud . It
fell around the house drearily . I t ran down into the tubs placed to catch it , dripped from the mossy pump , and drummed
on the upturned milk pails , and upon the brown and yellow
beehives under the maple trees . The chickens seemed depressed
but the irrepressible blue jay screamed amid it all .
(Composition and Rhetoric--Tanner)
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~NGLISH
UNIT I

PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON X

To learn to avoid a monotonous use of compound
sentences

ANSWERS

A.

Indians sometimes used two burnt sticks near their camp
fires for signals and these sticks would tell in which direction the Indians went after leaving the camp fire. Two
sticks were placed in the shape of a V. If the campers
traveled north, a third stick was laid horizontally at the
point of the V. If the stick was placed at the open end,
it meant that the Indians had gone south. When standing at
the ~oint of the V, if the observer saw a stick placed at the
left of the V, it meant that the Indians had gone east, and
a stick placed at the right meant that they had traveled
west.
B (An oral composition)

UNIT I

PURPOSE:

THE SENT~NCE

LESSON X A

To learn to avoid a monotonous use of compound
sentences.

A SWERS

A.

The blue room of the hite House is the Pre s ident's
reception room. It i s oval in shape. The walls are covered
with rich blue corded silk and the window hangings are blue
with golden stars in the upper folds. On the mantel is the
clock of gold presented by .Napoleon I to Lafayette and by
him to Washington. On either side stand the bronze vases
presented to Washington at the same time. There are here,
also, the two triple gold plate candelabra which were given
to President Jackson by General Patterson of Philadelphia.
B. (~n oral composition)
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UNIT I
PURPOSE:

THE SENTENCE

LESSON XJ

To be able to recognize a compound subject and a
compound predicate

ANSWERS
.A . 1 • compound predicate
2 . compound predicate
'7.
compound subject
'-' •
4 . compound predicate
5 . compound sentence
6 . compound subject
7 . compound subject
e. compound subject
9 . compound subject
10 . compound subject
11 . compound subject
12. compound subject
13 . compound predicate
14 . compound pre die ate
15 . compound subject
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ENGLISH
UNIT I

PURPOS~:

THE SENTE mE

LESSON XI A

To be able to recognize a compound subject and a
compound predicate

ANSWERS
A. 1 . compound predic .a te
2 . compound predicate
3 . compound sentence
4 . compound pre die ate helper
5 . compound predicate
6 . compound subject
7 . compound subject
8 . compound predicate
9 . compound predicate helper
10 . compound. predicate
11 . compound predicate helper
12 . compound subject
13 . compound subject
14 . compound subject
15 . compound predicate
16 . compound predicate helper
17 . compound predicate helper
18 . compound sentence
19 . compound sentence
20 . compound predicate helper
21 . crompo.und .s entence
22 . compound predicate helper
23 . compound predicate helper
24 . compound subject helper
25 . compound predicate

- 89 ENGLISH

UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

ORGANIZATION

ORGA IZATION
A1'TD
RECITATION

(A suggested outl i ne for summarizing the assimilative
material in Unit I )
The Sentence
I . Reasons f or studying
A. The sentence
B. Grammar in general
II . The two essentials of every sentence
A. Subject
B. Pred ic ate
III . Classification of sentences
A. Use
B. Form

I V~ Improving sentences
A. The order
B. The kinds

v.

Punctuation
A. Complex sentence
B. Compound sen tence
. RECITATION
(See Chapter III} .
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TH.IS SE JT ENCE

UNIT I

TEST I

I . (a) What are the two essentials of a sentence?
(b) Check the groups of words that are complete sentenc s .
1 . Columbus the discoverer of America .
2 . Met an old man , a hermit .
3 . Everett was a great orator .
4 . The father being extremely annoyed .
5 . The Indians making smoke signals .
6 . As soon as the grain was harve s t ed.
7. The settlers built a log cabin against the side
of a hill .
8 . The water tasted bad because it contained iron .
II . Classify the following . sentences as to form and use .
1 . The tra i n was late , but the weary traveler waited
patiently .
2 . As I rose from my desk , he entered the room .
3 . What part of speech is the word , and what does it
modify?
4 . He realized the truth very soon .
5 . Come here .
6 . What is the climate of that region?
III . (a) Complete·:
tains

An independent clause is one that con thought .

(b) Draw a circle around the de pendent clauses in the
following sentences .
1 . I have the letter which you wrote .
2 . After he came into the house , he rushed to the
telephone .
3 . When a servant opened the door , the stranger
entered .
4 . Iron that has been used once can be sold as
scrap iron .
5 . Lightning flashed , thunder rolled , and the rain
fell in torrents .

-91ENGLISH

UNIT I

THE SENTENCE

TEST I

IV. (a) Underscore the joining words for complete sentences:
than

and

after

until

who

or

which

but

( b) Punctuate:
1. As ha rode his restless eyes roved over the plain .
2. The boat which was called Lockwood was large and
st r·ong.
3. While the weather was warm the covered wagons
gave the pioneers shelter.
4. John went to the library but his brother played
tennis.
5. Sam was elected president therefore he took
charge of. the meeting.

V. (a) Tell whether the following sentences are written in
direct or inverted order.
1. Back to camp they went with the seal .
2. The river is bluer than the sky.

3. Why is the water so blue?

-----. 4.

Here they pitch their tents.

5. Carelessness causes many fires.
(b) Pick out the simple subject and the simple predicate
of the five sentences in V (a).

1.
2.
"Z.

'-"•

4.
5.

VI.

fite each group of short sentences in one sentence.
1. Jack played first base in the last game . The
game was on Saturday. Our team did not win.
2. The boy was in-a hurry.
did not see the wire .

He fell sprawling.

He
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UNIT I

THE Slf.i TENCE

TEST I

ANSWlRS

predicate
I . (a) subject
( b ) 3 , 7, and 8 .
II . 1 . compound declarative
2 . complex declarative
3 . compound interrogative

4. simple declarative
5 . simple declarative
6 . simple interrogative

III . (a) An independent clause is one that contains a complete thought .
(b) 1. I have the letter Q!}iich you wrot:e)
2& ter he -came into the ho~

he rushed to the

telephone .
3 .~en a servant opened the d~

, the stranger

entered .
4 . Iron{fhat has been used on~ can be sold es scrap

iron .
5 . Lightning flashed , thunder rolled, and the rain

fell in torrents .
IV . (a) and

or

but

.

(b) 1 . As he rode, his restless · eyes roved over the
plains.
2 . The boat , which was called Lockwood, was large
and strong.
3. While the weather was warm, the covered wagons
gave the pioneers shelter .
4 . John went to the library , but his brother played
tennis .
5. Sam was elected president; therefore he took
charge of the meeting.

V.

(a)"l . inverted
2 . direct
3. inverted
4 . inverted
5 . direct

( b} they

went
river
is
water
1s
they
pitch
carecauses
lessness
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THE SENTENCE

TEST I

VI . (One arrangement)
Jack played first base in the last game which we played
on Saturday , but our team did not win .
The boy who was in a hurry did not see the wire and
fell sprawling .
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I. (a) Underscore the words which name the essentials of
every sentence.
object

subject

modifiers

noun

predicate

(b) Which of the following groups of words are not sentences? Check your answer.
1. A diamond will cut glass.
2. The sun's rays verticel at noon.
3. Flax may be raised in our own country.
4. Flax raised in Russia.
5. Divide the money among the three children.
6. The people lived an unhappy life far away from
each other.
7. The best thing I like to do.
B. The bank cashier is courteous to all customers.
II. Classify the following sentences as to form.
1. The Statue of Liberty is on Liberty Island.
2. To the right of it on Ellis Island are the large
buildings of the Immigration Depot.
3. Whenever we stand, we see a scene of interest on the
harbor.
4. Noisy tugs and graceful ~achts pass by.
5. On the right is Governors Island, and on the left
is Brooklyn with its warehouses and church steeples.
6. Watch the European steamships as they move majesti-

cally to their pi~rs.

III. (a) Undersc·ore the correct answer.
Less important thoughts are expressed in

dependent clauses

independent clauses

(b) Underscore the independent clauses:
1. Roosevelt House; which is the birthplace of
Theodore Roosevelt, is at 28 East 20th Street,
New York City.
2. The adjoining house which was the home of an
uncle is included in the memorial.
3. The furnishings that were originally there have
been replaced.
4. When you enter the parlor, you see a marbletopped table.
5. This table belonged first to Cornelius Roosevelt
who was Roosevelt's grandfather.
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6. In the front bed room, where Colonel Roosevelt

was born, is the original set of furniture presented by Mrs. Douglas Robinson.
7. On the mantel is a little ornament of Moujik
drawing a sled, and on each side are two engravings given by Mrs. Roosevelt.

IV. (a) Underscore the joining words used with dependent
clauses.
while

and

after

or

but

who

when

which

(b) Punctuate:

1. San Antonio which is situated on a river of the
same name is the oldest and largest city of
Texas.
2. It is noted for its delightful climate end it is
a pleasure resort for thousands of visitors.
3. When the first railway reached the city in 1878
the growth of the city was rapid.
4. Sen Pedro Park is the original site of the
Indian settlement of San Antonie it has picturesque live oaks and famous springs.
5. If you read history you will find that San Antonio was the scene of stirring events.

V. (a) In inverted order some part of the complete
----1
comes first.
(b) Under·score the reason or reasons for using inverte
order·.
:i

to relieve monotony

to shorten sentences

for emp hasis

to avoid proper names

(c) Underscore the simple predicates in the following:
1. The Eskimo children have strange races.
2. The ants were journeying across the road.
3. The huge rooks had been tumbling down the slopes.
4. You should capitalize a proper noun.
5. The breathless messenger waited at the door.

VI. Reconstruct and improve the following:
Alice Car~ is an American poet and she was born
near Cincinnati, Ohio, and she began writing at the age
of eighteen. She is a prose writer and she published
hir first volume with her sister Phoebe and it was
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ANSWERS
I . (a) subject
predicate
( b ) 2 , 4 , and 7.
II . 1. simple
2 . simple
3 . complex

4 . simple
5 . compound

6 . complex

III . (a) dependent clauses
(b)

l . Roosevelt House , which is the birthplace of
Theodore Roosevelt , i s at 28 East 20th Street ,
New York City .
2 . The adjoining house , which was the home of an
unc l e , ls included in the memorial .
3 . The furnishings that were originally there have
been replaced .
4 . When you enter the parlor , you see a marble to!ped table .
5 . Th stable belonged first to Cornelius Roosevelt
who was Roosevelt ' s grandfather.
6 . In the front bed room , where Colonel Roosevelt
was born, is the original set of furniture presented by Mrs . Douglas Robinson.
7 . On the mantel is a little ornament of Mou ik

IV . (a) while after who when which
(b) l . San Antonio, which is situated on a river of the
same name, is the oldest and largest city of
Texas .
2 . It is noted for its deiightful climate, and it is
a pleasure resort for thousands of visitors.
3. When the first railway reached the city in 1878,
the growth of the city was rapid .
4 . San Pedro Park is the original site of the Indian
settlement of San Antonio; it has picturesque
live oaks and famous springs.
5. If you read history , you will find that San Antonio was tha scene of stirring events.
V. (a) predicate
(b) to relieve monotony
for emphasis
(c} l . The Eskimo children have strange races.
2. The ants were jour neying across the road.
3 . The huge rooks had been tumbl~ng down the slopes.
4 . You should capitalize a proper noun .
5 . The breathless messenger waited at the door.
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VI.
Alice Cary, an American poet and prose writer, was
born near Cincinnati, Ohio. She began writing at the age
of eighteen. With her sister Phoebe she published her
first volume in 1850.
(One arrangement)

...

.... ,
CHAPTER V

UNIT II--T HE PARTS OF SPEECH
Assimilative Material
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PURPOSE:

LESSON I

To distinguish a phrase from a clause

INFORMATION
.
1. A clause must contain a subject and a predicate , but
a phrase is a group of words belonging together without a
subject and predicate . A phrase may be a part of a clause .
When the children heard the story of the giants , they
laughed .
Clause - When the children heard the story of the
giants
Phrase - of the giants
2 . A prepositional phrase begins with a preposition.

3 . A preposition is a relationship word .

Think of the
object desk and all the words that would show relationship
to it ; as ,
on the desk

under the desk

On , under , and above are prepositions .
are:
across
after
against
along
amid
in
past
toward
upon

among
around
at
before
behind
into
through
underneath
with

below
beneath
beside
between
beyond
of
till
until
without

above the desk
Other prepositions
except
down
during
for
from
off
to
up

4 . You must recognize .a prepositional phrase if you wish
to speak correctly . When a phrase is misplaced in the sentence, the meaning is not clear .

Wrong:
Right:

A man dug the well with a Roman nose .
A man with a Roman nose dug the well .

YOUR WORK
A. Copy the prepositional phrases from the following
sentences:
1. In olden times the first day of May was celebrated with
much rejoicing in England, France, and Germany .

...... ,
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2 . This festival is a survival of an ancient custom of the
Romans .
3 . The Romans did honor to Flora who was the goddess of
flowers .
4 . On May day morning the · lads and lassies gathered the
hawthorn blossoms along· the country lanes .
5 . With them they cr owned the f airest maiden of them all
and proc l aimed her queen of May .
6 . Then they danced around the Maypole .
7. Gayety reigned during the day .
8 . Old rust ic bridges could be seen beyond t he green .
B. Li st the prepositions found in the following sentences
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

On Friday afternoon Edwin set three traps for muskrats .
He set them along the creek that emptied into the river .
The river was a mile below the farmhouse .
On Saturday morning he returned to the traps .
The first trap was under the shallow water near the edge
of the bank .
Nothing was in it .
He tiptoed to the second trap among the reeds .
There was a muskrat , _p erfectly dead .
I t seemed to be standing on its head .
It was a big brovm muskrat .

C. Rewrite . the following placing the phrases in the
right position in the sentence .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.9 .
10 .

The dog belongs to Charles with white fur .
A man gave me the book on crutches .
There is a girl in the room with red hair .
Lost -•A dog belonging to an old woman with a silver
plated collar .
Lincoln wrote his speech while riding to Gettysburg on a
scrap of paper .
Fred Barnard strained his back by lifting the fore part
of last week .
The boy walked onto the playground on stilts .
He is speaking about the landing of Columbus at the
Forum tonight •
Wanted- -A man to care for horses that can speak Spanish .
The small boy was born in a little ·village that was
destined to be president .

11
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To distinguish a phrase from a clause

INFORN,.ATION
(See lesson I)
YOUR WORK
A. Copy the prepositional phrases from the following
sentences:
1 . Papyrus is a stout , reedlike sedge of the Nile valley .
2 . It grows from three feet to ten feet high .
3 . It bears a large umbel of drooping flower clusters at the
summit of the stem .
4 . From the pith of this plant , the ancient Egyptians pre pared a kind of ·paper .
5 . Some of these manuscripts are now existing .
6 . They are about five thousand years old .
7 . After the time of Alexander the Great , papyrus paper became the writing material of the Greeks .
8 . Later it was used by the Romans .
B. List the prepositions found in the following sen tences .
1 . What poems about birds do you know?
2 . The third on this shady street is my home .
3 . I bought two apples with my money .
4 . Have you any paper for the composition?
5 . The boat floated down the stream toward Gerth .
6 . The dog snapped at the man .
7 . The river was one hundred feet below the bridge .
8 . A basket of gra pes was left at each door .
9 . We will not start without you .
10 . Before one o ' clock he was s een st anding a gainst the bank
building .
C. Rewrite the following sentences with each phrase i n
its proper place.
1 . A tall man was arrested with black hair.
2 . In the long hall hangs a p icture beautifu ll y pai nted
behind the door .
3 . The soldier received a wound in the arm of little importance.
4 . The two children climbed into the cave s with an adventur ous spirit .
5. Ellen started to get the gr oceries with an umbrella.
6. She walke d ou t of t he r oom wi th a sm ile.
7. Lost - -A s mall gol d wr i s t wa tch belong ing to a little girl
wit ~ a gold face
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To avoid common errors made with prepositions

LESSON I I

INFORMATION
1. Sometimes a preposition is used when it is not needed,
Wrong:
Correct:

Where is the newspaper at?
Where is the newspaper?

2. A word is not a preposition unless it begins a phr ase ,
The last wo r d of the phrase is the object of the pr eposition.

Phrase
Preposition Object
- ·

on t he floor
on
floor

3. The meaning of certain prepositions is confusing.

into
in
betwee n
among
to
at

- means from without to inside
- means within
•

refer s to two
refers to more than two

- used with motion
- used without motion

YOUR WORK
A. Write the following sentences correctly.
1. Kee p off of the grass.
2. Where is my book at?
3. Where are you going to?
4. He left at about one o'clock.
5. This ticket will admit you in.
6. Continue reading on to the next page.
7. They followed after the boys.
8. She sat near to me.
B. Choose the correct preposition.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

some sugar (in, into) the coffee.
The teacher walked (in, into) the room.
Were you (to, at) a show yesterday?
We were (to, at) a party last night.
She wal ked from desk to des k (in, irito) the room.
Divide the c andy (bet ~een, among) the four boys.
He wasn't (to, at) school yesterday.
Put
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
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The man lives (in, into) Chicago.
The boy dived (in, into) the water.
There is no secret (between, among) you and me.
The children played (in, into} the st reet.
There is a feeling of - friendship (between, among) the twp
nations.
I went (in, into) the house.
There (in, into) the box lay a tiny kitten.
The work was divided (between, among) the three boys.
I sent my book (to, at) the library.
They put their books (in, into) their lockers.
There is no choice (between, among) these two roads.
Distribute the tickets (between, among) the members of
the class.
He stayed (to, at) my house for supper.

•

I
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To avoid common errors made with prepositions

INFORMATION
( See lesson II)
YOUR WORK .

A. Correct the following sentences.
1. Where are you staying at?

2. I should of gone.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Look out of the window.
Take this pile ot books off of my desk.
He imitates after his rather.
He was born the sixth of August.
She sits in back of me.
He may have to work harder than he thinks for.
B. Choose the correct prepositions.

1. Charles was not ( to, at) school today.
2. Please drop this letter (in, into) the mailbox on the
corne .
3. We 4e6ided (between, among) the two.
4. A man stepped (between, among) the two tighters.
5. There was an agreement (between, among) the four firms.
6. Mother is (in, into) the next room.
7. Father is ( to, at) churoh.
e. Please oome (to, at) our house.
9. Put the oake (in, into) the oven.
10. He put his hand (in, into) his pocket.
11. The stranger walked (in, into) three other rooms.
12. Our neighbors are going (to, at·) camp three miles from
bere.
1~. Divide the pie (between, among) the two boys.
14. The child is standing (in, into) the pool.
15. The work was divided (between, emong) the campers.
16. Did you leave your book (to, at) home?
17. Jump from the roof ( in, into) the ·n et.
18. Sit up straight (to, at) tbe table.
19. We stayed (to, at) school an extra hour.
20. The coach was sitting (between, among) the members or the
team.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON III

To be able to recognize a verb

INFORMATION
1. There are two kinds of verbs:
(a) action verbs; as, running
(b) asserting verbs or helping verbs; as,
is or are (See UNIT I, lesson 2)

- -

2. Every _verb has three principal parts:

(a) present (meaning present time) Ex.--I 8£ today.
(b) past
(meaning past time
) Ex.--I went yester
daV:(c) past participle {the form
- always used with an
auxiliary verb or
verbs)
Ex.--I have gone
many tiJDe.s.

3. It is easier to use the verb correctly if you know it
principal parts.

4. Regular verbs added to the present to form the past
and past participle. Examp!e: walk
(present)
walked.

( past

walked

(past participle)

)

5. Irregular -verbs have different forms for the past and
past participle. Example: go
(present)
went
( past
)
gone
(past participle)
YOUR WORK
A. Learn the principal parts of the following commonly
used verbs.
ask

awake
beat

burst
begin
bite
blow
break
bring
choose
come
climb

asked
awoke
beat
burst
began
bit
blew
broke
brought
chose

came
climbed

asked

awaked
beaten

burst
begun
bitten
blown
broken
brought
chosen
come
climbed
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dive
do
draw

drink
drive
drown
eat
tall
fight
flow
:f'ly
freeze
drag
hang
hang (to execute)
lie
lay
sit
set
lose
prove
lead
raise
rise
ride
ring

run
see

sew
shake
sing
sink
show
speak
spring
steal
swim
swing
take
throw
wr ite

dived
did
drew
drank
drove
drowned
ate
fell
fought
flowed
flew
froze
dragged
hung
hanged
lay
laid
sat
set
lost
proved
led
raised
rose
rode
rang
ran
saw
sewed
shook
sang
sank
showed
spoke
sprang
. stole
swam
swung
took
threw
wrote

B. Which verbs in (A) are regular verbs'l

LESSON III
dived
done
drawn
drunk
driven
drowned
eaten
fallen
fought
flowed
flown
frozen
dragged
hung
hanged
lain
laid
sat
set
lost
.p roved
led
raised
risen
ridden
rung
run
seen
sewed
shaken
sung
sunk
shown
spoken
sprung
stolen
swum
swung
taken
thrown
written

,..

~

. .•
,,
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON III A

To be able to recognize a verb

INFORMATION
( See lesson III)
YOUR WORK

A. Study those verbs which you missed in the short test.
Notice particularly the following:
awake
lie
swing

burst
lay
write

bring
sit

climb
set

come
prove

dive
sew

drag
rise

B. Name five regular verbs not in the list in lesson III.

..
•'
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PlfflPOSE:

LESSON IV

To learn to use the past and past participle of a
verb correctly

INFORMATION
1. Never use the past with an auxiliary verb .
2 . Always use the past participle with an auxiliary verb .
YOUR WORK

A. Choose the corre•t f orm .
,11

1 . I (come , came ) late to school this morning .
2 . She hes ( did , done} the baking in that old stove .
3 . Jim ( saw , seen) him when he did it .

4 . They must have (went , gone) an hour ago .
5 . His mother has (wrote , written) an ~xcuse for him .

6 . I ( took , taken ) the examination .

7 . Alice ( sang , sung) that song very well .

8 . The little girl has ( broke , broken) her doll .
Has he (drank , drunk) all the milk yet?
You should have (went , gone) right home .
Grave (ran , run) down the street and picked up the ball .
I ( brung , brought) my lunch to school today .
13 . The balloon has {busted , burst , bursted) .
14 . The cub ( climbed, clumb) the tree rapidly .
15 . He ( dive·d , dove) into the water .
16 . Have you ( ate , eaten) your dinner?
17 . He (swam , swum ) a hundred yards .
18 . The teacher has (showed , shown) us how to work the
problem .
19 . The answer has been (proved , proven) .
20 . You (saw , seen) him Thursday .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .

B. Supply the correct form .
(ask)
( burst)
(begin )
( bring)
( bite)
( do)
( choose )
( see)
( draw)
(drive)
( throw)
( t eke)
(steal)

1. Ruth has

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
1 2.

13 .

too many questions .
The boy
the paper sack .
She
an hour ago .
Mary
a very old newspaper to school .
The girl was
by a vicious dog .
I
it all myself .
Har r y has been
to represent us .
Have you
him today?
Our visitor
sketches as he talked .
Father has
all the way .
The ball was
to first base by mistake .
I
the watch to have it cleaned .
How many chickens were
?
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(shake)
. (sink)
(speak)
(freeze)
(drag)
(lead)
(hang)

THE PARTS OF SPEECH
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

LESSON IV

The president has
hands with every one .
The boy called for help and
•
He was scared when he
before the assembly
Has the water
in the bucket?
They
the roads soon after the rain .
The Buick
the way .
•
The criminal was
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LESSON IV A
I

To learn to use the past and past participle of a
verb correctly

INFORMATION

( See lesson IV)
YOUR

ORK

A. Choose the correct form .
1 . The water pipe ( burst , busted ) this morning .
2 . The lion ( sprang , s rung ) on its victim .

3 . The horse has been ( drove , driven ) too ha~d .
4 . Have you ( saw , seen ) Bob this morning?
5 . Why has he ( stole , stolen ) the money?
6 . Have you ever ( rode , ridden ) on a Ferris wheel?
7 . He has (come , came ) to ask for the money .
8 . What is the farthest you have ever ( swam , swum ) ?
9 . He ( drowned , drownded ) before anyone could reach him . ·
10 . The boy has ( dr awn , drew ) a beautiful picture of the
. board .
11 . I ( saw , seen ) a good show yesterday .
12. The wind (blew , blown) the roof off t he house .
13 . I have already ( ate , eaten ) my dinner .
14. He ( di d , done ) the best he cou l d.
15 . The lake has ( fr o ze , f rozen ) over .
16. Who (t hrew , throwed} the b al l ?
17 . I have ( began , begun) to rsad a new book .
18. The bell ( rang , rung ) f i ve mi nutes ago .
19. Louise ( ran , run) a l l the way to scho ol.
20. I ( brung , b rought) you s ome f l owers .

B. Su pply the correct form .
( write )
(t ake )
( swing)
( speak )

(s how )
(s ink )
( see)
(do}
( raise )
( rise )

(prove )
( lose)
(hang )
( dreg )

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

e.

9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .

The l etter has been
•
I
a lesson on the vio l i n yesterday .
He has
ov er t he creek several times .
She has been ·
to about the matter .
How were you
to do i t ?
He
three times .
Have you
the beautiful sunset?
She
neat work .
The flag was
at sunr i se .
He
to speak .
It must be
to me .
Have you
something?
They
their wraps in the ha l l .
The road ha~ been
•
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(fly)
(fall)
(fight)

(eat)
(choose)
( drink)
(come)

THE PARTS OF SPEECH
15 .
16.
17 .
18 .
19 .

LESSON IV A

The airplane has
south .
That boy learning to skate has
•
The two boys became angry and
•
We
our lunch in the shady grove .
All have
but you.
20 . I have
three glasses of lemonade .
21 . We
home at once .

------
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PURPOSE:

L:'ISSON V

To learn to use the verbs lie and~ correctly

INFORMATION
1 . The principal parts of the verb lie are:
lie

lay

lain

2 . The principal parts of the verb

lay

laid .

~

are:

laid

3 . Lie means to recline or rest .

Lay means to place or put .

4 . Study the meanings of the different forms.

Present
lie (to rest)
lay (to place)

Past
lay (rested)
laid (placed)

Past Participle
lain (have rested;
laid (have placed,

5 . The i ng - form of lie is - lying

The ing - form of lay is - laying
YOUR WORK

A. Select the correct form .

1 . He (lay , laid.) the book on the floor and there it (lies,

lays) .
2 . She ls tired of (lying , l aying ) in bed .
3 . We have (lain , laid) down to rest .
4 . Mary ( lay , laid) the newspaper on the table .
5 . The baby is (lying , laying ) on the bed .
6 . She found a note (lying , laying) on the table .
7. The carpenter will (lie , lay) the floor today .
8 . Mot her ( lies, lays) down every afternoon .
9 . Where does your difficulty ( lie , lay)?
10 . He ( lay , laid) down without a word .
11 . The letter had (lain , laid) on the desk for days .
12 . The messenger (laid , lay) the telegram on the desk .
13 . Just as the tree falls so shall it (lie , lay) .
14 . He (lay , laid) the blame on me .
15 . We have (lain , laid) in the rupplies .
16 . The large vessel was (lying, laying) on her beam ends .
17 . You should not leave things (lying, laying) about your
room .
18 . Where did you (lie, lay) my coat?
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The lake (lay, laid) high in the mountains .
(Lie, Lay) the baby on the bed and (lie, lay) beside her.

B.
(lie)
lie)

(l ay)
(lay)
lay)
lay)
lie)
lie)

lie)
lie)

1. May I
here?
2. She was
here where I found the watch.
3.
the cloth of the table.
4 . The old man hes been
the boards away .
5 . The S:> ldiers
down their rifles.
6.
the rose on her desk.
7. The tree has
across the path for weeks .
B. Many a day I
under the old tree.
9. He
on the floor an hour .
10. The shell was
on the beach.
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PURPOS~:

To learn to use the verbs lie and

LESSON VA

l!l

correctly

I IB'ORMATION

( See lesson V)
YOUR WORK

A. Choose the correct form .

1 . Was the book (lying , laying) there yesterday?
The injured passengers (lay , · laid) un1der the wreckage .
There in plain sight (lay , laid) the pocket book .
I s he (lying , laying) down now?
The patient ( lies , lays) down one hour each day .
·I t certainly is not (lying , laying ) straight .
7 . Snow has (lain , laid ) on the grass since November .
8 . Who (lay , laid) that money there?
9 . The hen (lay , laid) the egg in the nest .
o. I couldn ' t have (lain , laid ) there so long .
1 . They have (lain , laid) the potatoes in rows for the race .
2 . The dog is {lying , laying) in the sun .
3 . The boys (lay , laid) their fishing poles on the bank .
4 . The cat (lies , lays) before the fireplace .
5 . The fur coat was (lain , laid) away for the summer .
6. Tom had (lain , laid) a long time on the grass.
7 . They found several eggs which were (lying , laying) in the
field .
The little town (lay , laid) among the mountains .
You can see_ it (lying, laying) there .
He (lay , laid) his hat on the chair .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B. Supply the correct word .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

the packages on the table.
Let the rocks
where they are now
•
You will find your gloves
on the bed .
He
the bundle down .
While he was
by the window, · he watched the sunset .
She ought not to be
there.
They are ·
the fo ndation now .
If it
there muc~ longer, it will melt .
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LESSO

VI

To learn to use the verbs sit and set correctly

INFORMATION
1 . The principal parts of the verb sit are:
sit

sat

sat

2 . The principal parts of the verb set are:

set

set

set

3 . Sit means to take a seat or rest .
Set means to place or arrange .
4 . Study the meanings of the different forms .
·Present

Past

sit (to take a seat)

sat (took a seat)

set ( to place)

set (placed)

5 . The ing - form of the verb sit is
The ing - form of the verb set is

Past Participle
sat (has taken a
seat)
set (has placed)
sitting
setting

OUR WORK

A. Choose the correct form .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
7.
8.
9.

o.

The class officers will (sit, set) on the platform .
·The hen (sat , set) on the eggs .
She ( sat , set) the bucket on the porch .
He will (sit , set) for his photograph .
Do (sit , set) still .
We had been (sitting , setting) there an hour .
(Sit, set) down and rest .
They all (sat , set) there laughing .
We (sat , set) the ice too near the stove .
The (sat , set) at the table .
Don1t (sit , set) on the ground.
I have often (sat , set) there .
(Sitting , setting) is easier than standing .
She (sat, set) down to rest .
I have often (sat , set) ther~ .
Do you enjoy (sitting , setting) there?
She might have (sat , set) in the car .
She has (sat , set) there waiting two hours .
We were (sitting , setting) in the shade .
Please (sit , set) the table .
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B. Supply the correct form .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 ~

I have
the box where she c an find it .
We
the chairs on the lawn .
Silas Marner would
at his loom for hours .
I
in the boat while Jaok
the sail .
The child
the car in motion .
Won ' t you
down?
The mother bird
on her eggs .
We did not know how long we had
there .
The basket was
on the doorstep .
I shall
here as long as I wish .

LESSON VI
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LlSSON VI A

To learn to use the verbs sit and set correctly

INFORM TION
( See lesson VI)
YOUR WORK

A. Choose the corre c t form .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10 .
11 .

12 .
13 .

14 .
15 .

Eloise (sat , set) and watched the wrens .
She (sat , set) the vase of flowers on the table .
(Sit , set ) down on this chair .
Have you learned how to (sit , set) a table correctly?
( Sit , set) and have a cup of tea .
I have (sit , set) the teapot on the table .
They advised us to (sit , set) down and wait .
We were (sitting , setting) there when they returned .
May I (sit , set) in the front seat?
I .have never ( sat , set) in a front seat .
He has ( set , set) and studied for hours .
I gathered some ferns and (sit , set) them out .
Do you want to (sit , set) some out , too?
No , I have already (sat , set) out many plants .
(Sit , set) here beside me .

B. Write ten original sentences using the forms of sit

and set .
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:

LESSON VII

To understand the meaning of verb tense

INFORMATION
1 . Tense means time . Present tense, then , would mean
present time; past tense, past time .
2 . There are six different tenses -: present , past,
present perfect, past perfect, future, and future perfect .
Notice the different time expressed by the different tenses .

Present
Past
Present perfect
Past perfect
Future
Future perfect

- I do my work now .
- I a!d my work yesterday .
I liive done my work . (Action completed
now)
- I had done my work .
(Action completed
in the past)
- I shall do my work next week .
- I shall have done my work by next month.
(Action completed in the future}

3 . When you are writing a composition , take care that th
time expressed by your verbs is correct .

Wrong: I found him almost recovered though he was quite 11 .
Correct: I found him almost . recovered though he1iad been
quite 111.
4. In the present tense the singular verb ends ins
except when it is us~d with the subjects 1 or you.
-

I see the picture.
Yoils"ee the picture .
He sees the picture.

George sees the picture .
Thi gir~es the picture
.
.

-

5 . In the present tense the verb used with plural subjects does~ end in~ ·

We see the Picture .
The-i5oys see the picture.
YOUR WORK

A. Which of the following present tense forms are used
with plural subjects?
swims
rise

run
come

sees
goes

climbs
sell

is
eat

does
falls

seem
speak
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B. Write the names of the six tenses . After each write
an original sentence that expresses the time indicated by the
tense .
C. Correct the following sentences .
1 . As I walk along the street, I saw many of my friends .
2 . The story tells of primitive man who went into the forest
to live and how he suffers from cold .
3 . Lois was very unpopular when she first starts to school.
4 . If I get another book before I finished this one, I would
read the new book first.
5. He has moved to Chicago, but he was living in Cincinnati
three years .
6 . Ee had talk thirty minutes when I arrived .
7 . When be returns , he found he had been robbed .
B. When they reached the bridge , they have a fight .

l

I

~ I

,1:
~

I

t~ II

'
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LESSON VII A

To understand the meaning of verb tense

~URPOSE:

INFORMATION
( See lesson VII)
~OUR WORK

A. Which of the following present tense forms ere used
with singular subjects?
writes
see

throw
eats

swings draw

loses
begins

forget
go

are
take

do
sits
' '''

B. What tense are the verbs in the following sentences?
1. Ella has· gone to the store.
2. The train was late.
3. She had broken many dishes.
4. I shall not be at school tomorrow.
5. The class chooses you.
6. We shall have concluded our journey by August sixth.
7. We have left the car in the next block.
8. She will sing for you.
9. They picked the apples last week.
LO. Where will they go?

c.

Correct these sentences.

1. Robin Hood met Little John, and they have a fight.
2. When the weather man reported the weather in the morning,
he must know the direction of the wind.
3. They stay at home last week because they were 111.
4. This is a story of a boy who went to Texas and is kidnapped.
5. While David was on board the ship, he meets a man dressed
in a French costume.

!

'

I
II

:

I

'

I I
I
I
I

.

I
I
I

'

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

'
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PURPOSE:

LESSON VIII

To understand verb agreement

INFORMATION
1. A verb (predicate) must agree with its subject in
number. A singular subject requires a singular verb; a
plural subject requires a plural verb.
·
One boy is at school.
Two boys are at school.
2. Compound subjects require plural verbs unless the
compound subject means one combination.
Bread and butter is what she wants.

(The butter is
spread on the
bread.)
Bread and butter are sold in the store. (Two articles)
3. The word there is never the subject of a sentence.
hen a sentence begins with the word there, the subject is
usually near the end of the sentence.

There ere two pupils absent.

(Pupils• subject)

4. The subject of a sentence is never found in a
prepositional phrase. When a phrase comes between the subject and the predicate, the predic ate verb must still agree
1th the subject.
Wrong:
Right:

A flock· of ducks are flying south.
A flock of ducks is flying south.

YOUR WORK
A. Choose the correct form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Many barrels of sugar (was, were) on the wharf.
One of the players (is, are) sick.
There (has, have) been many people to visit us.
There (is, are) some fine trees in your yard.
The men (seem, seems) troubled over the matter.
This kind of orange (grow, g~ows) in Florida.
The girls (do, does) all the sewing.
The odor of fresh bread (come, comes) from the door.
There (is, are) one thousand bales of cotton to be shippe.
Our team (practice, practices) every day.
The farmers and their wives (need, needs) help.
If the quality and the price (is, are) right, you may buy.
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13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 . ·
19 .
20 .

LESSON VIII

Texas and Mi ssissippi (produce, produces) cotton .
The secretary and the treasurer (was , were) elected .
The secretary and treasurer (was , were) elected .
The committee (was, were) divided on that question .
Each of the girls (is , are) invited .
The causes of the accident (is , are) unknown .
Every one of the students (was , were) present .
The coach and his players (has, have) practiced hard .

ment .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

B. Find the sentences· that have errors in verb agreeCorrect each one .

The sound of many voices was soon heard .
A swarm of bees were settling on the tree .
The pupils of the class is working quietly .
There is four styles from which to choose .
Each of the contestants was prepared well .
Dogs know their master .
The police forces are well organized.
Does your dress need mending?
There has been a fire in the town .
The men , women , and children are excited .

1. .
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PURPOSE:

LESSON VIII A

To understand verb agreement

INFORMATION
(See lesson VIII)
YOUR WORK

A. Choose the correct form.

1. Our team (was, were) beaten.
2. Neither of the applicants (was, were) hired.
3. Every one (is, are) surprised.
4. One of us (is, are) expected to come.
5. Tom and his brother (has, have) made an invention.
6. Both the father and the son (has, have) the same trade.
7. My pen and my pencil (is, are) missing.
B. The boys (intend, intends) to enter the contest.
9. Alice and Margaret (work, works) well together.
10. A few pages of this book (is, ~re) torn.
11. The customs of the country (seem, seems) strange.
12. There (was, were) many squirrels in the park.
13 . The number of immigr ants (has, have) increased.
14. The kinds of trees in the park (was, were) studied.
15. The great leader and statesman (is, are) present.
16. The rest of the pencils (has, have) been sharpened.
17. The United States (is, are) represented by a consul in
foreign countries.
18. Every one of the members (has, have) contributed his
share.
19. The mass of books and pamphlets (was, were) worthless.
20. One handful of raisins (was, were) needed for the cake.
B. Find the sentences that have errors in verb agreement •. Correct each one.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

There is something in my pocket for you.
In front of the building were a row of iron posts.
or all these flavors orange is the best.
There is many mistakes in this composition.
The captain and star player of the team was hurt.
The problems in this book is easy.
Those are difficult.
It seems to be very poorly done.
A collection of stamps were sold for a good price.
The older boys in the pool swims gracefully.
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LESSON IX

To learn to use don't and doesn't correctly
NFORMATION
1. Don't is used with all plural subjects and the singuar subjects 1 and you.
2. Doesn't is used with all singular subjects except the

ubjeets

I

and you.

OUR WORK

A. Supply the correct form don't or doesn't.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

the water look blue?
rain much in Kansas.
My dog
like to be shut up in his house.
the decorations look beautiful?
He
know me.
They
realize how much it costs.
It
pay to be careless.
you went this book to read?
She
care to swim.
We
have to study next Thursday.
school close at noon today?
We
live to eat; we eat to live.
Why
Sarah come?
I have the dishes to wash before I go?
He
answer me.
That
surprise her any.
They
speak Spanish.
A stream
flow up hill.
That story
seem true.
She
care to tell.

It
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PURPOSE:

To learn to use don't and doesn't correctly

LESSON IX A

INFORMATION
( See lesson IX)
YOUR WORK

• Supply the correct form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

you believe me?
those shoes fit?·
My reet
feel cold.
These branches
burn well.
Why
she stop screaming?
This dog
bite.
he know who to solve the problem?
He says he
•
School
begin till the second week in September.
the cars stop here?
We
eat our · lunch here.
Sh_e_____ want to go.
It
seem possible.
Yo_u_r__e_x-cuses
sound good.
_ _ _ .,
.J
Why
vou studv more?
the program please you?

17~ No, it
•
18. Why
you tell the manager?
19. He ------care to listen.
20.
she want to get the flowers?
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LESSON X

To understand the object of a verb

INFORMATION
1. An object of a verb is a word that receives the
action or the verb.
The dog chased the cat.
2. The object of a verb must

f

ollow the verb
never mean the same as
the subject
be a noun or pronoun (a
name or substitute for a
name)

3. A quick way, but not always a sure way, to find the
object or a verb is to ask the question "What?• after the
predicate.
The man wrote a letter.
The man wrote what?
Letter.
YOUR WORK
A. Find the objects

or

.

the verb in the following sen-

tences.
1. They wore tall silk hats.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The Pilgrims defended the settlement.
The old robins ere hunting worms for the young birds.
A business man likes promptness.
She engaged an excellent chauffeur.
The woods echoed the shout.
The travelers feared the coming storm.
The engine was pulling a long train.
The artist gave a beautiful painting to the library.
The Pilgrim band braved the terrible winter.
Each child had his lessons.
Four boys bought the boat together.
We heard the skylark's song. ·
14. Please place the box on the dresser.
15. We have guests this evening.
B. Which of the following sent ences contain objects of
the verb?
1. He did the work without any help.
2.- The clerks rushed to the elevator.
3. They will not arrive until tomorrow.
4. The men is a carpenter.

I
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5. · The winters are very long and cold.
6. He has been sending his wages home every week.
'7. I saw your aunt today.
8. She did not see me.
9. Did the magician lay the coins on the book?
10. You should check your trunk early.

LESSON X
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON X A

To understand the object of a verb

INFORM.ATIO
( See lesson X)
YOUR WORK
1 . Find the objects of the verb in the following sentences . Some of the sentences may not contain objects .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13 .
14 .
15 .
16.
17 .
18 .
19 .
20.

The Woolworth Buildi ng · has fifty - five stories .
Annapolis preserves the ancient landmarks with sacred care.
Annapolis is the oldest chartered city in America .
The people of the United States inherited a wealth of
natural resources from Nature .
We have not protected our forests .
Some of the forests have been exhausted .
We will follow the possible course of a tree .
It is felled for lumber .
Woodmen saw the branches off .
Some people use this material for firewood .
They cut the remaining part into logs .
The logs float down the stream.
They place some logs on flat cars .
The logs are sawed at the mill .
The lumber is shipped to the buying .
It goes into furniture .
We buy the furniture.
Small pieces of wood are often wasted.
The manufacturers burn them .
Waste is costly . ·
1•
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PURPOSE :

LESSO

XI

To understand what is meant by active and passive
voice

INFORMATION

1 . Active voice is that form of the verb that shows that
the subject is acting .
Mr . Mackland painted the house .
2 . Passive voice is that form of the verb that shows that
the subject is acted upon .

1
•

I

I
I

The house was painted by Mr . Mackland.
3 . The understandipg of voice will help you in your composition work . A paragraph in which the verbs are active has
action and life while a paragraph with verbs in the passive
voice is slower and quieter .
Example - -Active voice
A little before sailing time , a wealthy manufacturer de c ided to buy new shoes and a straw hat . He hurried to the
first store and made his purchases . He hailed a taxicab and
rt>ade the driver to take the shortest route to the steamship
pier . The cab had gone only a short way when the engine
stalled. The manufacturer jumped into a delivery wagon which
took him to the pier just in time . When he had time to rest ,
he discovered he had left his purchases in the cab .
Passive voice
A little before sailing time , new shoes and a straw hat
Mrere bought by a wealthy manufacturer . The first store was
hurried to and his purchases were made . A taxicab was hailed
and the driver was bidden to take the shortest route to the
pier . Only a short way was traveled by the ceb when the
engine stalled . A delivery wagon was secured by the manu facturer and he was taken to the pier just in time . When time
had been taken to rest, the discovery was made that the purchases had been left in the cab .
r.lOUR WORK

A. Change the verbs in these sentences to passive voice .
1 . You have carelessly torn this paper .
2 . She carried a pretty blue parasol .

.

I
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This school has broken two records.
Three lovely Indian maidens left their father's wigwam.
Mr. Browne examined the diamond very carefully.
They have built a small cottage.
Mary told us a mystery story.
Captain Wells did not trust the Indian.
Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote "The Great Stone Face".
The Eskimos use sealskins for rugs.

B. Rewrite this paragraph; change the verbs to the
active voice.
One way of reaching conclusions is illustrated by this
old Eastern tale. ~videnoe was secured by the dervish by
close observation. If observation as good could be made by
us, fewer mistakes would be made.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XI A

To understand what is meant by active and passive
voice

INFORMATION
(See lesson XI)
YOUR WORK
A. Rewrite the following sentences; change the verbs to
passive voice .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

The architect spent Tuesday in Portland .
He mailed a letter without a stamp .
She describes the scene very well .
We shall study the prominent New England poets .
We rented a cabin on Wolcott Mountain .
They will play the last game of football tomorrow .
The man admitted the theft .
We have kind neighbors .

B. Rewrite the following sentences; change the verbs to
active voice .

1.
2.
3~
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

The answer has been written by Mary .
A dangerous adventure was had by all .
The car is kept in Clarke ' s garage .
The flower garden has been well kept by the gardener .
The birds are attracted by the red berries .
A ride on the lake will be enjoyed by the tourists .
Many fish have been caught in the lake by tourists .
Two illustrations should have been given by the pupil .

'
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LESSON XII

To recognize a noun

INFORMATION
1. A noun is a name of a place , person , or thing .
city
also .

men

state

2 . Words representing ideas as truth and beauty are nouns

3. A proper noun is a name of a particular place , person ,
r thing .
Wichita

George

Kansas

4. A proper noun should be capitalized.
OUR WORK
A. List the nouns from the following sentences .
1. This story tells of a boy who is exploring a c ave on a

lonely is land.
2. The rotation of the earth on its axis causes day and night
3 . The vessel is bound for Iceland.
4 . Ir is joined the swimming class .
5 . Everywhere men and women pressed forward to see the famous
man .
6. Food was very scarce .
7. The Irish people are very skillful in weaving linen .
8 . The birds have strong lungs .
9 . Next summer we shall take a trip to Canada .
10. The following paragraphs are from the papers of pupils in
class .
B. Place capitals in the following sentences where they
are necessary .
1 . New york gave wiley post and harold gatty a tumultuous
welcome .
2. They were driven up broadway amid a shower of ticker tape .
3. Post and gatty flew arQund the world in eight days , fif teen hours and fifty - one minutes .
4 . President hoover sent his congratulations .
5 . They landed at roosevelt field , long island .
6 . Their airplane was called the winnie mae.
7. They beat magellan ' s record by 1074 days .
8. Post spent part of his childhood in oklahoma.
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GLISH
LESSON XI IA

To re cogn ize a noun

I NFORMAT I
( See l ess on XII)
YOUR WORK

A. List the nouns from t he follo wing senten ces.
1. The daily cost of fires in the United St a t e s amount s to

a million dollars.
2. In every pa r k there are several policemen.
3. Can you find the subjects of the sentences?
4. When I heard the crash, I hurried to the window.
5. Do you have a map of Africa?
6. People go to the parks for rest and recreation.
7. Hamlin Garland's father was a typical pioneer.
8. The rain fell in torrents.
·
9. When you are in Chicago, visit the museum.
10. In colonial times the blacksmith made nails by hand.

B. Plac~ capitals in the following sentences where they
are necessary.
1. Congress voted for washington unanimously.
2. Diamonds are found in africa.
3. Buffalo, cleveland, and chicago are lake ports.

4. In the poem, "evangeline", the mississippi is spoken of
as the "rather of waters".
5. My aunt louise went to europe in june.
6. Helen hunt jaoks·o n wrote about the in di ans.
7. The people of jap an are very polite.
8. Miss adams or Mr. brown will coach the team.
9. Come with john and me.
10. She moved from grove street to vassar avenue.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XIII

To recognize a pronoun and learn its use

INFORMATIOM

1. A pronoun takes the place of a noun.
George (noun) - he (pronoun)
book
(noun) - it (pronoun)
girls (noun) - they (pronoun)

2. Pronouns prevent monotonous repetition of nouns. Notice the two paragraphs below. The first uses no pronouns at
all; the second is the same paragraph rewritten with pronouns
substituted for some of the nouns.
In childhood Ernest Thompson Seton lived in the for~sts of Canada. Ernest Thompson Seton studied the animals
and drew pictures of the animals. Now Ernest Thompson Seton
is widely known as a writer and illustrator of animal stories.
Ernest Thompson Seton was an originator of the Boy Scout movement in America, and has greatly helped the boy scouts in the
boy scout's work.
In childhood Ernest Thompson Seton lived in the forests of Canada. ·He studied the animals and drew pictures of
~hem. Now he is widely known as a writer and illustrator of
animal stories. He was one of the originators of the Boy
Scout moveme nt in America, and has greatly helped the boy
scouts in their work.
3. The noun for ·whicn tne pronoun substitutes is called
~he antecedent of the pronoun.
The man sold his farm.
his - pronoun
man - antecedent
4. A pronoun must agree with lts antecedent in number.
Wrong:
Correct:

Each pupil must hand in their paper.
Each pupil must hand in his
paper.

5. A list of commonly used pronouns follows:
I, my, mine, me, we, our, ours, us, you, your, yours,
~e, his, him, she, her, hers, it, its, they, their, theirs,
chem, who, whom

-135YOUR WORK

A. Rewrite the following sentences using pronouns.
1. Allen and Jack ran to a cave where Allen and Jack had
hidden some money.
2. The roses in Mrs. Gordon's garden are in full bloom. Perhaps Mrs. Gordon will invite the girls to see the roses.
3. John lost a good marble in the mud, and John cannot find
the marble.
4. The boy picked up a fir e cracker and set the firecracker
off.
5. Mr. Ja meson gave Mr. Jameson's son a bicycle.
6 . The girl took the girl's violin with the girl.
B. In the following sentences find the pronouns and their
antecedents. ·
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Carl promised that he would go on the errand.
The old pilot told us many stories of the sea.
The president consulted his cabinet.
The mountain climbers employed a guide and he led them
over the dangerous places .
Melba wore her prettiest dress.
Americans want liberty and will vote for it.
The boy ran as fast as he could.
My courage weakens.
The children received their presents .
The meadow is large and a little stream flows through it.

c.

Choose the correct pronoun.

1. Each men gave what (he, they) could.
2. Everybody must speak for (himself, themselves).
Every person should control (his, their) tamper.
Let each of_ the girls take (her, their) seat.
Which of the boys finished (his, their) work first?
The class saw (its, their) mistake.
The . committee is readi to make (its, their) report.
e. our club has (its, their) meeting this afternoon.
9. If anybody knows the answer, (he, they) must not reveal
it.
.
10. The jury brought in (its, their) verdict.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XIII A

To recognize a pronoun and learn its use

INFORMATION
(See lesson XIII)
YOUR WORK

A. Rewrite the following sentences using pronouns.

1. Miss Harris and Miss Harris·' pupils went on a picnic.
2. Lawrence sat there with a bored look on Lawrence's face.
3. Harold's mother sent Harold with a message for Harold's
grandmother.
4. Amy Lowell wrote a biography of Keats. This biography
gave Amy Lowell's views on the nature of poetry.
5. At the ~ge of nineteen months, Helen Keller was deprived
of both sight and hearing. Until Helen Keller was seven,
no serious attempt was made toward Helen Keller's education.
6. Porcelain is a highly valued type of fine pottery. Porcelain is usually very hard and white.
B. Find the pronouns and their antecedents in the following sentences.
·

1. Joseph Haydn was an Austrian composer. He was the son of
a poor wheelwright.
2. In 1853, Nathaniel Hawthorne was appointed consul at
Liverpool by his friend, President Pierce, whose life he
had written.·
3. William James Mayo and his brother are famous surgeons.
4. Have you read the story, •The Jumping Frog•? It was
written by Samuel Clemans whose pen name is Mark Twain.
5. Yes, I have read that story.
6. Marguerite gave me her book of short stories.

c.

Supply s pronoun that is correct.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Has anyone forgotten
book?
The school planned
program for Tuesday.
Every member must pay
dues.
Each girl takes
turn in the line.
Neither of the girls saves
money.
Each club elects
representative to the council.
Every one may tell one of
experiences • .
B. Each of the boys paid
share of the fine.
g. Each pupil should care for public property as if it were
own.
10. _E_a_c_h--artiole was returned to
place.
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LESSON XIV

To learn the use of subject and object forms of a
pronoun
INFORMATION
1. SUbject pronouns and object pronouns are different in
orm. This is the reason that so many mistakes are commonly
ade in using the pronoun.
2. The subject pronouns are:
I

we

he

she

they

who

them

whom

3. The object pronouns are:

me

us

him

her

4. The subject pronouns are used in two ways:
(a)--As the subject of a sentence
(b)--As a predicate pronoun (a pronoun after the
predicate meaning the
same as the subject)
5. The object pronouns are used in two ways:

(a)--As object of a verb
(b)--As the object of a preposition
6. Keep in mind that there can be no object forms after
he verbs is, are, was, were, be, am, and been. A predicate
ronoun (suoje~pronounTiiiiy ro11ow these verbs.
OUR WORK

A. Select the correct form and give your reason; as,
1. It is ( she, her).
2. She gave the vase to

me).

1. she--predic ate pronoun

( r', 2. me---object of the

preposition to

3. (We, us) girls went

3. We --subject

4. I choose you and ( he J

4. him--object of the verb

camping.

him). ·

1. Between you and (I, me) they have refused to see him.
2. To (who, whom) did you give the pencil?
3. It was (he, him) who did it.

4. He is older than (I, me).

The full sentence would be:
He is older than
am old.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15·.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
3 2.
33.
34.
35.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XIV

It is ( I, me ) •
This is (she, her).
It must have been (he, him).
You and (I, me) will sit together.
May Mary and (I, me) come, too?
You and (she, her) were to blame.
Without John and (I, me) to help, the work would not have
been finished.
He received two letters from Betsy and (she, her).
Could it have been (they, them) that we saw?
She gave the flowers to (they, them).
He taught (we boys, us boys) to swim.
They wouldN't tell (we girls, us girls).
They referred the matter to (he, him).
It is (they, them) that deserve the credit.
They asked (we girls, us girls) to dance with them.
The question was left for Edi th and (we, us) to decide.
(Who, whom) shall we ask?
Mother called you and (he, him}.
Do you want Mabel or (I, me)?
(He, him) and Henry were . there.
Paul and (she, her) came together to the program.
You are taller than (she, her).
Was it (they, them)?
Neither (she, her) nor Lillian went.
(Who, whom) do you see coming?
(Who, whom) were you calling?
Mrs. Anderson invited Ruth and (I, me).
(Who, whom) is that?
(Who, whom) shall we visit next?
Look at Beth and (she, her).
It was (she, her) that read the story.

B. You should watch your daily speech to se~ that you
are using these subject and object forms correctly.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XIV A

To learn the use of subject and object forms of a
pronoun

INFORMATION
( See lesson XIV)

rYOUR WORK
A. Select the correct form and give your reason as in
lesson XIV.
1. Wait for Helen and (I, me).

2. The shrubbery was taller than (I, me).
3. The children and (I, me) spent the day at home.
4. He knew it was (I, me}.
5. The prizes were awarded to Frank and (I, me).
6. It was not (we, us) that they feared.

7. They thought that the strangers were (we, us).
B. (We boys, us boys) are going fishing.
9. Will you go with Ben and (we, us)?
10. He told (we girls, us girls) to be quiet.
11. Jane and (she, her) will go on ,he errand for you.
12. There is only one to help except (she, her).
13. I am sure it was (she, her).
14. I like Emma and (she, her).
15. They followed (she, her) to town.
16. I have an invitation for (he, him).
17. It is (he, him) who should go.
18. Who is that man? Is it (he, him) that you spoke to yester•
day?
19. Father and (she,· her) sat in the front seat.
20. (She, her) and I missed the train.
21. Neither {he, him) nor Elizabeth guessed the answer.
22. These presents are for the boys and (he, him).
23. Have you ever seen Clarice and (they, them) together.
24. It was (they, them) who gave the money.
25. (They, them) are the ones that I wanted.
26. It was (they, them) that brought the news.
27. To (who, whom) were you talking?
•
28. (Who, whom) wants to know?
29. {Who, whom) do you suppose it was?
30. Send for Lucy and (they, them).

B. Have you heard any mist akes recently in the use of
pronouns?
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XV

To recognize and know the use of a compound pronoun

INFORMATION
1 . A compound pronoun is a pronoun with self or selves
added to it .
·
himself

themselves

2. Some pronouns cannot be compound .
words as hisself, and theirselves .

There are no such

3 . A compound pronoun is used as a subject only when another pronoun accompanies it .
Wrong:
Correct:

Helen and myself were entertained royally .
Helen· and I myself were entertained royally .

YOUR WORK
A. Copy from . this list the pronouns that are correct in
form .
myself
himself
theirselves

yourself
herself
hisself

meself
ourselves

B. Of the following sentences rewrite those that have
errors .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Only Donald and myself were there .
They went on a long hike by themselves .
The boy had hidden himself in the hayloft .
Everybody must depend on himself .
He did the work by hisself .
The complaint was directed against the leader himself .
You and myself are invited.
The girls prefer to skate by theirselves .
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSm( XV A

To recognize and know the use of a compound pronoun

I NFORMATION

( See lesson XV)
YOUR WORK

A. What two words should not be used as compound personal
pronouns?
B. Rewrite the following sentences with necessary cor rections .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Himself and I cannot be bothered with so much luggage .
The boys had disguised themselves as sailors .
Henry and myself think the price is too hi gh .
How shall Mary and myself find the direction?
He thought it all out by hisself .
The old people were waiting by theirselves .
He praised the -contractor and the building. itself .
Will you travel by yourself?
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XVI

To understand the possessive forms of nouns and
pronouns

INFORMATION
1. A possessive noun or pronoun is one t-hat shows ownership.
his car

the girl's book

2. Singular nouns show possession by adding 's.

one boy's hat

one girl's pencil

3. Plural nouns ending ins show possession by edding
just an apostrophe, but plural nouns not ending ins show
ossession by adding 's.

la dies ' club

men's coats

4. Pronouns never use an apostrophe to show possession.
5. The possessive pronouns are:

my
ours
theirs

mine
his
whose

your
her
its

yours
hers

our
their

OUR WORK

A. Rule your paper into four columns. Head the columns
s indicated below. Copy the list of words and write the
ifferent forms.
Singular

Singular
Possessive

Plural

Plural
Possessive

1. man
2. boy
3. lady
4. girl
5. woman
6. gentleman
7. John
8. teacher
9. child

O. wife

B. Copy the following sentences and place possessive
igns where they are needed.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Both boys coats are gone.
The childrens toys were inexpensive.
Mabels report was interesting.
This car is theirs.
That basket ball is not hers; it is our.
We must obey the citys laws.
Where are ladies dresses sold?
B. Carl book is lost.
9. The mans motion was not heard in the back of the room.
10. Have you read mother letter?

c.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Find the errors in the following sentences

Who's going to play
th you?
Your taking the two o'clock train, aren't you?
Is this house her's or their's?
The men's club was large.
Girls' and womens clothes are sold here.
Whose little girl is with you?
Betty talk was very interesting.
His friend address was lost.
D. Choose the correct form

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The bird seem~ to love (its, it's)young.
(Its, it's) a very exciting ~ame.
The elm tree spread (its, its) branches over the road.
I believe (its, it's) going to rain.
(Its, it 1 s) fun to see the small kitten chase (its, it's)
tail.

6. (Its, it's) a shame that you had to be absent.
7. (Its, it's) about time for school to close.
B. The tiger sprang from (its, it's) ca~e.
9. (Its, it's) too late to see (its, its) nest now.
10. (Its, it's) cargo has been unloaded quickly.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XVI A

To understand the possessive forms of nouns and
pronouns

INFORMATION
( See lesson XVI)
YOUR WORK
A. Rule your paper into four columns and write the information as indicated.
Singular

Singular
Possessive

Plural

Plural
Possessive

1. uncle
2. baby
3. bird

clerk
Ruth
mouse
maid
8. agent
9. workman
10. principal
4 •.
5.
6.
7.

B. Place possessive signs where there are needed.
1. She thought it was hers.
2. This is my golf club; where is yours?
3. Margaret dress .is torn.
4. Mr. Brown office is open.
5. The poniea saddles were decorated.
6. Have you seen Lincoln monument?
7. The sailors memorial is .finished.
8. This month work is easy.
9. You have done three days work rapidly.
10. These stories are theirs.

c.
hers

Use the following correctly in sentences.
its

Ralph's

girls '

girls

girl's

D. Choose the correct form.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The bear cannot find (its, it's) way out or the house.
The hen has caught (its, it's) leg in the wire.
(Its, it's) probable that no one knowa.
(Its, it's) time to go to school.
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LESSON XVI A

5. His father says that (its, it's) not possible for him to
go.
.
6. You will find that (its, 1t 1 s) worth while to study.
7. (Its, it's) difficult to see (its, it's) home in the
tree.
B. I know that (its, it's) he.
9. (Its, it I s) a pity that ( its, it's) not known.
·10. (Its, it's) song is beautiful.
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PURPOSE:

To understand the use or an adjective

LESSON XVII

INFORMATION
1. There are two uses of an adjective
(a) to describe a noun or pronoun .
(b) to limit a noun or pronoun
2. Descriptive adjectives add beauty and make the meaning of the noun clear.
nt

courageous man

cold weather

beautiful sunset

I

3. Limiting adjectives generally tell which one, how
many, or how much.

eight books

this paper

some oske

YOUR WORK

A. Name the adjectives in the following sentences.
1. He lifted the heavy weight with his strong brown arms.
2. Lily-covered waters, open fields, and shady trees portra
the varying moods of nature in this picture.
3. Wichita is the fourth largest milling center in the
United States.
4. Only a tew generations ago sod houses reared their lowly
roofs above the Kansas plains.
5. The waterfall in Oak Park ripples over mossy stones.
6. Dorothy looked angry.
7. He walked slowly down the white dusty road.
8. Have you any paper for the composition?
9. The third house on this shady street is Alice's home.
10. Some peopie do not like the country; other people prefer
it.

B. Find the adjectives in the following stanza:
With fingers weary ~nd worn,
With eyelids heavy and red,
A woman sat, in unwomanly rags,
Pliing her needle and thread-Stitch. stitch! stitch!
In poverty, hunger, and dirt,
And still with a voice of dolorous pitch
She sang the •song of the Shirtff.

c. Write a short paragraph describing a beautiful scene
you remember. Choose your adjectives carefully.

,,1

~I
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PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XVII A

To understand the use of an adjective

INFORMATION
(See lesson XVII)
YOUR WORK
A. Name the adjectives in the following sentences.
what each adjective modifies.

TelJ

Model:
The happy boy whistled a merry tune.
Adjective
The
happy
8

merry

What it modifies
noun
noun
noun
noun

boy
boy
tune
tune

1. A sentinel with a long white beard stood at the entrance
to the stone bridge.
2. This dreary mansion has had no occupants for many years.
3. Deep, golden sunshine lay in the valley between the rock~
mountains.
4. The thrifty farmers raised excellent crops of yellow
corn.
5. The busy little wren has finished its tiny nest.
B. Find the adjectives in the following paragraph.
•chinese rugs are readily distinguished by their looser
texture and beautiful background of blue, gold, red, or tan.
The designs are usually detached figures of dragon~, liondogs, or the animal signs of the zodiac wrought in gray,
yellow, blue and cream shades. Cotton warp is used."
lost.

c. Describe very carefully some article which you have

··"'
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XVIII

To avoid some common errors mede with adjectives

INFORMATION
1. Some adjectives have number, that is, singular and
plural forms.
Singular
this
that

Plural
these
t those

2. An adjective must agree with its noun in number.
this kind
that girl

these kinds
those girls

3. The words here and there are not adjectives.
Wrong:
Correct:

This here paper is torn.
This paper is torn.

YOUR WORK
A. Select the correct form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(This, these) kinds of peaches are delicious.
(That, those) sort of book is useless.
(Them, that) kind of apple tastes good.
(These, this) kinds of trees live long.
(That, those) sort of plum makes good jelly.
(That, those) kinds of songs are very popular.
(This, these) kind of material is not heavy enough.
Have you chosen (that, those) sort of stationery?
B. Write the following sentences in correct form.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Them flowers grow well in this country.
I saw those there six airplanes flying over at noon.
This here magnifying glass fs broken.
Do you like those kind?
Them girls are not studying.
What are you going to do with this here package?
I do not care for them kind.
That there sort of boy is trustworthy.
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PURPOSE :

To avoid some common errors made with a djectives

LESSON XVIII A

INFORW~TION
(See lesson XVIII)
YOUR WORK
A. Se lect the correct form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(Them, these) shoes are hers.
I do not like (th1Si these) kind df biscuits.
I like (that, those} kind however.
(This, these) kinds of cake are not what I ordered.
(Them, those) trees are very rare.
(That, those) kinds of candy are the best.
Do you like (them, those) kinds?
(Them, those) days were the happiest.
B. Correct the following sentences.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

These here problems are mine.
What is the name of that there book?
I like those kind better.
That kinds of weed are common.
Don't you think that there last assignment is hard?
Do you like those sort?
No, I would rather have these kind.
Them men are Arctic explorers.

~,

'.
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XIX

To understand comparison of adjectives.

INFORMATION
1. Almost all adjectives ehange their form when a comparison is made.
2. If two
form in one of
(a)
(b)
(c)

things are compared, the adjective changes its
three ways:
er is added; as, smaller, taller
more precedes; as, more wonderful
aci!rrerent word is used; as, (bad), worse

Two of these forms are not used at the same time.
Wrong:
Correct:

Come more nearer to the desk.
Come nearer to the desk.

,.
11

3. If three or more things are compared, the adjective
changes its form in one of three ways:
(a) est is added; as, smallest
( b) most precedes; as, most wonderful
(c) a different word is used; as, (bad) worst
YOUR WORK

A. Write the forms of comparison for the following adjectives.
quick
beautiful
old

small
wonderful
sweet

tall
bad
perfect

happy
good
many

pretty
much
attractive

B. Select the correct form.
1. I have two brothers.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Frank is the (taller, tallest).
Which of you two boys can r~n the (faster, fastest)?
or the three books, which do you like the (better, best)?
He is the (younger, youngest) of the six children.
Which of your eyes has the (better, best) vision?
This road is the (more dangerous, most dangerous) of the
two.

7. I want a book and a new dress, but I think I want the new
dress (more, most).
8. Which is (better, best), health or wealth?
9. There are two churches in the town, but the (older, oldas1)
will soon be torn down, and the (larger, largest) is
several blocks away.
10. Of ell the seasons, I like fall the (better, best).

~I
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C. Correct these senten ces .
1 . This is the beautifulest building I ever saw.
2 . The word has two pronunciations , but the first is the

best .
Jack is the better wrestler of the five brothers .
I can see the picture more plainer from here .
The pilot was the most bravest man of all .
It is more cheaper to t~avel by airplane than by rail .
This pen is bad , but that is worser .
Henry is more quicker than you are .
I will probably travel by auto the most . (Two ways considered)
10 . That story is the most wonderfullest I ever heard .
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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THE PARTS OF SP~ECH
To understand comparison of adjectives

INFORMATION
(See lesson XIX)

YOUR WORK
A. Write the forms of comparison for the following ad jectives .
mischievous
thin
dusty

troublesome
round
funny

kind
high

soft
courageous

B. use in sentences:
better
tallest

best
worse
most beautiful

worst
prettier smaller
more expensive

C. Correct:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eunice sings more sweeter than Elsie .
Run the most quickest that you can .
You play the second p iece worser than the first .
Step more nearer to the blackboard .
No one can climb a more steeper mountain than this one .

,J
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XX

To recognize an adverb and know its use

INFORMATION
1 . An adverb helps a verb , an adjective , or another adverb by telling:
time;
place;
manner;

as, The bell is ringing now .
as, Your pen is lying there.
as , The car travels slowly .

2 . An adverb should be near the word it helps .

Wrong:
Correct:

I have only been absent one day.
I have been absent only one day .

3 . Avoid unnecessary adverbs .

Wrong:
We hadn't (had not) nothing to say .
Correct: · We had nothing to say .
YOUR WORK

time.

A. In the following sentences find the adverbs telling

1 . The guests came early .

2.
3.
4.
5.

Their team played next .
The pupil arrived late .
I shall leave today .
She has always lived in Topeka .
B. Find the adverbs telling place .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Look there .
The policeman made the oars move on.
Do you live here?
They are going away .
If this road is not the rig·ht one, we must turn backward
C. Find the adverbs telling manner.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We walked rapidly for exercise .
The breeze blow gently.
The young people sang gayly .
The horse ran swiftly down the lane .
The man sp ent his money foolishly .

D. Tell what the adverbs in the following sentences
modify.
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The picture was exceedingly beautiful .
The snow fell noiselessly .
The clerk -orks quickly and well .
We often visit the airport .
The program was truly wonderful .
E. ,Correct the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Helen hasn ' t none of the paper for the exercises .
We haven ' t seen nobody.
I don ' t want to go nowhere .
Don ' t you know nothing?
She couldn ' t scarcely talk .

1.
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PURPOSE:

To recognize an adverb and know its use

LESSON XX A

INFORMATION.
( See lesson XX)
YOUR WORK
A. Find the adverbs in the following sentences and tell
what they modify.
1. I came in very quioklJ.

i.

2. our sister plays the violin well.
That 1s certainly true.
Then he began to speak.
The sun is always shining somewhere.
The vase is very pretty.

3.
4.
5.
6.

B. Use in sentences:
l. Two adverbs of time
2. Two adverbs or place
3. Two adverbs of manner
C. Correct:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There isn't nobody at
Nothing never matters
These nails aren't no
Isn't nobody invited?
I couldn't go nowhere

home.
anyway.
good.
in these clothes.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXI

To distinguish between adjective and adverb forms

INFORMATION
1 . Adjectives and adverbs are both helpers , but adjectives help only nouns and pronouns while adverbs help
other parts of speech .
2 . Some adjectives have a corresponding adverb form
made by adding !z to the adjective .

quick
quickly

adjective
adverb

3 . It is often difficult to know whether to use an adjective or an adverb after the predicate . The meaning de -

termines the part of speech to use . In general, the adjective describes and the adverb tells manner .

I found the problem easy .
I found the problem easily .

(The adjective easy
describes the noun
problem . )
(The adverb easily help
the verb found to tell
the manner of finding.

4 . The adjective usually follows the ve·rbs feel , taste,
~ ' look, smell , and sound.

Correct:

The milk smells sour.

Wrong:

The milk smells sourly .

(The adjective sour describes the noun milk.)
(The adverb sourly would
help the verb smells and
tell the manner in which
the milk smelled. )

YOUR WORK
A. Which is correct , the a·dject1ve or the adverb?
Choose the correct form .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

I arrived (safe, safely) at my home .
The beautiful flowers smelled (sweet, sweetly).
I did (good, well) in my studies last month .
He doesn't feel (go od, well) .
I will (sure, surely) do it tomorrow.
Grace (sure, surely) laid the book on the table.
Are you (sure, surely) of that?
I feel (bad, badly) .

,
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The mother looked (sad, sadly).
She looked _(beautiful, beautifully).
The oat acted (strange, strangely).
This material looks (good, well).
The woman turned (cold, coldly).
This is e (real, really) diamond.
That is (real, very) interesting.

I
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PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXI A

To distinguish between adjective and adverb forms

INFORMATION

(See lesson XXI)
YOUR WORK

A. Choose the correct form.
1. The boy used the bow and arrow (good, well).
2. The (real, really) ~uccessful person tries hard.
3. This work is (good, well).
4. The campers chose a place (wise, wisely).
5. Ella read the poem (good, well).
6. The hunters crept to the pond (quiet, quietly).
7. The cousin arrived (unexpected, unexpectedly).
8. That is (real, very) hard work.
9. I can do that (easy, easily).
10. She looks (attractive, attractively) in a blue dress.
11. The pudding tastes (delicious, deliciously).
12. He is (most, elmost) discouraged.
13. (Sure, surely) he is mistaken.
14. Write the letter (plain, plainly).
15. She is (some, somewhat) tired.
16. The child behaves (good, well).
17. The- girl felt (lonesome, lonesomely).
18. The patient is (some, a>mewhat) better today.
19. John acts (diff~rent, differently) from his brother.
20. He seems (different, differently) from his brother.
21. She (most, almost) forgot to go.
22. Nancy Carroll is a (real, very) good actor.
23. The woman spoke (kind, kindly) to me.
24. They feel (bad, badly).
25. The wrist was (bad, badly) swollen.
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UNIT II
PURPOSE:

LESSON XXII

To recognize a conjunction and an interjection

INFORMATION
1. A conjunction is a joining word.
and XI in Unit I)

(See lessons VI

2. An interjection is a word said with strong feeling.
Example:

Alas!

What have I done?
,i i

tA

· YOUR WORK

'u,

A. Name the conjunctions in the following sentences.

1. Industry, honesty, and temperance are necessary for happiness.
2. It was a summer day, yet we welcomed a fire.
3. Either you or I must leave at once.
4. The captain of the team stepped upon the platform, and
the school cheered.
5. The children swept and dusted the four rooms.
B. Find the interjections in the following sentences.
1. My!

2.
3.
4.
5.

What a hot day.
Oh, will it never stop raining!
Pshaw! There is no sense to that.
Ouch! I cut my finger.
Look! There comes the fire department.

1ii

=1111 ~1
111 \1

f'
1

'
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UNIT II
PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XX II J

To recognize a conjunction and an interjection

INFORMATION
(See lesson XXII)
YOUR WORK
A. Name the conjunctions in the following sentences.
1. Shall I take the road to the right or the left?
2. The class was not only orderly but industrious.
3. French nor Spanish was spoken.

4. Apples are wholesome; therefore you should eat them.
5. I must stay, for my time is not up.
B. Name the interjections in the following sentences.
1. Oh, see the double rainbow!
2. Mercy! What have you done?

3. Hurrah! Our team won.
4. Bah! I don't believe it.
5. Whew! This room is cold.
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PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXIII

To review the eight parts of speech

YOUR WORK
A. Name the eight parts of speech.

B. What part of speech is each of the underscored words
1. You study too hard.
2. ~ does me no harm.
3. ~ f i n e lace is imported. I will use it for a lace
oollar:-4. What paper have you chosen for the dining room wall?
5. The man will paper tomorrow.
6. The child is playing with a paper hat.
7. The early bird catches the worm.
8. Please come early.
9. Oh! the thunder frightens me.
10. Each city makes its own laws.
11. Come on.
--12. You wi!l find the money~ the stand.

C. Tell the part of speech of each word in these sentences.

In the garden are four large apple trees.
Then the light faded slowly.
Rachel and Lois played a duet.
The ~lare of the sun blinded us.
5. ouch. I hit my finger.

1.
2.
3.
4.

D. Choose the correct· word.
1. He gave (to, too, two) dollars (to, too, two) him.
2. I shall go (to, too, two) sleep (to, too, two}.
3. I am (to, too, two) busy (to, too, two) now.
4. These shoes are (to, too, two) sizes (to, too, two) larg.
5. At (to, too, two) o'clock I want (to, too, two) go to
town.
6. You ask {to, too, two) many questions.
7. This is {to, too, two) short a time in which (to, too,
two) make a decision.
8. (To, too, two) dollars is (to, too, two) high a price.

!I

i
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PURPOSE:

LESSON XXIII

To review the eight parts of speech

YOUR WORK

A. Tell in a word or two what each part of speech does.
B. Use in sentences:
1. light as a noun
2. light as a verb
3. light as an adjective
4. fast as an adjective
5. 1"as'f as an adverb
6. 1'IFe as an interjection
7. ~ a s a conjunction
8. 'Its as a pronoun
9. -rn-as an adverb
10. Tri as an preposition
C. Tell the part of speech of each word in the following sentences.
1. Look! There is a fire.
2. He crossed the room and looked out the window at the

lake.
3. The silver moonlight shone through the narrow windows

of the old castle.

4. Who gave you that?
5. He drove slowly on.

D. Choose the correct word.
1. (To,
much
2. (To,
3. (To,

too, two) glasses of lemonade are (to, too, two)
(to, too, two) give him.
too, two) is an adjective.
too, two) is an adverb.
4. (To, . too, t wo ) is a prepos 1.t ion.
5. She thought (to, too, two) miles was (to, too, two) far
(to, too, two) walk.

• I

, 11"
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UNIT II

THB! PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSO i XXIV

To avoid some common barbarisms

INFORMATION
1 . Barbarisms are word and phrase$ that are not good
English and are shunned by cultured people .
2 . If you have been using the following barbarisms , try
to omit them from your speech hereafter .
1 . Awful - -Means · inspiring with awe . 'Tis wrong to
say flan awful mistaken or "awful weather" .
2 . Get --Means to secure . Wrong: I didn ' t get to go
Right: Did you get a tick
et?

3 . Mad- -Means insane ; tt should not be used for
angry .
4 . Like -- Is not a conjunction . Wrong: Do like I do
Right: Do as I do .
5. Leave - -Means to depart . Wrong: Leave me do it .
Right: Let me do it .
6 . Guess - -Means to form an opinion at random ; it
should not be used for think .
Wrong: I guess we will go to Colorado .
Right: I think we will go to Colorado .
7 . Stop- -Means to halt .

Wrong:
Right:

We stopped in To peka four days .
We stayed in Topeka
four days .

8 . Alright - -Inoorrect spelling; it should be two
·
words--all right .
9 . Anywheres--Not a word; it should be anywhere .
10 . Keen--Means having a sharp edge.
Wrong: I had a keen time at the party .
Right: I had a pleasant time at the party.
11 . Appreciate --Means to· esteem highly; it should not
be modified by "very much" .
12 . Anxious--Expresses anxiety or thought of trouble.
Wrong: I was anxious to see the game .
Right: I was eager to see the game.
13 . Gentleman and Lady - -Terms to designate refinement
they should not be used habit
ually for man and woman .
14 . Funny - -Means laughable; it should not be used for
odd .
15 . Falls, woods--Plural nouns . Right: We had a
picnic in the wood . We saw a water

- 164ENGLISH
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UNIT II

16 .
17 .
19 .
19 .
20 .

LESSON XXIV

Take in --Should not be used for attend .
Boughten- -Obsolete; use ready made .
Date--Slang for appointment or engagement .
Eats - -Slang for food or refreshments .
Through- -Should not be used for finished .

YOUR WORK

Notice these expressions very carefully so that you
will not be guilty of using them .

11,
II
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:

LESSON XXIV A

To avoid some common barbarisms

INFORMATION

(See lesson XXIV)

YOUR WORK

A. Correct the following sentences .

1 . We walked along the stream and saw a pretty little fallsi
2. Amy is mad at me .
3 . Leave me sharpen your pencil for you .
4 . I guess this book is yours .
5 . How long did you stop at the camp?
6 . Are you going anywheres?
7. There were four gentlemen and four ladies working in the
office .
8 . What eats shall we have for the picnic?
9 . I tried to a.c t just like the old woman did in the story.
10 . That new fa-shion of dress looks funny .
11. I appreciate the gift .very much .
12 . Are you anxious for Christmas to come?
13 . Let ' s take in a show .
14 . Is that a boughten dress?
15 . I have a date with the dentist at one o 'c lock.
16 . He got on the horse .
17 . That was a keen story .
18 . I am through with these problems .
19 . That was awful funny .
20 . Alright , I shall tell the class about it .

B. Are you trying to avoid the words and phrases that
you know are barbarisms?

'

CHAPTER V (CONTINtTh""1))
UNIT II--THE PARTS OF SPEECH
Helps for the Teacher
I,

11 .
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PRETEST

'

I . Each of the following sentences contains a commonly
made error . Correct as many as you can find . Under each
correction, briefly state your reason for it .
1 . Where is my pencil at?
2 . When spring came, the roses will bloom again .

3. I divided the money between the three boys .
4 . She seen your mistake at once .
5 . The key was laying on the chair where you laid it .

6 . She had set do'Vl.'Il to rest while I set the table .
7 . The spanish government is now a republic .
8 . Its been a long time since its leg was hurt .
9 . The ohildrens party was a success .

10 . They traveled by theirselves .
11 . The roses smell sweetly .
12 . The teacher had no rest except at noon all day .
13 . ·A crowd of people were gathering quickly .
14 . She is the older of the three sisters .
15 . These kind of apples is the best .
16 . This here n6tebook is mine .
17 . Each man drank three strong· cups of coffee .
18 . If it don't rain, the corn will be burned .
19 . Who do you want?

20 . Each girl finished their work in one hour .
II . Name the part of speech of each word in the follow ing sentences .

'
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PRETEST

1 . Colonies of ants often consist of many thousand individ-

uals .
2 . Oh , here are some wi ld grapes !
3 . Will you write t o him and her , or will Mary telephone to

them?
I II . Underscore the correct form .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20.
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .

I had (saw , seen) him do that stunt many times .
He has already (ate , eaten) his dinner .
She (did, done) her best .
The hamlet {lay , laid} not very far distant .
She has {lain , laid) down to rest .
I am tired of (lying , laying) in bed.
The tabla is {sitting , setting) under a tree .
Who (sit , set) it there?
( Sit , set) here beside me .
Could it have been (she , her)?
I called Mary and (they , them) .
{We girls , us girls) are planning a picnic .
This special delivery letter is for Lois and (he , him) .
I (sure , surely) like that .
He feels {bad, badly) today .
They carried (very , awfully) pretty flowers .
The cake t astes (delicious , deliciously) .
Alice stayed · (to , at) home today .
They rushed around the house and {in , into) the room .
There (come, comes) a band playing lively music .
(Was , were) you frightened?
Hi s decision and mine (is , are) the same .
Every one of us is interested in (his , their) welfare .
These (kind , kinds) of pencils s ell well .
(It ' s , its) color is blue .·

'•

~l
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A SWERS
I.

1. Where is my pencil.

Unnecessary preposition
2. When spring comes, the roses will bloom again.

- verb tense wrong
3. I divided the money among the three boys.

Between is used with two.
4. She saw your mistake at once.
The past is used alone.
5. The key was lying on the chair where you laid it.
~ means resting.
6. Slieliad sat down to rest while I set the table.
Sat means to take a seat.
7. T~spanish government is now a republic.
Proper nouns are c~pitalized.
B. It's been a long time since its leg was hurt.
It 1 s•-it is
9. The children's party was a success.
children's--possessive
10. They traveled by themselves.
theirselves--not a word
11. The roses smell sweet.
The adjective sweet describes the roses.
12. The teacher had no rest all day except at noon.
Phrase out of place
13. A crowd of people was gathering quickly.
The verb must agree with the subject in number.
14. She is the oldest of the three sisters.
Older--used with two.
15. This kind of apples is the best.
The adjective must agree with its noun in number.
16. This notebook is mine.
here--not needed
17. Each man drank three cups of strong coffee.
stron--modified the wrong word
18. If it doesn't rain, the corn will be burned.
Doesn't--singular to agree with it
19. Whom do you want?
whom--objeot pronoun
20. Eaoh girl finished her work in one hour.
The pronoun must agree with its antecedent in number.

II.

1. Colonies - noun

of
ants
often

- preposition
- noun
- adverb

of
many
thousand
individuals-

preposition
adjective
adjective
noun

-:~,
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2 . Oh
here
are
some

-

3 . Will
you
write
to
him
and
her

PRETEST

interjection
adverb
verb
adjective

wild
grapes

..
-

or
will
Mery
telephone
to
them

verb
pronoun
verb
preposition
pronoun
conjunction
pronoun

- adjective
- noun

-

conjunction
verb
noun
verb
preposition
- pronoun

III .
1 . seen
2 . eaten
3 . did

4 . lay
5 . lain
6 . lying
7 . sitting
s . set
9 . sit
10 . she
11 . them
12 . we girls
13 . him

14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .

surely
bad
very
delicious
at
into
comes
were
are
his
kinds
its

•

-

: ~l
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PRESENTATION
LESSON

During a class recitation which I visited one day, the
pup ils were correcting sentences from their comp ositions
that contained errors. When the teacher asked why the sentence, "I sure am glad", should read "I surely am gladn,
one pupil answered, "It sounds better 11 • This answer f ram a
fourth grade pupil might be accepted, but a junior hi gh
school pupil should know the re a l reason . Each word in a
sentence has a definite part to p lay . If one member of a
volley ball team or a football squad does not p lay his part
well, the whole team is weakened. Just so may a sentence
give a wrong meaning if one word is misused .
Almost every dri var of an automobile knows when the run,"
ning engine sounds as if it is working all right, but how
many drivers would know the use of each part well enough to
find the trouble if the engine st alls? Those who do not
know must be dep endent upon someone who does , no matter ow
simple the trouble may be .
If a person wants to speak and write well , he should
know the eight parts of speech which tell the uses of the
words in a sentence .
There are eight parts of speech:
noun
pronoun
verb
adjective
adverb
preposition
conjunction
interjection
The next unit direct you 1n learning the use of each
part of speech and tells how to avoid commonly made errors.

SUMMARY
1. Why should a person who speaks English know the
parts of speech'Z
2.· How many parts of speech are there'l
3 . Name t hem.

PRESE TATION T~ST
( See Unit I)

I
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:

LESSON I

To di stingui sh a phrase from a clause

ANSWERS

A. 1. I n olden times
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

of May
with much rejoicing
in England , France , and Germany
of an ancient custom
of the Romans
to F l ora
of flowers
On May day morning
along the country lanes
With them
of them all
of May
around the Maypole
during the day
beyond the green

B. 1. on
2 . along
3 . below

4 . on
5 . under
6. in
7 . to

s.

for
into
to
near

of

among

9 . on

10 .

c.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

B.

9.
10 .

The dog with white fur belongs to Charles .
A man on crutches gave me the book .
There is a girl with red hair in the room .
Lost --A dog with a silver plated collar belonging
to an. old woman
Lincoln wrote his speech on a ·scrap of paper whil~
riding to Gettysburg .
The fore part of last week Fred Barnard strained
his back by lifting .
The boy on stilts walked onto the playground.
He is s peaking at the Forum tonight about the
landing of Columbus .
Wanted - -A man that can speak Spanish to care for
horses .
The small boy that was destined to be president
was born in a little village .

••

I I
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PURPOSE:

LESSO

I

To distinguish a phrase from a clause

ANSWERS
A. 1 . of the Nile valley

2 . from three feet

to ten feet

3 . of drooping flower clusters

4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

at the summit
of the stem
From the pith
of this plant
of paper
of these manuscripts
about five thousand years
After the time
of Alexander the Great
of the Greeks
by the Romans

B. 1 . about
2 . on
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

with

for
down
toward
at
below
s . of
at
9 . without
10. before
against

c.

1 . A tall man with black hair was arrested .

2 . In the long hall behind t'he door hangs a picture

beautifully painted .

3 . The soldier received a wound of little importance

in the arm .
4 . The two children with an adventurous spirit
climbed into the caves.
5. Ellen started with an umbrella to get the g:rocerie~ .
6 . With a smile she walked out of the room.
7 . Lost- - A small gold wrist watch with a gold face
belonging to a little girl

, I
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LESSON II

To avoid common errors ma de with prepositions

PURPOSE:

ANSWERS
A. 1 . Keep off the grass .
2 . Where is my book?
3 . Where are you going?
4 . He left about one o ' clock .
5 . This t ioket will admit you .
6 . Continue reading to the next page .
7 . They followed the boys .
8 . She sat near me .

B. 1 . into
2 . into
~

u e

at

4 . at
5 . in
6 . among

7 . at
UNIT II

e.

9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
1~ .
14 .

in
into
between
in
between
into
in

15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

Ir

I

,,
I

~I

among
to
into
between
among
at

LESSON II A

To avoid common errors wi~b prepos i tions

. PURPOSE:

ANSWERS
A. 1 . Where are you staying?
2. I should have ~one .
Look out the window .
"-' .
4 . Take this pile of books off my desk .
5. He i mitates his father .
6 . He was born on the sixth of August .
7 . She sits back of me.
e. He may have to work harder than he thinks .
~

B. 1 . at
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

into
between
between
among
in
at

e.

9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13.
14.

.t
into
into
into
to
between
in

15 •
16 .
17 .
18.
19.
20 .

among
at
into
at
at
among
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PURPOSE :

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON III

To be able to recognize a verb

ANSWERS

A. Ask your teacher or a clas s mate t o pick out a fe w
verbs f or a br i e f ora l t est .
B. ask

climb
dive
drown
f low
drag

~I

hang

prove
ra i se
sew

UNIT II

PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH .

LESSON III A

To be able to recognize a verb

ANSWERS
A. Ask a classmate to test you on the verbs mentioned
in A of lesson I II A, and the ones you missed in
lesson I II .
B. Ask your teacher to help you .

-176-
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PURPOSE:

ANSWERS
A.

To learn to use the past and past participle of a
verb correctly
1. came
2. done
~

\.J.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19 .
20.

ANSWERS
A.

B.

saw
gone
written
took
sang
broken
drunk
gone
ran
brought
burst
climbed
dived
eaten
swam
shown
proved
saw

UNIT I I
PURPOSE:

LESSON IV

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

asked
burst
began
brought
bitten
did
chosen
seen
drew
driven
thrown
took
stolen
shaken
sank
spoke
frozen
dragged
led
hanged

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

~l

LESSON

rv~~

To learn to use the past and past participle of a
verb correctly

I. burst
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10.
11 .
12 .
13 .
14.
15.
16 .

sprang
dri van
seen
stolen
ridden
come
swum
drowned
drawn
saw
blew
eaten
did
froze n
threw

B.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

s.

17 .
18.
19.
20.

begun
rang

ran
brought

9.
10 .
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.

written
took
swung
spoken
shown
sank
seen
did
raised
rose
proved
lost
hung
dragged
flown
fallen

.. I

17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .

fought
ate
chosen
drunk
came
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PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH
To learn to use the verbs lie and ~

LESSON V

'

correctly

ANSWERS

A.

1 • . laid .
2 . , lying
3 . - lain
4 . laid
5 . lying
6 . lying
7 . lay
8 . lies
9 . lie
10 . .lay
11 . lain
12 . laid
13 . lie
14 • laid
15 . .laid
16 . lying
17 . lying
18 . lay
19 . lay
20 . lay

UNIT II
PURPOSE :

lies

B.

1 . lie
2 . lying
3 . lay
4 . laying
5 . laid
6 . lay
7 . lain
8 . lay
9 . lay
10 • lying

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

ijl

LESSON V A

To learn to use the verbs lie and~ correctly

ANSW.t!;RS
·A.

l . lying
2 . .lay
3 . lay
4 . lying
5 . lies
6. lying
7 . lain
8 . laid
9 . laid
10. lain
11 . laid
12 . lying
13 . laid
14. lies
15. laid
16 . lain
17 . lying
18 . lay
19 . lying
9. (L lid n

B.

1. lay
2 . 11EJ, l j jing
3 . lying

4 . laid

5 . lying

6 . lying

7 . laying

B. lies

'

I

I
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:
ANSWERS

A.

To learn to use the verbs sit and set correctly
1 • . sit
2. sat
3. set
4. sit
5 . sit
6. sitting
7. sit
s . sat
9. set
10 . sat
11. sit
12 . sat
13 . sitting
14. sat
15 . sat
16 . sitting
17 . sat
18 . sat
19. sitting
20 . set

ANSWERS

A.

B.

1 . set
2 . set
3. sit
4 . sat, set
5. set
6. sit
7. sits or sat
s. sat
9 . sitting
10. sit

- ... .

11

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

UNIT II
PURPOSE :

LESSON VI

LESSON VI A

To lear n to us e the verbs sit and set correctly
1. sat
2. set
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12 .
13.
14.
15.

sit
set
sit
set
sit
sitting
sit
sat
sat
set
set
set
sit

B. Ask your teacher to r·ead your sentences..

~1
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UNIT I I

PURPOSE:

LESSON VII

To understand the meaning of verb tense

ANSWERS
A. run

seem

B. present
past
present perfect
past perfect
future
future perfect

c.

rise

come

sell

eat

speak

(Ask your teacher to check
your sentences . )

1 . As I walked along the street , I saw many of my friends.
2 . The story t ells of primitive man who went into the for est to live and ·how he suffere.d from oo ld .
3 . Lois was very unpopular when she first started to school
4 . I f I get another book before I finish th i s one , I would
read the new book first .
5 . He has moved to Chicago , but he had lived in Ci ncinna ti
three years .
6 . He had talked thirty minutes when I arrived .
7 . When he returned , he found he had been robbed .
8 . When they reached the bridge , they had a f i ght .

-l8'tl-
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PURPOSE :

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON VIIA

To understand the meaning of verb tense

ANSWERS
A. writes

swings

loses

eats

begins

sits

B. 1 . present perfect
2 . past
3 . past perfect
4 . future
5 . present
6 . future perfe c t
7. present perfe ct
8 . f utur e
9 . past
10 . future
C. l . Robin Hood met Li ttle John , and they had a fight .
2 . When the weather man rep orts the weather in the
morning , he must know t he di re ction of the wind.
3 . They stayed at home last week because they were
111 .
4 . Thi s is a story of a boy who went to Texas and
was kidnapped.
5 . W5Ile David was on board the ship , he met a man
dressed in a Fre~oh costume .

•I
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UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSON VIII

To understand verb agreement

A rswERS
A. 1 . were
2 . is
3 . have
4 . are
5 . seem
6 . grows
7 . do
8. comes
,....,.
9 . are
10 . practices

need
are
· produce
were
was
was
is
are
19 • was
20 . have

11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
I

B. 1. Correct

2 . A swarm of bees was settling on the tree .
3 . The pupils of the class are working quietly .
4 . There are four styles from which to choose .

5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 and 10 are correct

UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

· PURPOSE:

L~SSON VIII A

To understand verb agreement

A. 1 . was

2 . was

3 . is
4 . is
5 . have
6 . have
7 . are
8 . intend
9 . work
10 . are

B. 1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .

17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

seem
were
has
were
is
has
is
ha~
was
was

Correct
In front of the building was a row of tron posts .
Correct
Correct
Correct
The problems in this book are easy.
Correct
B. Correct
9 . A collection of stamps was sold for s good price.
10 . The older boys in the pool swim gracefully.

I~
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UNI T II

.PURPOSE:

LESsor I X

To learn to use don ' t and doesn ' t correctly

ANSWERS
A . 1 doesn 't
2 doesn ' t

11 . doesn ' t
12 . don ' t

3.doesn ' t

1~,. doesn ' t

4 don ' t

5
6
7
8
9
10

doesn 't
don ' t
doesn ' t
don ' t
doesn ' t
don ' t

UNIT II
PURPOSE:

14 . don ' t

15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

THE

doesn ' t
doesn ' t
don ' t
doesn ' t
doesn ' t
doesn ' t

PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON IX A

To learn to use don ' t and doesn ' t correctly

ANSWERS
A. 1 . don ' t
2 . don ' t
3 . don ' t
4 . don ' t
5 . doesn ' t
6 . doesn ' t
7 . doesn ' t
8 . doesn ' t
9 . doesn ' t
10 . don ' t

lID . don ' t
12. doesn 't

doesn ' t
don ' t
don ' t
doesn ' t
doesn ' t
don ' t
doesn ' t
20 . doesn ' t

13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
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UNIT I I
PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSO

J

X

To understand the object of a verb

A mWERS

A. 1 . hats
2 . settlement
3 . worms
4 . promptness
5 . chauffeur
6 . shout
7 . storm
8 . train
9 . painting
10 . winter
11 . lessons
12 . boat
13 . song
14 . box
15 . guests

B. 1 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , end 10 .
UNIT II
PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH
To understand the object of a verb

ANSV'1ERS
A. 1 . stories
2 . landmarks
3 . no object
4 . wealth
5. forests
6 . no object
7 . cour·se
8 . no object
9 . branches
10 . material
11 . part
12 . no object
13. logs
14 . no object
15 . no object
16 . no object
17 . fur n iture
18 . no object
19 . them
20 no object

LESSO r_ X A

- 184E GLISH
UNIT II

PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XI

To understand what is meant by active and passive
voice

NSWERS

A. 1. This paper has been carelessly torn by you.

2 . A pretty blue parasol was carried by her .
3 . Two records have been broken b y this school .
4 . Their father ' s wigwam was left by three lovely
maidens .
5 . The diamond was examined very carefully by Mr .
Browne .
6 . A small cottage has been built by them .
7 . A mystery story was told to us by Mary .
B. The Indian was not trusted by Captain Wells .
9 . nThe Great Stone Face 0 was written by Nathaniel
Hawthorne .
10 . Sealskins for rugs are used by the Eskimos.

B. This old Eastern tale illustrates one way of reaching conclusions . The dervish secured evidence by close ob servation . If we could make observations a s good , we would
make fe wer mistakes .
UNIT II
PURPOSE :

TE~ PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSoir XI A

To understa n d what is meant by active and passive
voice

ANSWERS
A. 1 . Tuesday was spent by t he architect in Portland.
2. A letter without a stamp was mailed by him .
3 . The scene is described very well by her .
4 . The prominent New England poets shall be studied
by us .
5 . A cabin on Wolcott ·Mountain was rented by us .
6 . The last game of football will be played by them
tomorrow .
7 . The theft was admitted by the man .
s . Kind neighbors are bad by us.
B. 1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mary wrote the answer .
All had a dangerous adventure .
They keep the car in Clark ' s garage .
The gardener has kept the flower garden well .
Red berries attract the birds .
The tourists will enjoy a ride on the lake .
The tourists have caught many fish in the lake .

:~
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

UNIT II
PURPOSE:

LESSON XII

To recogn ize a noun

NSWERS
A. 1 . story ,

boy , ·cave , is land
2 . rotat i on , earth , axis , day , night
3 . vessel , I ce.land
4 . Iris , class
5 . men , women , man
6 . food
7 . people , linen
8 . birds , lungs
trip , Canada
9 summer ,
10 . paragraphs , papers , pup i ls , cl ass

B.
1 . New York gave Wi ley Post and Harold Gatty a tumultuous
welcome .
2 . They were dr i ven up Broadway amid a shower of ticker
tape .
3 . Post and Getty flew around the world in eight days ,
fifteen hours and fifty - one minutes .
4 . President Hoover sent his congratulations .
5 . They landed at Roosevelt Field , Long Island .
6 . Their airplane was called the Winnie Mae .
7 . They beat Magellan ' s record by 1074 days .
8 . Post spent part of his childhood in Oklahoma .
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UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE :

LESSON XII A

To recogn i ze a noun

ANSWERS

A. 1. cost ,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

fires , United States, dollars
park, policemen
subjects , sentences
crash , window
map , Africa
people , parks , rest , recreation
Hamlin Garland, father , pioneer
rain , torrents
Chicago, museum
times, blacksmith , nails , hand

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

Congress voted for Washington unanimously .
Diamonds are found in Africa .
Buffalo , Cleveland , and Chicago are lake ports .
In the poem , " Evangeline" , the Mississippi is spoken as
the "Father of Waters• .
My Aunt Louise went to Europe in June .
Helen Hunt Jackson wrote about the Indians.
The people of Japan are very polite .
Miss Adams or Mr . Brown will coach the team.
Come with John and me .
She moved from Grove Street to Vassar Avenue.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

To recogn i ze a pronoun and learn its use

LESSON XIII

A JSWERS

A. 1 . Allen and Jack ran to a cave where they had hidden some money .
2 . The roses in Mrs . Gordon ' s garden are in full
bloom . Perhaps she will invite the girls to see
them .
3 . John lost a - good marble in the mud , and he cannot
find it .
4 . The boy picked up a firecracker and set it off .
5 . Mr . Jameson gave his son a bicycle .
6 . The girl took her violin with her .

B. Pr onouns
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

he
us
his
ha
them
her
it
ha
my

7.
8.
9 . their
10 . it

c.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

he
himself
his
her
his

6 . its
7 . its
s . its
9 . he
10 . its

Antecedents
Carl
(listeners)
president
guide
mountain climbers
Melba
liberty
boy
{speaker)
children
meadow
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UNIT II

PURPOS~ :

To

LESSON XIII A

recogn i ze a pronoun and learn its use

ANSWERS
A. 1 . Miss Harris and her pupils went on a p icnic .
2 . Lawrence sat there with a bored look on his face.
3 . Harold ' s mo t her sent him with a message for his
grandmother .
4 . Amy Lowell wrote a biography of Keats . It gave
her views on the nature of poetry .
5 . At the age of nineteen months , Helen Keller was
depr-ived of bo th s i ght and hearing . Until she
was seven , no serious attempt was made toward her
education .
6 . Porcelain is a highly valued type of fine potter~ .
It is usually very hard and white .

B. 1 . he

2 . his

whose
he
3 . hi s
4 . you
it
whose
5. I
6 . me

her

c.

1 . his
2 . its
'Z

'-' .

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10 .

his
her
her
its
his
his
hi s
its

•

Joseph Haydn
Nathaniel Hawthorne
President Pi erce
Nathaniel Hawthorne
William James Mayo
(person spoken to)
"The Jumping Frog"
Samuel Clemens
(speaker)
(speaker)
Marguerite

·cor her)

(or her)
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UN I T I I

PURPOSE:

LESSON XIV

To learn t he use of subject and object f orms of a
pronoun

,ANSWERS

A.

1 . me
2 . whom
3 . he
4. I

5. I
6 . she
7 . he

8. I
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .

15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .

19 .
20 .
21.
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .

26 .
27l
28 .

29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .

I

she
me
her
they
them
us boys
us girls
him
they
us girls
us
whom
him
me
he
she
she
they
she
whom
whom
me
who
whom
her
she

-

object of
object of
predicate
subject
predica t e
predicate
predicate
subject
subject
subject
object of
object of
predicate
object of
object of
object of
object of
predicate
object of
object of
object of
object of
object of
subject
subject
subj e ct
predicate
subject
object of
object of
object of
predicate
object of
object of
predicate

the preposition bet ween
the preposition to
pronoun
pronoun
pronoun
pronoun

the preposition
the prep~sition
pronoun
the preposition
the ver b
the verb
the preposition
pronoun
the verb
the preposition
the verb
the verb
the verb

without
from
to
to
for

p ronoun
the verb
the verb
the verb
pronoun
the verb
the preposition at
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UN IT II
PURPOSE:
ANSWERS
A.

THE PARTS

OF SPEECH

LESSON XIV A

To learn the use of subject and ob j ect f orms of a
pronoun
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

s.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .

13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .

17 .
18 .

me
I
I
I

me
we
we
we
us
us
she
her
she
her
her
him
he
he
she
she
he
him
them
they
they
they
whom
who
who

19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30 . them

-

ob j ect of
sub j e ct
sub j e c t
predicate
ob j e ct of
predi cate
predicate
subject
object of
object of
subject
object of
predicate
object of
object of
object of
predicate
predicate
subject
subject
subject
object of
object of
predicate
subject
subject
ob j ect of
subject
predicate
object of

the preposition for
pronoun
the preposition to
pronoun
pronoun
the prepos i tion with
the verb
the preposition except
pronoun
the verb
t he verb
the preposition for
pronoun
pronoun

the preposition for
the verb
pronoun
the preposition to
pronoun
the preposition for
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

UNIT II

PURPOS~:

To recognize and know the use of

LESSON XV
a

compound pronou

ANSWh~S

A. myself ,

yourself ,

himself,

herself,

ourselves

B. 1. Only Donald and I were there .
2. Correct
3 . Correct
4 . Correct
5 . He did the work by himself .
6 . Correct
7. You and I are invited .
8 . The girls prefer to skate by themselves .

UNIT II
PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

XV A

To recognize and know the use of a compound pronou

ANSWERS
A. hisself
B. 1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

LESSO

theirselves

He and I cannot be bothered with so much luggage.
The boys had disguised themselves as sailors.
Henry and I think the price is too high.
·How shall Mary and I find the direction?
He thought it all out by himself .
The old people were waiting by themselves.
He praised the contractor and the building itself
Will you travel by yourself?
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPE~CH

LESSON XVI

To understand the possessive forms of nouns and
pronouns

ANSWERS

A.

Singular
man
boy
lady
girl
woman
gentleman
John
teacher
9. child
10. wife
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Singular
Possessive
man 's
boy 's
lady ' s
girl 's
woman 's
gentleman 's
John ' s
teacher's
child ' s
·wife ' s

Plural

Plural
Possessive

men
boys
ladies
girls
women
gentlemen
Johns
teachers
children
wives

men 's
boys '
ladies '
girls '
women 's
gentlemen's
Johns'
teachers'
children's
wives '

B.
1 . Both boys ' coats are gone .
2. The children ' s toys were inexpensive .
3 . Mabel's report was interesting .
4• .

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

We must obey the city ' s laws .
Where are ladies' dresses sold?
Carl ' s book is lost .
The man ' s motion was not heard in the back of the room.
Have you read mother ' s letter?

c.
1.
2. you ' re
3 . hers
theirs
4.
5 . women 's
6.

7 . Betty's
8 . friend ' s

D.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

its
It I s
its
it's
It I s
It's
It I s
its
It's
It's

its

its
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSON XVI A

To understand the possessive forms of nouns and
pronouns

ANSWERS
A.
Singular
uncle
baby
bird
clerk
Ruth
mouse
maid
s . agent
9 . workman
10 . principal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Singular
Possessive

Plural

Plural
Possessive

uncle ' s
baby ' s
bird ' s
clerk ' s
Ruth ' s
mouse ' s
maid ' s
agent ' s
workman ' s
principal ' s

uncles
babies
birds
clerks
Ruths
mice
maids
agents
workmen
principals

uncles'
babies '
birds '
clerks '
Ruths '
mice ' s
maids '
agents '
workmen ' s
principals '

B.
1.
2.

3 . Margaret ' s

4 . Mr . Brown ' s

ponies '
Lincoln ' s
sailors '
month's
9 . days '
5.
6.
7.
8.
10 .

c.
hers

(Original sentences with the following)

its

Ralph's

D.

1 . its
2 . its
3 . It ' s
4 . It ' s
5 . it ' s
6 . it ' s
7 . It ' s
B. it ' s
9 . It ' s

10 . Its

its
it ' s

.g irls '

girls

girl ' s
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

UNIT II

PURPOSE:
ANSWERS

Ll!,SSON XV II

To understand the use of an adjective

the , heavy , strong , brown
Lily - covered , open , shady , the , varying,
the , fourth , largest , milling , the
a , few , sod , lowly , the , Kansas
The , mossy
angry
the , white , dusty
any , the
The , third , this , shady
10 . Some , the , other

A. 1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

this

B. weary , worn , heavy , red , a , unwomanly , a, dolorous,
the
C. (An original paragraph)
1t .

Allow your teacher to read

'
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UNIT II

PURPOSE:

LESSON XVII A

To understand the use of an .adjective

ANSWERS

A.

Adjective
1. A
a

long
white
the
the

stone
2 . This
dreary
no
many
3 . Deep
golden
the

the
rocky
4 . The
thrifty
excellent
yellow
5 . The
busy
11 t t le
tiny

B. Chinese ,

What it .modifies

noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
.noun
noun
noun

sentinel
beard
beard
beard
entrance
bridge
bridge
mansion
mansion
occupants
years
sunshine
sunshine
valley
mountains
mountains
farmers
farmers
crops
corn
wren
wren
wren
nest

loose , beautiful , blue, gold ,
tan , t he , detached , t he , animal, the,
yellow , blue , cream, cotton

red,
aray ,

C. (A description of an article that has been lost.)
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T HE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSO . XVIII

To avoid some common errors made with adjectives

ANSWERS
A. 1 . These
2 . That
'l:
That
'-' .
4 . These
5 . That
6 . Those
7 . This
B. that
B. 1 . Those flowers grow well in this country .
2. I saw those six airplanes flying over at noon .
3 . This magnifying glass is broken .
4 . Do you like that kind?
5 . Those girls 'ar"E3not studying .
6 . What are you going to do with this package?
7 . I do not care for that kind .
B. That sort of boy i'strustworthy .

UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOS~:

L15SSoir XV I II

To avoid some common errors made with adjectives

ANSWERS
A. 1 . These 2 . this

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

that
These
Those
Those
those
B. Those

B. 1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

These problems are mine .
What is the name of that book?
I like that kind better .
Those kinds of weed are common .
Don ' t you think that last assignment is hard?
Do you like that~t?
No, I would rather have this kind .
B. Those men are Arctic explorers .
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

To understand comparison of adjectives

ANSWERS
A.

quick
small
tall
happy
pretty
beautiful
wonderful
bad
good
much
· old
sweet
perfect
many
attractive

B. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

LESSON XIX

quicker
quickest
smaller
smallest
taller
tallest
happier
happiest
prettier
prettiest
more beautiful most beautiful
more wonderful more wonderful
worse
worst
better
best
more
most
, older
oldest
sweeter
s wee t est
(none)
more
most
more attrac- most attractive
tive

taller
faster
best
youngest
better
more dangerous
more
better
older
larger
better

C. 1 . · This is the most beautiful building I ever saw.
2 . The word has two pronunciations, but the first
is the better.
3 . Jack is the best wrestler of the five brothers .
4. I can see the picture plainer from here .
5 . The pilot was the bravest man of all .
6 . It is cheaper to travel by airplane than by mail .
? . This pen ls bad , but that is worse .
8 . Henry is quicker than you are .
9 . I will probably travel by auto the more .
10. That story is the most wonderful I e'v"er' heard .
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

To understand comparison of adjectives

ANSWERS
A. mischievous
troublesome
kind
soft
thin
round
high
courageous
dusty
funny

more mischievous
more troublesome
kinder
softer
thinner
(none)

higher
more courageous
dustier
funnier

LESSON XIX A

most mischievous
most troublesome
kindest
softest
thinnest
highest
most courageous
dustiest
funniest

B. (Original sentences using: better, best, worse,
worst, prettier, smaller, tallest, most beautiful,
more expensive) ·
·
C. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eunice sings sweeter than Elsie.
Run the quickest that you can .
You play the second piece worse than the first.
Step nearer to the blackboard.
No one can climb a steeper mountain than this one
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UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSON XX

To recognize an adverb and know its use

ANSWERS
A. 1. early
2. next
3. late
4. today
5. always

B. l. there
2. on
3. here
4. away
5. backward

c.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D.

Adverb .
1. exceedingly
2. noiselessly
3. quickly
well
4. often
5. truly

rapidly
gently
gayly
swiftly
foolishly
What it modifies
adjective beautiful
verb fell
verb works
verb works
verb visit
adjective wonderful

E. l. Helen hasn't any of the pap er for the exercises.
Or, Helen has none of the paper for the exercises,
2. We haven't seen anybody.
We have seen nobody.
3. I don't want to go anywhere.
4. Don't you know anything?
Do you know nothing?
5. She could scarcely talk.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

To recognize an adverb and know its use

LESSON XX A

ANSWERS

A.

Adverb
1. in

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

very
quickly
well
certainly
then
always
somewhere
very

B. Original
Two
Two
Two

What it modifies
verb came
adverb quickly
verb came
verb plays
adjective true
verb began
verb is shining
verb is shining
adjective pretty

sentences with the following:
adverbs of time
adverbs of place
adverbs of manner

C. 1. There is nobody at home.
There isn't anybody at borne~
2. Nothing ever matters anyway.
3. These nails are no good.
These nails aren't any good.
4. Is nobody invited?
Isn't anfbody invited?
5. I couldn t go anywhere in these clothes.
I could go nowhere in these clothes.
I:

ENGLISH
UNIT II
PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXI

To distingui sh between adjective and adverb forms

ANSWERS

A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .

safely
sweet
well
well
surely
surely
sure
bad
sad
beautiful
strangely
good
cold
real
very

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

UNIT II

PURPOSE:

ANSWERS
A.

LESSON XXI A

To distinguish between adjective and adverb forms
1 . well
2 . really
3 . good
4 ~ wisely
5 . well
6 . quietly

7 . unexpectedly

B. very

9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13 .

easily
attractive
delicious
almost
surely

14 . plainly
15 . somewhat
16 . well

17 . lonesome
18 . somewhat
19 . differently
20 . different
21 . almost
22 . very
23 . kindly
24 . bad
25 . badly
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSON XXII

To recognize a conjunction and an interjection

ANSWERS

A. 1. and
2.
3.
4.
5.

yet
or
and
and

B. 1. My
2. Oh
3. Pshaw
4. Ouch
5. Look

UNIT II

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE:

LESSON XXII A

To recognize a conjunction and an interjeotiori

ANSWERS

A. 1. or
2.
~
"".
4.
5.

but
nor
therefore
for

B. 1. Oh
2. Mercy
3. Hurrah
4. Bah
5. Whew
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH

PURPOSE :

LESSON XXIII

To review the eight parts of spee c h

ANSWERS
A. Noun , pronoun , verb , adjective , adverb , prepositionJ
conjunction , interje c tion
B. 1. verb
2 . noun
3 . adje ctive.,
adje ctive
4 . noun
5 . verb
6 . adje ctive
7. adjective
8 . adverb
9 . interjection
10 . pronoun
11 . adverb
12 . preposition

c.

1 . In

2.

3.
4.

5.

the
garden
are
Then
the
light
Rachel
and
Lois
The
glare
of
the
Ouch
I

hit

D. 1 . two
2 . to
3 . too
4 . two
5 . two
6 . too
7 . too
e. two

preposition
adje ctive
noun
verb
- adverb
adjective
noun
- noun
conjunction
noun
- adjective
noun
preposition
a dje ct i ve
- interjection
pronoun
verb
to
too
to
too
to
to
too

four
adjective
large a
adjective
apple
adjective
trees
noun
faded
- verb
slowly
adverb
played - verb
a
adjective
duet
noun
sun
- noun
blinded
verb
us
pronoun

my
finger

- pronoun
noun

\,
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UNIT II
PURPOSE:

ANSWERS
A.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXIII

To review the eight parts of speech
noun - name
pronoun - substitute for a name
verb - shows action
helping verb
adjective - describes or limits
adverb - tells time, place, manner
preposition~ begins a phrase
interjection - shows strong feeling
conjunction - joins

B. Original sentences
1.
as a noun
2.
g
as a verb
3. light as an adjective
4. fast as an adjective
5. 1'a"s't as an adverb
6. 1'iFe as an interjection
7. ari"'cr"as a conjunction
8. 1ts as a pronoun
9. In'""as an adverb
10. 1n as a preposition

}fSRi

c.

D.

1. Look
There
is

- interjection
adverb
verb
2. He
- pronoun
crossed
verb
the
adjective
room
noun
and
conjunction
looked
verb
~. The
- adjective
silver
adjective
moonlight
noun
shone
verb
through
preposition
the
adjective
4. Who
- pronoun
gave
verb
5~ He
- pronoun
drove
verb
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two
Two
Too
To

too

to

a

fire

- adjective
noun

out
preposition
the
a dject 1ve
window
noun
at
preposition
the
adjective
lake
noun
narrow - adjective
windows
noun
of
preposition
the
adjective
old
adjective
cast le
noun
you
- pronoun
that
pronoun
slowly
adverb
on 8
adverb

'I,,
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PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXIV

To avo i d s ome common barbarisms

ANSWERS
A careful st u dy of barbarisms

UN I T I I

PURPOSE:

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

LESSON XXIV A

To avo i d some common barbarisms

ANSWERS

A.

1 . We walked along t he stream and saw a pretty l itt l e f al l.
2. Amy is angry with me .
3 . Let me sharpen your penci l for you .
4 . "!'think this book is yours .
5 . How l ong did · you s~ay at the camp?
6 . Are you going anyw ere?
7 . There were four men and four women working in the office
B. What food shall ~take to the picni c?
9 . I trie'a'"t'o act just as the old woman did in the story .
10 . That new fashion of dress looks odd .
11 . I appreciate the gift .
12 . Are you eager for Christmas to come?
13 . Let ' s attend a show .
14 . Is that a read~ made dress?
15 . I have an appointment with the dentist at one o ' clock .
16 . He mo.unte d the horse .
17 . That was an enjoyable story .
18 . I have finished these problems .
19 . That was very funny .
20 . All right , I shall tell the class about it .
B. Try to a void barbarisms .

....
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ORGANIZATION
AND
RECITATION

ORGAJIZATION
(A suggested outline)

I . The parts of speech
I I. The use of each part of speech
III . Agreement
A. Pronoun and antecedent
B. Adjective and noun
c. Verb and subject

IV . Correct usage
A. Position of preposition phrases
B. Object and subject pronouns
C. Possessive nouns and pronouns
D. Past and past participle
E. Troublesome verbs
1 . sit , set
2 . lie, lay
3 . don ' t , doesn ' t
F. Distinguishing adjectives and adverbs

RECITATIO
(See chapter

~

III)
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TEST I

I . Place a number before each reason in the right hand
column to indicate the sentence in which that particular
error is found .
1 . Each of the boys has
finished their air planes

Wrong preposition used

2 . Who do you choose?

Unnecessary preposition

3 . I t don ' t matter .

Agreement of pronoun and
antecedent

4 . The coffee is to hot .
5 . The blue parasol be longs to Elaine with
black stripes .
6 . Please hand me that
there knife .

Sit and set confused

Past and past participle
not understood
To , too , and two not
understood
--Lie and .!!1, confused

7 . This hat is more pret tier than that .

Adverb modifying a noun

8 . Do you want these kind?

Object and subject pronouns not understood

9 . A man and his son works
together each day .

Wrong verb tense used

10 . The berries taste bit terly .
11 . He made it all by his self .
12 . The mens ' wives were
present .
13 . Its a pity that its
cover is torn .
14 . They moved to nebraska.
15. She had set down to rest .
16 . The cloud has laid
around the mountain top .

Misplaced phrase
Verb agreement not under
stood
Don't and doesn't not
understood
Adverb used for adjective
Double comparison
Wrong compound pronoun
Agreement of adjective
and noun
Proper noun not recognized
Possessive sign wrong
. Contraction miss pelled
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17 . They done their best .
18 . "Walk in my parlor,"

said the spider to
the fly .
19 .

e walk two miles
yesterday .

20 . Where are you going to?
II. Name the pa r t of speech of each word in the following
sentences .
1 . He swam slowly towa r d the raft .
2. Alas ! What will the y do?
3 . Aleck told his story , but the curious strangers would
not believe him .

III. Underscore the correct word .
1. I have (took , taken) my test .
2 . Beth has ( went , gone) home .
3 . You (saw , seen) that show yesterday .
4 . She has (laid, lain) down to rest .
5. He is (laying , lying ) on the floor where he always (lies J
lays) .
6 . The hen (sit~ , sets) on her nest.
7 . The hat (set, sat) low on her head.
8 . The pos~ was (set , sat) firmly .
9 . (To, too, t wo) miles is (to , too, two) far (to , too, two:
walk .
10 . It was (he , him) .
11 . The invitations were sent to James and (she, her) .
12 . (We boys, us boys) have a ·cave in the wood.
13 . Mother wants you and (I , me) .
14 . That (sure , surely) was thoughtful .
15 . I feel (bad , badly) .
16 . I am (a wfully , very) tired .
17 . That dress looks (pretty, prettily) with her dark hair .
18 . How many were (to , at) school today?
19 . Which of your tonsils is the (sorer, sorest)?
20 . The girl and her sis ter (seem , seems) to enjoy your
friendship .
21 . You (was , were) not accused .
22 . Your opinion and mine (is , are) different .

....
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23. Each boy must carry (his, their) own knapsack.
24. (Those, that) kind of pencils is my choice.
'
25. (It's, its) too bad that you cannot go.

TEST I
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UNIT II

ANSWERS
I. 18, 15, 20, 1, 17, 4, 16, 6, 2, 19, 5, 9, 3, 10,
7, 11, 8, 14, 12, 13.

- pronoun
verb
adverb

toward
the
raft

- preposition

2. Alas
what
will

- interjection
pronoun
verb

they
do ·

- pronoun

3. Aleck
told
his
-story
but

- noun
verb
pronoun
noun
eonjunction

the

- adjective
adjective

II. 1. he

swam
slowly

adjective

noun
verb

curious
strangers
would
not
believe

him
III.

1. taken
2. gone

14. surely
15. bad

3. saw

16. very

4. lain
5. lying
lies
6. sits
7. sat
8. set
9. two too to
10 •. he
11. her
12. We boys
13. me

17. pretty
at
sorer.
seem

18.
19.
20.
21.

were

22. are
23 . his
24. that
25. It's

noun
verb

adverb
verb
pronoun
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TEST II

I . Plec_e a number before each reason in the right hand
column to indicate the sentence in which that particular
error is found .

1. He come to school yesterday
late .
2 . Sit the plants oqt in rows .

3 . Mary and me can do it for

you .

4. I am going , to .
5 . I think its time to go to
the train .
6 . Divide the melon between the

three .
7. They are traveling by their selves .

Wrong preposition used
Sit and set confused
Unnecessary preposition
Agreement of pronoun and
antecedent
Past and past participle
not understood
To , too , and two not
under·stood
Lie and

.1!1:

confused

Adverb modifying a noun

8 . Quite a crowd seen the ac c i-

Object and subject pro nouns not understood

9 . Is this notebook hers ' ?

Wrong verb tense used

dent .

10 . He laid down all day yester -

day . .
11 . Where ' s my cap at?
12 . I feel badly .

Misplaced phrase
Verb agreement not under
stood

13 . They live on main street •.

Don ' t and doesn ' t not
understood ·

14 . That is the most beautiful-

Adverb used for adjeotiv

fest piece of handwork I
ever saw .

Double comparison

1 5 . He don I t know me .

Wrong compound pronoun

16 . Every one brought their lunch.

Agreement of adjective
and noun

17 . Take this here fan with you .
18 . The party and the picnic comes

on the same data .

Pro per noun not recog -

nized

....
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19. Do you like these sort of
pencils?
20. The old man saw the circus
with a white beard.

TEST II

Possessive sign wrong
Contraction misspelled

II. Name the part of speech of each word in the following
sentences.
1. The water splashed merrily over the rocks and finally
reached the brook.
2. Good cooks bake delicious cakes.
3. Stand near and watch the skaters.

III. Underscore the correct wo r d.
1. The letter was (wrote, written) plainly.
2. She (gave, given) each a present.
Have you (did, done) your work?
4. She (lies, lays) down to rest every afternoon.
5. The note was (lying, laying) where you (set, sat) by
the window.
6. He was (to, too, two) angry to speak.
7. It must have been (she, her).
8. They want (we gi r ls, us gi r l s ) to dance.
9. The flowers smell (sweet, sweetly).
10. These are .(real, really) pearls.
11. Which of the two boys can swim the (better, best)?
12. Where (was, were) you?
13. Each pupil must do (his, their) own work.
14. A flock of birds (was, were) flying over.
15. (It's, its) leg is broken.
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TEST II ·

ANSWERS

I.

6, 2, 11, 16, 8, 4, 10, 17, 3, 1,
15, 12., 14, 7, 19, 13, 9, o, 10

II. 1. The

water
splashed
merrily
over
the
rocks
2. Good
cooks
bake
3. Stand
near
and

III. 1. written
2. gave
3. done
4. lies
5. lying, sat
6. too
7. she
B. us girls
9. sweet
10. real
11. better
12. wete
13. his
14. was
15. Its

- adjective
noun
verb
adverb
preposition
adjective
noun
- adjective
noun
verb
- verb
adverb
conjunction

and
finally
reached
the
brook

20,

18,

- conjunction
adverb
verb
adjective
noun

delicious - adjective
cakes
noun

watch
the
skaters

- verb
edjeot ive
noun

·

CHAPTER VI
UNIT III--HOW TO USE THE DICTIONARY
Assimilative Material
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LESSON I

To learn how to find words in the dictionary quickly
INFORMATION
Words are placed in the dictionary in alphabetical
2. The alphabetical order may be determined by a letter
in the middle of a word if two or more words have the same ·
eginning.
For example, the word congratulate precedes the word
con ress because a comes before e.
3. At the top of each page in the dictionart are two
uide words ·. The heading on page 502 in Webster. s New Interational Dictionary is:
CORN

CORNISH

502

first guide word is the first word in the first column;
second guide word is the last word in the third column or
the last word on the page . If you were looking for the word
crescent, one glance at the page should show you that only
ors eginning with co are found on that page. Words begining with or would be-round on pages that follow.

OUR WORK

A. Write the letters of the alphabet from 1 tot.

B. Arrange the following groups of words in alphabetical
order:
1

truth
digest
signal
narcissus
mystic

2

3

hedge
head
herd
heed
hexagon

monologue
monograph
monopolize
monosyllable
monoply

C. Copy the heading which would show the page on which
the word corps could be found.
CORN

502

CORNISH

CORNISH

503

CORONA

CORONACH

504

CORPORATION

CORPORATION

505

CORREA
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506

LESSON I

CORRESP01IDER

D. A secretary of a club wr ites the roll of the members
in alphabetical order . Write the names of your classmates in
alphabetical order (last names first) . Your teacher will pro~
vide you with a list of the names correctly spelled.
Remember that when a name is reversed >a comma is
placed between the last and the first name .
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PURPOSE:

LESSON I A

To learn how to find words in the dictionary quickly

INFORMATION
( See lesson 1)
YOUR WORK
A. Write the letters of the alphabet from c to k.
B. Arrange the following groups of words in alphabetical
order:
1

uniform
examine
accept
relate
hemp

2

3

conduct
condole
conductor
condition
conduit

pagan
paper
pad
palm
pack

c. Which pair of guide words would show the page on
which the word glacier could be found? Write the number of
the page.
GIRT

914

GIVE

GIVE

915

GLADIUS

GLADLESS

916

GLASS

GLASS

917

GLEAN

GLEAN

918

GLIOMA

D. Write the names of ten of your friends in alphabet 1ca ·.
order, last name first.
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LESSON I I

To know correct pronunciations

I NFORMATIOM
1. When a word f i rst appears in the dictionary , it is
pr i nted in very black type and is correctly spelled in syl •
lebles .

part

De

ment

.
2 . Ea c h sy l lable us ually contains a vowel so und . The
letters a , e , 1, o , u , and somet i mes wand y are vowels .
3 . These l etters have mo re than one vowe l sound .
symbols ·i ndicate the different sounds of a l etter .
-

a

V

a

/\

a

a

a

~

Small

!

4. A page in the dictionary (usually in the front}
explains these symbols . Thi s page has a title ; as ,
Key To Pronunciation
Guide To Pronunciation
5 . In parenthesis immediately following the correct
spelling , the correct pronunciation of the word is shown .
The word is respelled according to sound , silent letters
are omi tted , and the symbols for the letters are added .

Cy

press

CsI

v

pres)

6 • . When the first part of several words is similar , the
explanation of the pronunciation of that part is g iven for
the first word on ly .
\,}

Ar
Ar
Ar

bi
bi

bi

tr at e· Ca r b i trat}
tra tion (tra shun)
tra tor ( ter)

7 . The syllable receiving the most em~hasis is marked
with a heavy accent mark .

Ad

dress I

This word is prQnunciated a~ d

I

1
ss and not ad
~

ress .

8 . Some words have more than one correct pronunciation .
The first one is the preferred pronunciation .
I
( ~
I
..J..
..L.. ,
-L
To ma to
to ma to
or
to mA to)
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YOUR WORK
A. Find the guide or key to pronunciation in your dic tionary . Copy the number of the page on which you find it in
Webster's New International Dictionary .
B. Copy from a dictionary the correct spelling (in syl•
lables) and pronunciation for the following words.
1 . bouquet
2 . dictionary
rz
'-' •

mischief

4 . mischievous

5 . admire
6 . admirable

7 . illustrate
s . illustration
9 . recess
10 . calf
11 . aviator
12 . aviation

C. Do you speak these words correctly?
bols and practice pronouncing each word .

Study the sym-

When you feel sure that you can pronounce them
correctly , ask your teacher to listen .
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LESSON II A

To know correct pronunciations

.

INFORMATION
( See lesson II)
YOUR WORK

A. The following words are often mispronounced. Copy
from a dictionary the correct spelling and pronunciation of
each word .
1 . often
2 . athlete
3 . alternately
4 . secretary
5 . employ
6 . address
7 . handkerchief
e. library
9 . divide
10 . preface
B. Practice the pronunciation -of each word . When you
feel sure you can pronounce them correctly , ask your teacher
to hear you pronounce them .
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LESSON III

To understand the meaning of abbreviations commonly used in the dictionary .

INFORMATION
1 . Abbreviations are used in the dictionary to save
space .
2. Some of the a.b breviations are alike in all dic tionaries .

of each diction•
list of all the abbreviations used in that volume .

3 . On a page in the front or the back

ary is

a

YOUR WORK
A. Find the page that explains the abbreviations used
in your dictionary .
On what page in Webster's New International Dictionary are the abbreviations explained?
B. You should know the meaning of commonly used abbreviations so that you need not turn to the list each time
you use the dictionary .
Find the meaning of these abbreviations:
syn .
obs .
colloq .
F.
p.p.

pl .
n.

a.
v.

L.
AS .

cf .
fr .
adv .

c. When you have checked your list for accuracy , learn
the fourteen abbreviations and their meanings . You will
save time later by doing so . Remember to place a period
after each abbreviation you write .

ENGLISH
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PURPOSE:

HOW TO USE THE DIGrIONARY

LESSON IV

To learn how to find information about a noun

INFORMATION

1. When you learn how to use the dictionary, it will be
very helpful to you when you study. A paragraph in history
or civics may not be clear because you do not understand the
meaning of an important word.
2. Notice the way in which an unabridged dictionary
gives the information for this noun that you know well.

·

-'-

tspelling
pronunciation
tek shun),-- part of speech
F. pro~ derivation
u

I

v

Pr~ tea tion (pro
n.
[!,. protectio: er.
tect ion]
1. The act of protecting, or the
state of being protected; preservation from loss, injury, or annoyance; defense; shelter; as the weak
need protection.
2. That which protects or preserves
· from injury; a defense; a shield; a
refuge.
Let them rise up and be your protection. Deut. XXXII. 38
> meaning (and examples)
3. A writing that protects ors~cures from molestation or arrest;
a pass; a safe conduct; a passport.
4 • ( Econ • ) A t he or y , or po 11 c y , of
protecting the producers in a country
from foreign competition in the home
market by the imposition of such discriminating duties on goods of foreign production as will restrict or
prevent their importation; -opposed
to free trade.
Syn. preservation; defense;
guard; shelter; refuge; security; ---synonyms
safety.
3. If the plural of the noun does not end in!, the
plural is shown .as
u
v
1
brib / er y (brib e r y), n. pl. briberies (iz}.
/"V

4. "L. protectio: cf F. protection" means that the
word may have entered our language from the Latin or the
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French language, and if you are interested, you are to compare (cf.) those two sources~
5. A word may have more than one meaning . If it has,
the dictionary will list the meanings and often give examples. If a meaning is no longer used, the. abbreviation
obs. follows.
6. Synonyms are words very nearly alike in meaning.
Sometimes the list of synonyms is followed by a paragraph
stating just how the words differ. For example, the synonym
listed for the word adversary are: enemy, opponent, antagon
1st. The paragraph follows:
·

Enemt is the only one of the words which necessaril
implies a sta e of personal hostility. Men may be adversaries, antagonists, or opponents to each other in certain
respects, and yet have no feelings of personal animosity.
An adversarl may be simply one who is placed for a time in a
hostile pos tion as in a lawsuit, or an argument. An -2.E- ·
onent is one who is ranged against another (perhaps passive
y) on the opposing side: as a political opponent, an opponent in debate. An antagonist is one who struggles agains
another with active effort, either in a literal fight or in
verbal debate.

1

YOUR WORK

A. Find the word protection in an unabridged dictionary
Notice the arrangement. Now look for the same word iti an
abridged dictionary. How does the explanation differ?

B. 1. What is the meaning of the abbreviation Econ. at
the beginning of the fourth meaning of protection ? ---2. Which meaning of protection is used in this sentence?
Piles of snowballs lay behind the protection
which the boys built.
C. What derivation do these words have?
chauffeur

shepherd

chronicle

gull

paternal

D. Explain the derivation of the word~:
two

~s.

twa akin to G. zwei, Ir. & Gael da, L. duo,

E. What is the plural of the following nouns?
wheep

caput

hostility

memento

session

Gr.Jvo]
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F. Explain the meaning of the words and abbreviations
in the brackets after the following:
1. Shingle, n., sign for an office or shop.

[Jocose,

u. s:,

2. Bur then, bur a'en
~r cha ic.]
3. Grub, victuals; food _ {§lang]

4. Facility, .flexibility l:FJ
5. Facetious, elegant
[gbs~

G. Read the discussion of the synonyms for the word
difficulty. Jot down the difference in the meaning.
H. In Webster's New International Dictionary the following under·scored words have several meanings. Copy for·
each word the number of the meaning used in the following
sentences.
1. Mr. Braman has resigned his position as teller of
the bank.
2. A small packet was seen nearing the shore.
3. The class is making splendid preparation for the
program.
I. What is the difference in the meaning of these two
nouns pronounced ali ke?
calendar

calender

J. How many correct ways of pronouncing the word advertisement are there?
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T-o learn how to find inf or mat ion about a noun

INFORMATION
( See lesson IV)
YOUR WORK
A. (1) From what languages were these words derived?
rag boudoi~ pygmy ship octopus
(2) Explain the following : Me ~ S; akin to G. mich
L. me , Gr~! 1J
B. Find the plural of the following nouns:
legume facility elf chief radio

c. What help do the words and abbreviations in the
brackets give you?
(1) Deliverance , n . An utterance {].rchaic]
(2) Rout, N. A troop L9bs J
( 3) Steerage . The stern [ RJ
·
(4) Folks . The persons in one's own family @olloq.
New Eng J .
D. Write the meaning of each synonym for the word~·
E. Which meaning in the dictionary corresponds to the
meaning of each underscored word? (Webster's New International)
(1) The book was printed in the type called pearl.
(2) How many cases of diphtheria are there in the
town?
(3) Write me a ~ soon .
F . What is the difference in the meaning of these two
nouns that are pronounced alike?
current

currant
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To understand how to find information about a verb

INFORM TION
1 . To use a verb correctly , you must know its principal
parts . When you are in doubt about the p rincipal parts of a
verb, consult the dictionary .
2 . Study this illustration from Webster ' s Collegiate
Dictionary (an abridged dictionary) .
I

V

I

r_

For give (giv) , v . t . J...Pret
gave (gav); p . p . given (giv 1 n);
p . pr . & vb . n . giving .
(1.s . forgiefan;
pref . for giefan, gifan , to give ~
1 . To give up resentment or claim to
requital for an offense or wrong ; to
pardon .
2 . To cease to feel resentment against
(a person) for wrong committed; ab solve; pardon .
v . i . To grant forgiveness
Syn . See excuse
3. v. t .
v. i .

palling
pronunciation
-- ~ art of speech
~ principal parts
-

derivation

- meanings

-

synonyms

transitive verb, a verb that is followed by an
object
intransitive verb , a verb that is not followed
by an object

4 . pret . preterit which is a Latin term for past tense
or past time (same as imperfect)
p . p . past participle
p . pr . & vb . n . present participle and verbal noun or
the ing - form of the verb
The principal parts of the verb forrive then are:
forgive
forgave
orgiven
5. The word for,ive was derived from an Anglo - Saxon
word meaning give (g efan) . The prefix for was added .
6 . The unabridged dictionary saves space by asking you
to turn to the word excuse for the synonyms . There you will
find the list of . synonyms and a discussion of their meaning .
7 . If the forms for the past and past participle are not
given , you are to take it for granted that the verb is regular , that is, the past and past participle end in ed .
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Walk ( wak) ; v ~i.
~ S. weal can to roa~
I. To move along on fo ot .

Si n ce the principal parts are not given before the
derivation , the verb is regular . There f ore , the principal
parts are:
walk

walked

walked

YOUR WORK
A. hy i s the pronunciation of only one syllable given
for the word forgive ?
B. Copy from the foll owing the verbs which can be both
transit i ve and intransitive :
arise
deposit
endure
bite
depend
C. Write the principal parts of the following verbs
commonly misused . Consult the dictionary for proof .
climb burst hang (to execute) lie ( to recline)
bring

D. (1) Why is the following sentence incorrect?
The policeman suspicioned him .
(2) Write the sentence correctly .

E. (ll What is the ninth meaning for the word regard
in Websters New International Dictionary?
(2) Write one synonym for the word entreat .
(~) Is the word freeze used as a transitive or an
intransitive verb in the following sentence ?
An early frost will freeze the fruit .
F. Explain the following:
(1) Get [ mp . Got (g~t)

(Obs . Gat (gat) ; p . p . Got
(obsolescent Gotten (got t ' n) Jrn
(2) Fix .
To repair.
~ olloq . u.s~
1
~
(3) Bull doze
(d5z) , v . t . To coerce by violence
L_?lang , u. s~
.
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To understand how to find information about a verb

INFO RMATION

( See lesson V)
YOUR WORK
A. Which of the following verbs are intransitive verbs
only:
perforate annihilate sit petition be
B. Are you sure of the principal parts of the following
verbs? Find them in the dictionary .
drag

set

prove

sow

beat

C. (1) Why is the word enthuse wrong in this sentence?

The game did not enthuse me .

(2) Correct the sentence .

D. (1) Is swing transitive or intransitive in the fol~
lowing sentence?
The child can s wing high .
(2) Write one synonym of the verb extol .
(3) Copy the first meaning of the verb demand from
Webster's New International Dictionary .
E. Explain the underscored words in the following:
(1) Calculate . To think .
Local u.
(2) Ain ' t .
A colloquial con -rac on or are not .
(3) Shake
[ imp . Shook (shook); p . p . Shaken (shak'n
(Shook, obs . ); p . pr . & vb . n . Sh~king]
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PURPOSE:

LESSO

VI

To understand how to find information about adjectives and adverbs

INFORMATIO T
1. If you are confused as to whe ~her a word is an adjective or adverb, consult your dictionary .
2 . Since an a djec t ive and an a dverb are so often alike ,
they are pl a ced in the same para gra p h in the dictiona r y .
Study this examp le from Webs ter ' s Colleg i a t e Dictionary :
1

Lu/ aid (lu s t d), a . [j,. lucidus, fr . lux, lucis, light J
1 . Shining; bright; 2 . Clear;
transparent . 3 . Design a ting or
characterized by , a sane or normal
state of the faculties . 4 . Easily
understood; clear .
Syn . Luminous, same . See trans parent, Clear. Lucidly , adv .

J

spelling
pronunciation
[
~ part of speech
_ derivation

- - meanings
-synonyms
_adverb

3 . The pronunciation of the adverb is similar to the
adjective . The meaning is practically the same , but the use
is differe n t .

Example:
YOUR WORK

A. What would be the synonyms for lucidly?
B. Find three synonyms for each of the follo wing adjectives:
ignorant adjacent enormous languid dilatory
C. ( 1) Why are the follo wing underscored adjective s i n -

correct?

(a)

That was an awful mistake .

(b)

I had a keen time .

(2) Substitute an adjective that is correct.

D. (1) Are the following underscored adjectives used

correctly?

(a)
(b)

(c)

I am real tired .
Sure Y'IT go • .
y-fee1 some better now .
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(2) Correct each sentence if it is necessary .
E. Are there adverbs that are similar in spelling to
the fbllowing adjectives ? I f so , what ar~ they?

i nactive
good
bad
old
pretty .
first
brutal
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To understand how to find i nformation about adjectives and adverbs

INFORMATION
( See lesson VI)
YOUR WORK
A. Write after each word th
synonyms .
(a) impious
(2) garrulous
(3) explicitly
( 4) hostile
(5) heartily
(6) listlessly
(7) jolly

0

part of speech and three

B. (1) Why are the following underscored adjectives
incorrect?
(a) We had a swell time et the party .
(b) She is light complected.
(c) You did fine .
(d} That old man is grouchy .
( 2) Suggest an adjective for each that would be cor rect .
C. Write the pronunciation of the following adverbs .
sincerely
athletically
ludicrously
prettily
gayly
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LESSON VII

To use the dictionary as a helpful reference

INFORMATION

i . An unabridged dictionary contains much valuable
information besides explanation of words . For example , in
Webster's New International D.ictionary , several pages are
devoted to the history of the English language .
This additional material is usually placed in the
front and the back of the dictionary .
2 . Dictionaries by different authors vary a little in
the method of word explanation . For example , Funk and Wag nall ' s Dictionary places the guide words in the corner of
the page , instead of at the top of the page as in Webster's
Dictionary .
3 . As a person grows older , his vocabulary should grow
so that he can express his thought in a clear pleasing man ner and can understand the written and spoken language of
others . New words should be learned frequently .

4 . To make a new word your own, you must know its spell
ing , pronunciation , meaning , and use . Then if you purposely
use it several times in talking or writing , its newness dis appears .

YOUR WORK
A. List the subjects of the articles of information
found in the front and the back of Webster's new Internation
al Dictionary .
B. Funk and Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary has two
systems of giving pronunciations . Which is the same as the
one used in Webster's Dictionaries?

c. Suppose the following sentence occurred in your
history . Unless you knew the meaning of the underscored
word , you would not know the complete meaning of the sentenc •
Find its meaning .
"This agrarian law , though well intentioned , did
not go the root of the real difficulty . "
D. In the story , "The Sire de Maletroit's Door" , the
description of Sire de Maletroit begins ,

"on a high chair beside the. chimney , and directly
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facing Denis as he entered, sat a little old gentleman in a fur tippet~ .
You can not p icture him as you should unless you
know the meaning of the word ti ppe t. Find its me an i ng .
E. Wha t differen t parts of s peech may the following
words be:
less

left

F . (1) What must you know about a word before it is
really your own?
(2) If you have added a word to your vocabulary
recently, name it.

I·
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PURPOSE:

LESSON VII A

To use the dictionary as a helpful reference

INFORMATION
(See lesson VII)
YOUR WORK

A. List the subjects of the articles of information
found in the front and the back of Funk and Wagnalls New
Standard Dictionary .

B. How does the top of the page in Funk and Wagnall's
Dictionaries differ from that in Webster's Dictionaries?
C. Find the meaning of the underscored word in this
sentence from a history text .
"The wealth of Carthage enabled her to raise huge
armies of mercenary soldiers and to build warships which in
size , number, ·and equipment surpassed those of any other
Mediterranean state . "
D.

In the story "The Gold Bug" is this sentence:

"In these excursions he was usually accompanied by
an old negro , called Jupiter, who had been manumitted before
the reverses of the family . "
Copy and supply a synonym for the underscored word .
E. What different parts of speech may the following
words be?
fly

F . If you wish to add a new word to your vocabulary ,
what must you know about that word?

CHAPTER VI ( CONTINID,"1)}

UNIT III--HOW TO USE THE DICTIONARY
Helps for the Teacher
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I. Why should a person know how to use the dictionary
intelligently?
II . Arrange the following words in alphabetical order:
11 . Indian
1 . hawk
2 . prostrate
12 . harness
3 . scowl
13 . ellipse
4 . e llipsis
14 . work
5 . violent
15 . device
6 . furnish
16 . chin
17 . ellipsoid
7 . motive
18 . elliptical
8 . ell
9 . hasty
19 . balmy
20 . acclimate
10. scout
III. Copy the preferred pronunciation for the word neither .
IV. (a) What do the following lines mean?
1 . Freeze, n . tl ~congealing (Colloq . )]
2 . Hide, v . t . ~ mp . Hid; p . p . Hidden , Hid; p . pr . &

vb . n . Hiding J
(As. neaht; akin to D. & G. nacht, L. nox,

3 . Night

GR .vu5]

(F. nocturne fr . L nocturnus]
For what do these abbreviations stand?
cf.
obs.
syn.
a.
4. Nocturn

(b)

V. In what six divisions does an unabridged dictionary
give the information about a word? Explain for the
noun poison .
VI. (a) Are the principal parts of .the following verbs

cor·rect? If there is any error, write the correct
forms.
leave
leaved
leaved
drownded·
drown
drowned
kidnap
kidnapped
kidnaping
paw
pawed
pawed
rumbled
rumbled
rumbled
(b) May the following two words be verbs?
egg
suicide
VII . (a) Find two synonyms for each of these adverbs:
suavely ludicrously
passively
(b) Write the pronunciation of the three adverbs in (a)
(c) Which of the following words are adverbs?
almost
lovely
well
some
beastly
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VIII. (a) Which word in the parenthesis gives the exact

meaning?
1.

GAn
A rejoinder)
answer
A reply

was sent as soon as the

formal i nvitation was received .
2 . Mr . Ranson is very

prosperous)
fortunate
( successful
for oil was discovered on his farm .

3 . The work was pleasant and easy , but

hours were _requi ~ed that it became

1

s~wearisome
~e~~~~s
irksome

(b) How many parts of speech may these words be?
like
space
except
(c ) What is the plural of the following nouns ?
spadix
souvenir
(d) What four things must you know about a word before
you can add it to your vocabulary?
(e) Rewrite the meaning of the following paragraph in
your own words:
"Circumstances, and a certain bias of mind, have
led me to take interest in such riddles , and it
may be doubted whether human ingenuity can construct an enigma of the kind which human ingenuity
may not , by proper application , resolve . "

,

..
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ANSWERS
I. A person should know how to use the dictionary intelligently so that he may be independent in finding information about words.
harness
hasty
hawk
Indian
motive
prostrate
scout
scowl
violent
work

II. acclimate
balmy
chin
device
ell
furnish
ellipse
ellipsis
ellipsoid
e.11 ipt ical

-

III. ( ne

/

ther)

IV. (a) 1. Freeze, · noun .

The meaning "A congealingfl is
used in informal discourse only
2. Hide, verb transitive (takes an object). The
principal parts are: hide (present)
hid (past)
hidden or hid (past participle) . The ing-form is hiding.
3. The word night was derived from the Anglo-Saxon
worq . neaht which is similar to the Dutch and
German word nacht, the Latin word nox, and the
Greek word vu5.
4 . The word nocturn was derived from the French
word nocturne which came f~om the Latin word
nooturnus.
(b) cf. - compare
syn. - synonym
obs. - obsolete
a. - adjective

V. spelling

pronunciation
part of speech
derivation
meaning

/

poi son
(poi" z 'n)
noun
French
1. A potion; esp., a potion containing
a noxious or deadly ingredient; also
such an ingredient. (out of use.)
2. Any agent which introduced into the
animal organism may produce a morbid,
noxious or deadly effect.
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synonyms -

VI. (a) leaved
drown
kidnap
paw

rumbled

leaved
drowned
kidnapped
or kidnaped
pawed
rumbled

PRETEST

3. That which taints or destroys moral purity, character, or the public welfare
as, the poison of evil example.
4. The poison bush.
(used informally in Australi )
Syn.-Venom, bane, pest,
virus, malignity.
leaved
drowned
kidnapped
or kidnaped
pawed
rumbled

( b) egg - a verb
suicide - a noun

VII. (a) suavely - sweetly, pleasantly, or graciously,
blandly
ludicrously - ridiculously, comically or sportively
passively - inactively, inertly, or submissively,
/ v
patiently
( b) (swavvli or s~av/11)
(lu/dl krus l!)
(p~s/siv 11)
( C } almost
well

VIII. ( a ) 1. reply
2. fortunate
3. tedious
(b) like - a., n., adv., v., prep .
space - n., v.
except - c., prep., conj.
( C) spadices or spadixes
souvenirs
(d) spelling
pronunciation
meaning
use
(e) (par ag raph rewritten )
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INTRODUCT ORY DISCUSSION
In writing a letter or compos ition , have you e ver had
the exper ience of writing a word t hat looked strange an d
wondering whether or not it was s pelled correctly? How did
you find out?
}
Asked some one
--- Probable answers
Used the dictionary
If there had been no one near to ask , you would have
been helpless unless you had known how to use the dictionary .
If you know how to use the dictionary , you need not bother
nor depend on father , mother, or the nearest person to learn
the spelling or meaning of a word . You can be independent
in finding the information for yourself .

PRESE TATIO
The dictionary gives six divisions of information about ·
a word:
1 . Correct s pelling
2 . Pronunciation
3. Part of s peech
- 4 . Derivation
5 . Meaning
-6 . Synonyms (if any)
The derivation of a word tells the name of the language
from which we received it . The derivation of most of our
words is Anglo-Saxon or early English , but many words are
from the Latin language and some from the French .
Not all of the six divisions of information will be
found in every dictionary , since all dictionaries are not the
same size . A large dictionary which gives all the informa tion possib le about each word is called an unabridged diction
ary . The prefix un means not an d abridSed means shortened;
unabridged then means not s"Eiortened . Tis is an unabridged
dictionary . (Show an unabri dge d dictionary)
All small e r dictionaries which do not give all the in formation pos s ible about each word are called abridged
dictionaries . Abri dg ed means shortened . Abridged dictionaries have fe wer wo r ds , express the meaning in fewer words ,
and often omit the derivation and synonyms entirely .
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This is the largest abridged dictionary (exhibit) , and
this pocket dictionary (exhibit) one of the smallest abridged
dictionaries . A dictionary that is too small is not helpful
for too much is omitted .
SUMW
~RY
1 . Why should every person know how to use a dictionary•
2 . What six divisions of information may be found about
each word in an unabridged dictionary?
3 . What two kinds of dictionaries are there?
4 . Which kind contains the largest number of words and
gives all the information possible about each word?
5 . Why is it best not to buy a very small dictionary?

ASSIGNMENT
At the close of this presentation ask the pup ils to
tell what the y have le arned in carefully writte n pa ragra p hs.
Re-present the material to those i n the class who show
by their written summaries that they have not comp rehended.
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PURPOSE:

To learn how to find words in the dictionary
quickly

LESSON I

ANSWERS

A. 1
B.

n

m

0

p

1

r

t

s

2
head
hedge
heed
herd
hexagon

digest
mystic
narcissus
signal
truth

c.

q

3

monograph
monologue
monoply
monopolize
monosyllable

CORPORATION

505

CORREA

D. (Ask permission of your teacher to see the class
roll . )

UNIT III
PURPOSE:

HOW TO

us~

THE DICTIONARY

LESSON I A

To learn how to find words in the dictionary
quickly

ANSWERS
A. c
B.

c.

d

e

accept
examine
hemp
relate
uniform

f

g

H 1

j

condole
condition
conduct
conductor
conduit

k
pack
pad
pagan
palm
paper

915

D. (Ask your teacher to check this exercise for you.)
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To know correct pronunciations

ANSWERS

A. xxxvii
I

B. 1 . bou quet

(boo

ka >
V

2 . die tion a ry
v

3. mis chief

V

._

u

v

\)

I

V

(mis chif)
v /

4 . mis chiev ous

( mis chi vus)
-

5. ad mire

I

(~d mir)
u I u
( ad mi ra b 1 1)
v I
-

6. ad mir able

(1 lus

7 . 11 lus trate

v

8 . 11 lus tra tion
-'-

9 . re cess

10. calf

/

( dik shun a ri)

\)

-1

V

I

kar >

<

12. aviation

u

( 11 us tra shun)

(re ses)

11. a vi a tor

/v

u

trat or 11 us trat)

_, u (a vi a ter)
,v

("t

C. (Oral pronunciation)

Vi

8 / S h~n )
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ANSWERS
A. 1 . of ten

( ~f 1 ' n)
(M th 1 l e t)

2 . athlete

lJ

3 . alternately

V

4 . se ere ta ry
5 . em ploy
6 . ad dress

/

-

V

/

•

v

/

~

V

(sek re ta ri)
/

L.J

( em ploi)
u /

( ~ dres)

7 . ha n d ker chief

B. li bra ry

,-..,

( al ter nat 11)

'\I

u

( han ke r chif)
-

...

/

1.,/

( 11 bra ri)

-

u

/

9 . di vide

( di vid)

10 . pre face

(Pref as)

V

/

B. ( Oral pr onunci a tion )

J..

LESSON II A
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To understand t he meaning of abbreviations common ly used in the dictionary

ANSWERS
A. lxxx
B. colloq .- colloquial (used in i nfor mal discourse as
conversation)
syn .
- synonym (a word nearly alike in meaning)
p. p.
- past participle (of a verb)
pl .
- plural
n.
- noun
a.
- adjective
v.
- verb
obs .
- obsolete (out of use)
F.
- French
L.

AS .

cf .
fr .
adv .

- Latin

- Anglo Saxon

- compare
- from
- adverb

'
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PURPOSE :

LESSON IV

To learn how to find information about a noun

ANSWERS

A. The explanation is shorter .
synonyms may · be omitted .

The derivation and

B. (1) Meaning 4 applies to the study of p olitical
economy .
( 2) 2

C. chauffeur - French .
shepherd - Anglo - Saxon Middle English
chronicle - Middle English , Old French, French ,
Latin from the Greek
gull - Celtic
paternal - Latin

D. The word two was derived from the Anglo - Saxon word
twa which is liketne German word zwei , the Irish and Gaelic
'w'ord da , the Latin word duo and the Greek word J\/o
-.

-

--

'

E. (1) sheep , cap ita, hostilities , mementos , sessions
(2) acts of warfare

F . Jocose , U. S. - used in jesting in the United States
Archaic - an old fashioned word no longer used
Slang - not used by cultured people
R. - not used very often , or rare
Obs ol ete - out of use

G. difficul ty - re quir es skill to overcome
hindrance - that which checks pr ogress or movement
obstacle
}
- that which retards action
obstruction
H. ( 1} - 2f
( 2) - 3
( 3) - 1

I . calen dar - an orderly arrangement of divisions of
time
calen der - a macdline for smoothing paper
J. 2

·
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To learn how to f ind information about a noun

ANSWERS
A. (1) rage - Old English
boudoir - French
pygmy - Gre ek or Latin
ship - Anglo - Saxon
octopus - Latin
(2) Me was derived from an Anglo - Saxon word which is
I'Ike the German word mich , Latin word me and the
Greek word /<c'
-

B. legumes

facilities

elves

chiefs

radios

C. (1) The meaning "an utterance" is no longer used .

(2) The meaning 6 a troop" is out of use .
(3) The meaning "the stern" is rare or seldom used .
(4 ) The meaning "the persons in one ' s own family" is

used in conversation in New England .

E. list - series of names
roll - names of members
catalogue - names of articles in order
register - that in which records are kept
inventory - names of articles in a store
schedule - formal list for business purposes
F . (1) 6
( 2} 4 (first n . )
( 3) 15b

G. current - a stream
currant - s fruit
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To understand how to find information about a verb

ANSViERS
A. The pronu.nciation of the prefix for had been given
in preceding words .
B. deposit

C. climb
burst
hang
lie
bring

endure
climbed
burst
hanged
lay
brought

bite

depend
climbed
burst
hanged
lain
brought

D. (1) Suspicion cannot be used as a verb .
(2) The policeman suspected him .

E. (1) To look upon , as in a certain relation; to re gard one as a friend .
(2) beg or beseech , solicit , implore, supplicate
(3) transitive
V
F. (l) The past of the verb~ i s ~ , pronounced~.
The form .B_!!_ is no longer used . Tlie pas~artioiple i s ~.
The form ~ten is obsolescent or §oing out of use.
( ) The meaning ''to repair of the verb fix is used
in the United States informally only.
.
(3) Bulldoze is a transitive verb, meaning to coerce
by violence . This meaning is slang; that is, it is not used
_by cultured people. It is used mostly in the United States .
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LESSON VA

To understand how to find information about a verb

ANSWERS
A. Be
B. drag
set
prove
sow
beat

dragged
set
proved
sowed
heat

dragged
set
proved
sown
beat

C. (1) Enthuse cannot be used as a verb .
(2) I was not enthusiastic about the game .
D. (1) intransitive
(2) praise or applaud , commend , celebrate, glorify
(3) To ask or call for authority; to claim as due;
as, to demand payment for debt .
E. (1) The meaning is used in certain sections of the
United States only .
(2) Colloquial means that the word is used informall .
use .

(3) The past particip le shook is obsolete or out of
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To understand how to find . information about adjectives and adverbs

ANSWER S

A. brightly , clearly , sanely
B. ignorant , unlearned , untaught , unenlightened , or
illiterate , unlettered , uninformed
adjacent - immense , e x cessive , huge , or
vast , immoderate , prodigious , monstrous
languid- feeble , weak , heavy , or dul l, heartless
di l atory - slow , delay i ng , sluggish , or inactive ,
loitering , behindhand , backward , procrssti ating

c.

(1)

(a) The meaning of awful in (a) is slang . Use
serious , or disastrous .
(b) Keen means sharp and cannot describe time .
{2) Use gay , lively , merry , pleasant or exciting .

D. (1) An adjective cannot modify an adjective .
I am very tired .

Very is an adverb .

(2) An adjective cannot modify an adverb .
Sure 1 y I ' 11 go •
(3) An adjective cannot modify an adjective .

I feel somewhat batter now .
E. inactive - inactively
good
bad - badly
old
pretty - prettily
first - firstly
brutal - brutally
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To understand how to find information about adjectives and adverbs

ANSWERS
A. ( 1 ) adj .
( 2) adj .
(3) adv .
( 4) adj .

irreligious, profane, ungodly
talkative , loquacious , noisy
clearly , plainly, openly , or unreservedly
antagonistic, opposed, adverse, or opposite, . contrary , repugnant
( 5) adv . - cordially , sincerely , earnestly, or warm ly' zealously , ardently, eagerly, activel
vigorously
( 6) adv . - heedlessly , carelessly , languidly , or
indolently
(7) adj . - merry , jovial., lively, or pleasant
-

B. ( 1)
(a)· Swell is slang.
(b) Complected means interwoven.

(o} Fine is not an adverb.
(d) Grouch¥ is slang.
( 2)

( a ) merry , pleasant, happy
(b) comp lexioned
( C) well
(d) cr-os s , ill-t empered

c.

\)

\)

(sin ser 11)

cath . let
U

_/

V

u

/

/U

u

V

1 kal 11)

U

\J

(lu di krus 11)
V

u

(pr-i t ti 11)
_Iv
(ga 11)

'
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To use the dictionary as a helpful reference

A 1SWERS

A. Authors and Works Quoted
A Brief History of the English Language
New Words
Orthography
Pronunciation of Foreign Names
Population of places in the United States having
more than 5000 inhabitants
Geographical Dictionary
A Pronouncing Biographical Dictionary
Arbitrary Signs used in Writing and Printing
Pictorial Illustrations
B. Second

c.

Pertaining to land

D. Cape covering the neck and shoulders

E. less - adv. n., v.
left - adj., v. n .

F. ( 1) spelling
pronunciation
part of speech
meaning
use
( 2) A. newly acquired word
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PURPOSE:

HOW TO USE THE DICTIONARY

LESSON VII A

To use the dic t ionary as a helpful re f erence

ANSWERS

A. Spelling and Pronunciation
~

Method of Compounding Words
Foreign Language Char t
Ke y to Abbreviat i ons

Di sputed Pronunci ations
Glossary of Foreign Wor ds , Phrases , et c.
Stat i stics of Population of the World
B. A part of the key to pronunc i ation is printed at the
top of the page and the guide words appear in the corner .
C. Hi red soldiers

D. "In these excursions he was usually accompanied by an
old negro , called Jupiter , who had been freed before the re verses of the family ."

E. more - adv ., n., adj .
fly • adj ., v ., n .
F . spelling
pronunciation
part of speech
mean i ng
use
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ORGA IZATION
and
RECITATION

ORGAN IZAT ION
An outline similar to the following should result from
the discussion and summary of the assimilative material .
How to Use the Dictionary
I . Reasons for studying the dictionary .
A. To secure reliable i nformation
B. To increase one ' s vocabulary
C. To gain independence
II. Kinds of dictionary
A. Unabridged
B. Abridged ·
III . Contents of the dictionary
A. Information about words
1 . Spelling
2 . Pronunciation
3 . Part of speech
4. Deriva.tion
5. Meaning
6 . Synonyms
B. Reference material
IV . Use of the
A. In
B. In
C. In

dictionary
composition work
reading
correcting speech
RECITATION
(See chapter III)

/
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TEST I

I. Why should a person know how to use the dictionary intelligently? Answer in a complete sentence .
II. Plac e these words in alphabetical orde~:
1. treat
11. cavity
2. possible
12. stipulate
3. regent
13. balm
4. nutrient
14. reformer
5. stipulation
15. ane c dote
6. poor
16. rear
7. st ipulator
17. amuse
s. refusal
18. stipule
9. interview
19. unhappy
10. dock
20. yellow
III. (a) Copy carefully the full pronun ciation for the word
stenorraphioal.
b) Write the word notary in syllables and mark the
ac oent.
(c} How many correct pronunciations are there for the
noun envelope?
(d) What is the p lural o f ~ ?
(e) What difference does a change of accent make in the
word convert?
(f) What is the preferred pronunciation of the word
apricot?
IV. (a) What information do these lines from the dictionary
contain?
( 1) Queer . a. 2. Myst _e rious: questionable @o lloq .
( 2) Love. N. ~S. lufe; akin to L. Lube fl
(3) Drink v. i . t . {Imp . Drank; p . p . Drunk , Drunken; p . pr. & vb. n . Drinking J
(b) What do these abbreviations stant for?
obs .
pl .
fr.
V. (a) The information which an unabridged dictionary
gives about each word usually contains six divisions . What
are they?
Use Webster ' s New International Dictionary and copy
the information after each division for the word slipper.
(Copy only one meaning , the one most frequently used.)
(b) Explain "cf. 1st pump" after the second meaning.
(c) On what page was the word slipper found?
( d) How many meanings are gi van?
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(e) What is the meaning of the abbreviation Mach. be fore one of the fifth meaning?
---VI. (a) Write the principal parts which are correct for
the following verbs:
tread
recognize
keep
(b} Write the ing-forms of the three verbs a~ove.
(c) Which of the three verbs may be transitive verbs?
(d) Find two synonyms for the verb recognize.
(e) What is the second meaning of the ~erb tread?
VII . (a) Write the pronunciation for the following adverbs:
marvelously
constantly
stern
(b) What are two synonyms for each adverb in (a)?
(c) Which of the following words are adjectives?
supple
somewhat
miserly
gingerly
stingy
VIII. (a) How many parts of speech may the following words
be?
still
fool
so
that
export
(b) What is the plural of the noun focus?
(c) If you wish to add a new word to your vocabulary,
what five things shou1a · you know about it?
(d) What is the meaning of the underscored words in
the following:
"It is obvious that a knowledge of the repair of
the arrangement, when any such troubles arise , is a valuable
asset to anyone ."
(e) What is the difference in the meaning of these

synonyms?

expect

anticipate

hope
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ANSWERS
I . A person should know to use the dictionary intelli gently so that he may be independent in finding information
about words .
II .

1 . amuse
2 . anecdote
3 . balm
4 . cavity
5 . dock
6 . interview
7 . nutrient
s . poor
9 . possible
10 . rear
V

..

V

11. reformer

12 . refusal
13 . regent
14 . stipulate
15 . stipulation
16 . stipulator
17 . stipule
18 . treat
19 . unhappy
20 . yellow
/u

III . (a) steno graf 1 kal
( b) no 1 ta ry
( C)

3

(d) zeros or zeroes
( e) con 1 vert - noun
con ger~' - verb
(f) a ' pri kot

IV . (a) The word queer is an adjective . The second mean ing is used only in informal conversation.
(b) The word love is a noun . It was derived from the
Anglo - Saxon word lufe~ch is like the Latin word lubet .
(c) The woFcrdrink is a verb intransitive or transi tive, (may be used with or without an object) . The principal
parts are:
present
pest
past participle
drink
drank
drunk or drunken
The ing - form of the word is:

drinkina .
(d) obs . - obsolete (out of use)
pl . - plural
fr . - from

V. (a) spelling

pronunciation
part of speech
derivation
meaning

I

sl!P per
slip 1 er
noun
lhs . s l ipur/
A kind of light
shoe , often and typically one
which may be slipped on with
ease and worn in undress , but
often an elaborate one worn
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with evening dress .
None given

synonym

(b) Compare the second meaning of slipper with the
first meaning of the word pump .
( C) 1975
( d) 6

(e) The last meaning applies to a piece of machinery
VI .
( a) tread

recognize
(b) treading

trod
recognized

trodden
or trod
recognized

recognizing
keeping
( C) all
three
(d) acknowledge , allow , or own , concede
( e) manner or style of stepping

val us

11
VII . (a) ma:rf
kon ' st~nt 11
stt rn 11
( b) marvelously - wonderfully , surprisingly, or
strangely , improbably , incredibly
constantly - steadily, continually ., oruniformly
sternly - cruelly, strictly , or pitilessly
(c} supple
miserly
stingy .
VIII . (a) still - adj ., adv ., v. , n .
fool - v . , n .
so - adv ., conj ., interj .
that - adj. pro . , conj ., adv .
export - n . , v .
(b) focuses
(c} spelling
pronunciation
meaning
part of speech
(d) evident , plain, clear
- obvious
asset - help, assistance
(e) expect - implies some ground or reason in the
mind for considering a future event as
_ likely to happen; as , when we throw a
stone , we expect it to fall .
anticipate - to look forward to ; as ., he antio i pa es
the pleasure or coming
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hope - adds to expectation the implication of
. desire , as , the accused hopes for an ac quittal .
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I. Why is the dictionary a helpful reference?
in a brief paragraph.

TEST II
Answer

II. Arrange the following words in alphabetical order;
1. cautious

2. article
3. zone
4. high
5. spruce
6. convert
7. yield
B. trump
9. time
10. trumpery

11. marvel

12. university
13. fleet
14. trumpeter
15. do
16. fleeting
17. trumpet
18. shape
19. procure
20. oyster

III. (a) Copy carefully the full pronunciation for the

word promiscuously.
(b) Write the word separate in syllables and mark.
(o) May the word theater be spelled in two ways or
does it have two pronunciations?
(d) Does the word truth have a plural? If so, what
is it?
(e) When contest is accented on the first syllable,
what part of speech is it?
(f) The word either has two pronunciations. Which
one is preferred?

IV. (a) Can you read the information in the following

lines? .
1. Ride v. 1. Q.mp. Rode (Rid, archaic); p.p.
· Ridden (Rid, archaic; p.pr. & vb. n. Riding]
2. Science, n.
(!. fr. L. soire to know]
3. House, n. pl. Houses. ~s. Hus; akin to G.
hausl
(b) For what do these abbreviations stand?
colloq.
syn.
a.

V. (a) Name the six divisions of information that an

unabrid~ed dictionary gives about a word. Use
Websters New International Dictionary and write
the information for the word elt after eaoh
division. Copy only one mean ng# the one most
frequently used.
(b) Explain 8 of. Pel isse 11 i .n the derivation.
( 0 ) On what . page was the word pelt found?
( d) How many meanings were given?
(a) Copy the illustration for the first meaning.

1
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VI. (a) Write the principal parts which are correct for
(b)

( C)
( d)
{e)

the following verbs:
tramp
speed
forget
Write the ing - forms of the three verbs above .
Which of the three verbs may be transitive verbs
What is the derivatibn of speed? ·
In Webster ' s New International Dictionary what
is the fourth meaning given for speed?

VII . (a) Write the pronunciation for the following ad-

verbs:
far
excessively
fairly
(b) What are two synonyms for each adverb in (a)?
( C) Which of the following words are adjectives?
noisy
there
almost
three
lovely

VIII . (a) What are the parts of speech of the following
words·:
dusky
everything
everywhere
dusty excel
(b) What is the plural of the noun buffalo?
(c) If you wish to make a new word your own , wha t
must you know about it?
{d) What is the meaning of the underscored word in
the following:
"Now Dr . Heideg ger was a very strange old gentle
man , whose eccentricitl had become the nucleus
for a thousand fantast c stories . "
(e) What is the difference in the meaning of these
synonyms?
fragrant
odorous
aromatic
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T~ST II

ANSWERS
I . When a person knows how to use the dictionary well ,
he can find information about words without asking any one .
If a lesson in science or history contains a few new words ,
their meanings can be found in the dictionary . A good composition does not have misspelled words . If a person is
judged by his English , he should have a large vocabulary and
should pronounce words correctly . The dictionary is a help ful reference .

II. 1 article

11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

2 cautious

convert
4 do
5 fleet
6 fleeting
7 high
8 marvel
9 oyster
10 procure
7.

'-'

III .

.L.

u

/.:.. u

shape
spruce
time
trump
trumpery
trumpet
trumpeter
university
yield
zone

v

(a) pro , mis ku us 11
(b) separate

( C) 2 yays of spelling

(d) yes , truths
( e) _!?.9un"'
(f) e ther
IV. 1 . The word ride is an intransitive verb , a verb
that does not ta~e an object . The principal parts are:
present
past
past participle
ride
rode
ridden
The past and the past participle rid are no longer used .
The ing•form of ri de is riding . --. 2 . The w~scienoe ls a ·noun .
It is derived from
the French language which received it from the Latin word
scire mee.n ing to know .
·
3 . The word house is a noun .
Its plural is houses .
It was derived from the Anglo-Saxon word hus which is like
the German wor d ~ .
--(b) colloq . - -colloquial (used in informal discourse)
syn . --synonym
a . --edje ct ive

v.

(a) spelling--pelt v
pronunciation--pelt
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part of speech- -noun
derivation- - French or Latin
meaning - -A skin of a beast
synonyms - -hide , fell , rind , bark~ peel
(b) The derivation is similar to that of pelisse .
Compare .
(c) 1593
( d) 4

(e) Raw pelts clapped about them for clothes .
VI . (a) tramp

speed
forget
(b )

tr-amping

tramped
sped or speeded
forgot
speeding

tramped
sped or speeded
forgotten or for
got
forgetting

( C) all
( d) Anglo-Saxon
(e)

to cause t o make haste
~

VII . (a) (far)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

u

~

,~

u

...A

I u

(ek ses 1v 11)
(rar 11)
far - -widely--remotely --ex cessively
exorbitantly , extremely or extravagantly - -fairly
plainly - -immoderately - -favorably- - honestly
spelling
pronunciation
part of speech
meaning
use
difference from usual practice
fragrant- - means emitting an agreeable odor , a
frasr ant rose .
odorous --may suggest either a pleasant smell or
(sometimes) an unpleasant one , odorous
perfumes .
aromatic --adds to fragrant the suggestion of
spiciness; as , aromatic vinegar .

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIOM
A summary.--With a desire to profit by progressive
ideas of prominent educators and to improve class room
technique to meet the needs of individual pupils, the writer
has arranged this reorganization of the material of 9A
grammar.

The objectives constantly kept in mind have been

mastery of essential material, individual progress, improved study habits, and right pupil attitudes toward learning.

The basis of the reorganization, the Morrison theo~y

of unit learnings, seemed the best logical plan to accomplish
these objectives.
The -reorganization plans definitely for each of the
objectives.

In the study of each unit, mastery of material

is insisted upon so that a real learning product will result.
Each pupil advances at his own rate of speed placing emphasis
on his special needs.

The aim of the instruction sheets is

the third objective, improving study -habits.

The self•

explanatory instruction sheets permit self-directed study.
Independence is encouraged, for only that information which
a pupil cannot discover for himself is supplied by the
teacher.

To dis~redit the value of mere performance of

exercises, each instruction sheet states the real purpose
for study.

The need for knowing how to speak and write cor•

rect English is stressed frequently, and in this way pupil
responsibility for education is stimulated.
-264-
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No pr ogressJ ve cour se should be stable .

The use of the

instruction she e ts makes revi s ion easy since substitutions

may be made without reprinting the entire course .
Suggestions for further study. --Whenever it is possible
for a school system to use a flexible course arrangement , a
study should be made to discover the units of English a
pupil needs to master .

·An investigation of the errors made

·by the pupils in written and oral compositions would be
helpful in establishing the units .

Very close correlation

with other subjects is needed if the pupils really make
English a tool subject .

A plan of cor r elation which would

stress the use of good English in every subject classroom
would be decidedly superior to direct teaching of principles
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